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Abstrat
Observations of the atalysmi variable systems EX Dra, Z Cha, and OY Car using
multi-wavelength data ranging from near-infrared to X-ray bands are presented and
analysed. Obsuration of the white dwarf by intervening material is disussed in
ontext of all three systems, inluding the onrmation of iron lines in the spetrum
of OY Car and the absorbing nature of the aretion dis upon the soft X-ray band
in Z Cha. Evidene for spiral shoks and slingshot prominenes from the seondary
star are found in EX Dra, while the extent of Z Cha's boundary layer is probed
with extensive modelling of simultaneous optial and X-ray data. Combined with
a spetral analysis, this leads to the onlusion of a trunated inner dis present
within the system. The rst radial veloity measurement of OY Car's red seondary
star is presented, and used to produe a fully spetrosopi determination of the
system's mass ratio whih is ompared to previous attempts using the photometri
method. The seond part of this thesis deals with the improvement of the Ultraam
and Ultraspe instruments. For the former, inreased olour preision is ahieved
by areful alibration of the instrument's lter response with respet to the SDSS
system; a harge modulation problem is investigated and quantied; and the devel-
opment of a software system designed to improve observation and redution workow
is detailed. For Ultraspe, a areful analysis of the CCD parameters is performed
in order to prepare the instrument for sienti quality data publiation, inluding
an analysis of spurious harge found present. It is also shown that the AC oupling
of the video iruit in the CCD an ause erroneous values in the readout but an
be retied, and presene of harge trailing aused by eletron traps is investigated
with preliminary orretions shown.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Catalysmi variables are remarkable stars that display frequent and dramati hanges
in their brightness by orders of magnitude, whih has fueled an intense observation
and study of suh objets for what is now over 150 years. The origin for this ob-
served variability was explained not by a proess in a single star, but in a binary
system [Walker, 1954℄, speially the transfer of mass between the two objets.
This mehanism presents many good reasons for studying suh systems, as they
have impliations regarding stellar and Galati evolution; areting white dwarfs
may be the soure of Type Ia supernovae [King et al., 2003℄ and nova eruptions
inuene the interstellar medium and from that the galaxies whih are onstruted
from suh material [Amari et al., 1990℄. Often, however, it is the proess of a-
retion itself that is the matter of study. Aretion is the most eÆient form of
energy and is not unique to atalysmi variables - blak holes present at the en-
tres of galaxies are another ase, and jets of material are typially assoiated with
areting objets. The omplete physial workings of suh areting diss that form
around objets like the white dwarf remain a strong soure of debate, however. The
soure of visosity within aretion diss - while neessary for suh a dis to operate
- is under debate, and the dis instability model used frequently to desribe the
aretion and subsequent outburst within atalysmi variables has been alled into
question several times due to inonsistenies with the observed evidene [Meyer and
Meyer-Hofmeister, 1989; Pringle, 1988℄. Due to their steadily inreasing number
of detetions, atalysmi variables provide a useful and readily available soure to
observe the phenomenon of aretion by professionals and amateurs.
As will be explained, a wide spetral range is required to suesfully examine
all the omponents within a atalysmi variable system, but due to their variability
and - in some ases - elipses, eÆient detetors that an run with a high adene
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are also of a huge benet. The requirements of a wide spetral range and high
time resolution are diÆult to ahieve in union; however several instruments have
been developed that are well-suited to one regime or the other. Ultraam and
Ultraspe are two instruments with very high time resolution; the former providing
frame rates of 100Hz+ with triple-arm broadband photometry, and the latter with
spetrosopy at up to 30Hz. The ESO X-Shooter instrument that has reently ome
online provides an unpreedented spetral range from 3000

Ato 25000

A. All three
of these instruments potentially oer great insights into the study of atalysmi
variables, and results from eah will be shown during later hapters.
This thesis makes use of data from UV to X-ray wavelengths to study three
atalysmi variables (EX Dra, Z Cha, and OY Car), and also fous upon improve-
ments to the well-established Ultraam instrument and the relatively new Ultraspe.
Initially a more detailed bakground of the physis of atalysmi variables will be
given in x2, whereas the detetors that are used in all modern observations of these
systems are detailed in x3, along with typial redution methods for observational
data. The hardware and software of Ultraam and Ultraspe are briey desribed
in x4.
In x5, optial and UV data of EX Dra are presented, examining the possi-
bility of the white dwarf being obsured by its aretion dis along with signs that
the dis may beome elliptial in outburst. The thin regime above the surfae of
Z Cha's white dwarf, known as the boundary layer, is measured and disussed in
x6 by using a ombination of Ultraam optial data with X-ray observations using
XMM-Newton; this hapter also investigates the remarkably variable ephemeris of
the objet. Following this, x7 details observations of OY Car with the new spe-
trosopi instrument \X-Shooter". Here the previous photometri results are tested
against new independent spetrosopi measurements, and the presene of iron lines
previously reported by Horne et al. [1994℄ is investigated.
The next two hapters fous upon instrumentation. In x8, this is Ultraam;
where the auray of the lters with respet to the SDSS system are alulated,
along with an investigation into a long-standing issue with the Ultraam CCDs
that aets the auray of the data. The hapter also details the development
of software modules that will automatially atalogue Ultraam data and provide
improvements to the observing workow. x9 details alibration of Ultraspe and the
development of a software pipeline to aount and orret for various tehnial issues
that aet the auray of the data. Some preliminary siene results of Ultraspe
are presented. The results from eah of the hapters will be summarised along with
onlusions in x10.
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Chapter 2
Catalysmi variables: a brief
overview
This hapter will disuss the nature of atalysmi variable (CV) systems, inluding
their evolution, geometry, important parameters and notable harateristis. While
this will be a onise guide to the neessities of CV systems in ontext of researh
done, more detailed texts are readily available, suh as Warner [1995a℄.
2.1 Stellar evolution
All stars begin their life in the form of ollapsing, gravitationally-bound louds of
gas. These louds produe young star lusters, and it is unsurprising that sine
they are formed in this manner, many of the produed stars are also gravitationally
bound to one another. Binary systems, with two stars orbiting one another, are the
most ommon result of suh a senario, though triple systems or pairs of binaries
are also possibilities. A reent study shows that two-thirds of stars are single [Lada,
2006℄, perhaps ejeted from an unstable gravitational onguration.
Most stars are in a hydrostati equilibrium state; the onstant fore to ol-
lapse due to gravity oset by the thermonulear reations present in its ore. This
an only funtion as long as the ore reations have a fuel soure (hydrogen), whih
eventually runs out. At this point, if the star has a mass greater than 0:2M

the
ore begins to ontrat and any remnant hydrogen in the envelope of the star ig-
nites resulting in a small, hot ore and an expanded, ooler envelope. While many
stars may go on to burn helium in their ores (resulting in a arbon/oxygen ore),
those that are under half a solar mass do not [Benvenuto and De Vito, 2005℄. The
remnant ore ontinues to ollapse until it beomes supported by degeneray pres-
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sure. At this point the Pauli exlusion priniple omes into eet; the star an no
longer ontrat beause no two eletrons an oupy the same state as ditated by
Fermi-Dira statistis. This is a white dwarf { a ompat, degenerate objet that
is the ooling remains of a star that had insuÆient mass to fuse any further ma-
terial. It is important to note that stars more massive than  8 solar masses will
burn material in their ore potentially up to iron and will not beome white dwarfs
[Heger et al., 2003℄, instead beoming neutron stars and eventually, perhaps, blak
holes. The lifetime of a star is approximately inversely proportional to the square
of its mass (qualitatively, greater mass leads to inreased ore burning), and hene,
it is expeted that most observed white dwarfs will have arbon-oxygen ores sine
their helium ounterparts will not yet have run out of fuel. Some are still observed
however [Liebert et al., 2004℄, implying some external inuene upon the star to
allow it to proeed far enough along its evolution, whih is attributed to binarity as
disussed in x2.2. The ultimate state of a white dwarf will be a non-radiating objet
in thermal equilibrium with its loal environment (the osmi bakground radiation)
but this will never in reality be ahieved due to the long timesales involved.
The spetra of white dwarfs an be approximated by blakbody spetra,
but in detail show hydrogen or helium features, despite of their expeted arbon-
oxygen ores [Sion, 1999℄. The explanation is that the extremely high surfae gravity
separates elements, so heavier ones sink to the bottom whereas the lighter ones rise
to the top, where they are observable; this is the white dwarf `envelope' ontaining
residue material from its asymptoti giant branh phase and potentially areted
material from the interstellar medium [Shatzman, 1945℄. This envelope is a tiny
fration of the white dwarf's mass but is extremely important, as it is highly opaque
and hene slows the ooling rate of the ore.
Low mass stars on the order of 0:1 0:3M

are thought to be fully onvetive;
they will exhaust all of their hydrogen fuel but never manage to beome red giants.
These have extremely long stellar lifetimes and are referred to as red dwarfs.
2.2 The ommon envelope phase and Rohe potential
Catalysmi variables begin their evolution as binaries with the heavier of the two
stars evolving more rapidly, before expanding to beome a red giant. Single stars
or binaries with signiant separation will always revert to a lowest-energy state,
whih in terms of gravitational potential is a spherial shape. When brought lose
enough together, this no longer holds true, and the less massive, less dense star will
distort to math the equipotential surfae whih in a gravitational and entrifugal
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potential is given by

R
(r) =  
GM
1
jr  r
1
j
 
GM
2
jr  r
2
j
 
1
2
(! x r)
2
: (2.1)
This equation is true under the assumptions of mass and angular momentum onser-
vation, as well as a irular orbit, and is in a referene frame of the rotating binary.
M
1
andM
2
are the masses of the stars, r
1
and r
2
are position vetors of the entres
of the stars, and ! is the orbital angular veloity whih from Newtonian gravitation
and Kepler's third law is
! =
r
G(M
1
+M
2
)
a
3
z^: (2.2)
Here, a is the orbital separation and z^ is a unit vetor that is perpendiular to the
orbital plane.

R
is known as the Rohe potential, and a very important result is that
the lines of Rohe equipotential depend only upon the mass ratio, q =
M
2
M
1
, with
the sale being a funtion of a alone [Warner, 1995a℄. A double-lobe with an inner
Lagrangian point L
1
is of partiular interest; these are known as the Rohe lobes of
the two stars. If the surfaes of both stars are well within their Rohe lobes, they
will remain spherial, and the system is ategorised as a detahed binary. However,
as a star grows larger in radius, it will begin to distort to math the equipotentials
of its Rohe lobe. If this trend ontinues it will eventually ll its lobe and then
overow; material passing through the L
1
point will then be aught in the potential
of the other star, and mass transfer between the two will begin.
This is what happens in the binary ase desribed above as the more mas-
sive star goes through its red giant phase. The envelope expands and overows
the Rohe lobe, and mass transfer onto the less massive star begins. At this point
in time, the star that will eventually be onsidered to be the primary in a CV is
in fat the donor, or seondary, and the mass ratio q > 1. This is an unstable
senario, however; the material transferred from the heavier star means this mass
is moving away from the entre of the binary, and sine the material gains angu-
lar momentum, the stellar separation must derease in order to onserve it. The
onsequene of this derease is also a derease in the Rohe lobe size (as it sales
with a). The L
1
point moves inwards towards the heavier star, and now even more
mass is transferred. The runaway senario ontinues until all material is eetively
dumped onto the other star. The timesale for suh a transfer may be on the order
of years or less (limited by the rate at whih material transfers), and the result is a
loud of material surrounding both stars whih is known as the `ommon envelope
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phase'. This envelope of material auses a drag fore, and the envelope is heated
with energy being extrated from the orbit; meaning their separation will derease
along with the orbital period. At some point the thermal energy deposited into the
surrounding material will exeed the binding energy of the ommon envelope and it
will be expelled into what we term a planetary nebula on the order of 10
3
  10
4
yr.
What remains in this standard treatment of binary evolution is now an unevolved
seondary star and the exposed ore of the former red giant, whih is a white dwarf
and beomes the primary in the newly formed system. The role of the two stars is
reversed, and the resulting objet after this phase is a binary that is either detahed
(if the Rohe lobes do not permit mass transfer) or otherwise a atalysmi variable
binary.
2.3 The primary and the seondary
In terms of a CV, the primary refers to the ompat, entral objet (the white dwarf),
whereas the seondary refers to the distorted red star that material is transferring
from. In semi-detahed systems suh as CVs, where the seondary is overowing its
Rohe lobe, the star rotates at the same rate that it orbits. Material losest to the
primary will exhibit a bulge on the surfae of the star due to a gravitational potential,
and should the orbital period not math the rotation of the start, a torque will be
exerted eetively dragging this bulge towards the primary. This torque energy is
supplied from the orbital rotation leading to the minimum energy senario of the
rotation mathing the orbital period, whih is known as tidal loking. This proess
also irularises the orbit [Tassoul, 1988℄.
The primary is expeted to dominate at UV wavelengths beause of its high
eetive temperature [Panek and Holm, 1984℄, and in systems with a high inlination
angle with respet to our line of sight, an be elipsed by the larger seondary star.
In the optial band, the primary may be deteted in Balmer lines or the Lyman-
series in near-UV, though in some systems the ux from the white dwarf may be
negligible in omparison to the aretion dis (x2.4). The star is expeted to have
temperatures from 10,000K to 50,000K [Townsley and Bildsten, 2002℄. While the
ooling rate for an isolated white dwarf will depend upon its stored energy (and
envelope transpareny), in a CV, the primary is ompressionally heated as material
is areted from the mass transfer.
The seondary (typially of M spetral type) also provides a unique feature
to the observer beause of its non-spherial geometry. When seen side-on to the
observer, the star appears larger beause of its distorted nature and hene more
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ux is observed than when it is end on. This variation is known as ellipsoidal
modulation and an help provide limits on parameters of a CV system, sine the
Rohe lobe shape is dependent only on q, and the amplitude of ellipsoidal modulation
is dependent upon the inlination angle of the system.
Beause of its lower ( 3; 000K) temperature, the seondary is expeted to
only be deteted at red and infrared wavelengths. While the star may have a low
ux density even in this band, its extremely large surfae area ompared to the white
dwarf means that it is frequently visible at suÆiently long wavelengths. Calium is
a strong indiator of the seondary star, and sine moleular features will be present
in the seondary as temperatures are low enough that atoms an form and sustain
bonds, Titanium Oxide (TiO) may be found as well. Due to the many modes of
rotation and osillation of a moleule, suh features are more omplex than the
atomi lines one may observe from the white dwarf.
2.4 The dis and the bright spot
When mass transfer onto the primary begins, the material rosses the L
1
point
at the speed of sound in gas (generally a few km/s, Hellier [2001℄) but the orbital
veloity an be 50 times this speed. For this reason, material annot diretly fall onto
the primary, but instead swings around it (onserving angular momentum). Inside
the rotating binary frame, this an be looked upon as the Coriolis fore exerting
itself upon the stream. The stream enters an orbit of lowest energy (a irle) that
maintains its angular momentum; the result being a ring surrounding the primary
star. This is known as the irularisation radius (see Frank et al. [1992℄).
Considering Kepler's third law one more, material at a radius slightly loser
to the white dwarf will be moving at a higher speed than those further out (dier-
ential rotation). These annuli of material will ause frition as they move past one
another, and energy is dissipated in the form of turbulent heating. Beause energy
is lost, some material must move inwards to a small radius, but to also onserve
angular momentum some material must move outwards, the result being a thin dis
that is known as an aretion dis. An exhaustive review of aretion diss is given
in Pringle [1991℄.
The inner boundary of the dis is set by the white dwarf, where material
an eventually settle down onto the surfae of the primary. The outer dis radius
is set by tidal interations of the outer annuli with the seondary star. Beyond the
limiting radius, these interations ause dissipation, draining the material's angular
momentum and eetively halting further growth of the dis. Aretion diss vary in
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Figure 2.1: A 3D representation of a atalysmi variable system showing the white
dwarf, seondary star, dis, bright spot (represented by the star) and the stream
(solid line). Left: phase 0.7, showing the distortion of the seondary star due to the
lling of its Rohe lobe. Right: phase 0.96 just before the white dwarf is elipsed.
temperature depending upon radius, and an be roughly approximated by annuli of
blakbodies with temperatures ranging from 5,000K at the outer radius to 30,000K
near the white dwarf. Balmer and helium emission lines are frequently seen in
the spetra of aretion diss, but sometimes show absorption. The physial origin
for these lines is the absorption and re-emission of photons at disrete energies of
exited atomi states. Should the observer be seeing the ontinuum through a loud
of absorbing gas, the re-emitted photons are unlikely to be in the same diretion as
the absorbed ones whih will result in a ontinuum spetra with dark, absorption
lines. Alternatively, observing the sattered photons will result in emission lines. A
dis surrounded by a thin orona hene may provide both absorption and emission
lines.
Where the inoming stream of material from the seondary impats the are-
tion dis, a supersoni, turbulent impat ours, releasing large amounts of kineti
energy to heat the target site known as the bright spot. At high inlinations, the
bright spot is an important ontributor to the ux observed, and the luminosity
upper limit is
L
bs

GM
1
(
_
M
2
)
r
d
; (2.3)
where
_
M
2
is the mass loss rate from the seondary and r
d
is the radius of the dis.
In most ases it is assumed the bright spot is a point on the rim of the dis, but it
may in fat be extended as some material from the stream ontinues on its previous
trajetory. Some simulations show the impat may reate a hole in the aretion
dis, or that some material may even swing around and reate a seond impat site
[Lubow, 1989℄. Later in x6 and x7, possible evidene of suh a senario are shown
with the atalysmi variables Z Cha and OY Car, respetively.
A diagram of a CV showing the white dwarf, seondary, dis, and bright spot
an be seen in gure 2.4.
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2.5 The boundary layer
Just above the surfae of the white dwarf, the Keplerian veloity is approximately
3,000km/s. However, the white dwarf rotates at onsiderably lower veloities, and
so the areting material must be slowed down to arete onto the primary. This
regime is known as the boundary layer, whih is a very thin layer ( R
WD
) above
the surfae of the white dwarf. The Keplerian speed and gravitational potential of
some mass m at distane r from the primary are given by
v =
r
GM
1
r
; (2.4)
U =  
GM
1
m
r
: (2.5)
Sine the kineti energy is
1
2
mv
2
, it an be seen that in this ase it is
1
2
of the
potential energy, meaning that up to half of this gravitational potential energy an
be released and radiated away with the other half onverted into kineti energy of
the infalling matter.
In situations where the aretion rate is low, the material is optially thin.
Cooling omes via ollisions between partiles, but due to the low density, this is
generally insuÆient to provide any notable ooling, and so the hot gas expands
lowering the density further, resulting in a large, hot, and diuse orona of material
surrounding the white dwarf [Hellier, 2001℄. In this ase, the boundary layer will
dominate the X-ray ux in the system. At higher aretion rates, the boundary layer
will beome optially thik, inreasing the ooling rate at whih point the X-ray ux
will diminsh and will instead be deteted primarily in the UV.
The boundary layer may also be responsible for some of the wind outow.
Ions lose to the boundary layer will be pulled loser by the graviational pull of the
primary, but also experiene radiation pressure from the strong luminosity being
emitted from the hot boundary layer whih pushes in the opposite diretion. At
suÆient radiation pressure, the atom is driven out and hene beomes part of the
wind outowing from the binary. However, older models that used non-rotating
radial outow winds have been supereded by bionial rotating ones whih in gen-
eral provide muh better agreement with line proles and reasonable mass loss rates
[Shlosman and Vitello, 1993℄. Hene while the boundary layer may be of some in-
uene to the wind, it is now quite often attributed to an inner dis wind [Mason
et al., 1995℄.
The boundary layer temperatures an reah suÆient temperatures that its
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ux will appear in the X-ray band. The spetral lines formed by outowing winds
are examined in x5 with UV data from the Hubble Spae Telesope, and the extent
of a CV's boundary layer will be probed in x6 with the use of X-ray observations.
2.6 Mass transfer and angular momentum
Assuming that angular momentum is onserved, when material is transferred from
the lighter seondary star to the more massive ompat primary, the seondary star
will move further away (the orbital separation will inrease). This an be shown by
starting with J , the angular momentum
J =M
1
a
2
1
! +M
2
a
2
2
!; (2.6)
where ! is the angular veloity andM
1
,M
2
, a
1
and a
2
are the masses and separations
of the primary and seondary stars respetively. Given that a = a
1
+ a
2
and that
M
1
a
1
=M
2
a
2
we an write this as
J =
M
1
M
2
M
1
+M
2
a
2
!: (2.7)
If dierentiated with respet to time assuming total mass is onserved (
_
M = 0,
where M =M
1
+M
2
) and angular momentum is onserved (
_
J = 0) the result is
_a
a
= 2

M
2
M
1
  1

_
M
2
M
2
: (2.8)
Hene under the ondition that M
2
< M
1
, transfer from the seondary results in
an inrease in orbital separation (further details are found in King [1988℄). There
must be a soure of angular momentum loss for the binary to stay in ontat and
thus math observations.
Aording to general relativity, the repetitive orbiting of two massive objets
auses a warping of spae we term gravitational radiation. This emission extrats
energy and angular momentum from the orbit and auses a slow inwards spiral.
However, for all but the shortest period binary systems, it is expeted that this will
be a weak eet.
The majority of the angular momentum loss is thought to ome from mag-
neti braking [Mestel, 1968℄. Ionised material will be aptured and \frozen" on to
magneti eld lines from the star, and begin to rotate along with it. If this material
is being propelled away suh as in a wind outow, it will eetively be removing
angular momentum from the system, hene, \braking" the rotation of the star. This
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in turn auses the orbital separation to derease.
2.7 Classiation of CVs
While CVs are named for their rapid variability, there are in fat many variations
upon the theme. Older lassiations tend to have spei, agreed upon titles
whereas some of the newer types are simply named after the rst CV of its type.
Outbursts are the reason for atalysmi variables to have been titled so; an out-
burst is a semi-regular event that varies from one system to the next whereby the
luminosity of the system rises by several magnitudes over the ourse of hours or
days and then settles bak to its previous level over the period of a week or two.
Novae show extremely large outbursts from 6 to 19 magnitudes whih are the
largest amplitude variations seen in CVs and the origin of the `ataysmi' name.
With novae, the eruption ours when a thermonulear runaway is initiated upon the
surfae of the white dwarf primary due to suÆient material aumulating through
aretion from the inner dis boundary layer; this inreases the temperature and
pressure until hydrogen fusion an begin [Shara, 1989℄. This reation will ontinue
while degeneray onditions still hold. When lifted, a nova shell of material expands
and is then released. The reurrene time for suh novae events are predited to
be between 10
4
yr and 10
6
yr, depending upon the aretion rate in the system
[Fujimoto, 1982℄. Classial novae are dened as systems whih have had a single
eruption of this kind, whereas reurrent novae are those whih have been known to
have had multiple eruptions.
Dwarf novae (DNe) are the lass of CVs primarily dealt with in the researh
detailed here. Their outbursts are typially on the sale of 2-5 magnitudes but
an be larger. These events are also semi-regular (weeks to months) and some
also show another semi-regular but less ommon super-outburst of an even higher
amplitude in luminosity. These systems are referred to as SU UMa stars, and also
have photometri modulations alled superhumps. Dwarf novae that show frequent
bursts of ativity followed by long periods in a \standstill" state (whih are fainter
than in outburst, but not quiesent) are termed Z Cam systems, whereas the more
ommon dwarf novae that do not show either of these harateristis are referred to
as U Gem stars.
Approximately 20% of CVs show a signiant magneti eld [Ritter and
Kolb, 2003℄ whih an disrupt the aretion dis or prevent its formation at all.
These are magneti CVs and are further lassied into polars or intermediate po-
lars, depending on whether they show strong irular and linear polarisation whih
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are modulated by the orbital period or whether they show stable pulsations at fre-
quenies less than the orbital period. Polars are expeted to have stronger white
dwarf magneti eld strengths and lower aretion rates than intermediate polars.
Neither of these are dealt with in this thesis, but omprehensive reviews of these
systems an be found in Cropper [1990℄ and Patterson [1994℄ respetively.
2.8 Dwarf novae outbursts
As dwarf novae are the main subjet of this thesis, the physis of their outbursting
behaviour will now be reviewed. Dwarf novae have known to have been observed
and followed sine 1855 with the CV system U Gem [Pogson, 1857℄.
Two ompeting models attempted to explain dwarf nova outbursts: the dis
instability model by Osaki [1974℄ and the mass transfer burst model by Bath et al.
[1974℄. The former is based upon the idea that if the mass transfer rate is onstant,
but at a higher rate than an be transported through the dis then material will build
up and ause the dis to jump to a hot, high visosity state (often termed as the dis
beoming \unstable"). The highly visous dis now spreads this new material out
and the higher aretion rate onto the white dwarf results in the observed luminosity
inrease. Eventually, the dis returns to its low-visosity state and the build up
begins again. The Bath et al. [1974℄ model suggests that the seondary oasionally
oods the dis with bursts of material, raising its temperature and luminosity.
Observations have made the dis instability model the aepted method for
outbursts in dwarf novae [Hellier, 2001℄ for several reasons. The bright spot has been
observed to be stable during a rise to an outburst state (in diret opposition to the
expeted senario for a mass transfer burst) and also the dis size expands during
outburst and is then drained afterward as Osaki's model predited. This model was
given a physial grounding later, desribed by Hoshi [1979℄. The main parameter
that drives the model is the ionisation of hydrogen (whih ours at a temperature
of  10
4
K). The opaity of hydrogen is a very sensitive funtion of temperature
(  T
10
) and was shown to reveal two very lear states in whih the hydrogen was
either fully ionised or neutral. Between these two states is an unstable situation
in whih the system would tend to either one of the quiesent or outburst states
depending upon a ritial surfae density. In a partially ionised dis, an inrease in
temperature results in an inrease in opaity, whih further enables the dis to trap
heat and ause the opaity to rise further until it is entirely ionised. This proess is
represented by the well-known \S-urve" in gure 2.2, where the solid line indiates
equilibrium states where the heating mathes the ooling. Starting from position
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Figure 2.2: A plot of the equilibrium states in an aretion dis showing how the
multi-valued funtion arising from the opaity of hydrogen an lead to an unstable
state, and the system jumping from quiesene to outburst, and bak again (see text
for details). Any mass transferring binary with an aretion rate between the two
ritial points is expeted to have periodi outbursts.
A on the diagram, an inrease in surfae density auses heating within the dis,
and hene the dis hanges to the    T
eff
represented by B. Beyond this point,
the system heating exeeds the ooling leading to a thermally unstable senario
resulting in the dis hanging to state C, whereby the dis is now in outburst. The
dis drains and ools, hanging to state D, whereby it drops bak to the quiesent
state at A, and the proess begins again. Hene, for a mass-transferring binary
system to have dis outbursts, it must have an
_
M
2
between
_
M
rit1
and
_
M
rit2
as
shown on the diagram. Z Cam behaviour is qualied by suh systems having an
_
M
2
very near the
_
M
rit2
point, thus sustaining an outburst state.
2.9 Visosity
In an aretion dis, the adjaent annuli attempt to fore eah other to orotate
meaning that outer radii are given angular momentum from the inner. Thus while
a majority of the material ows inwards, the minority owing outwards arries
the majority of the angular momentum [Lynden-Bell and Pringle, 1974℄. It is the
visosity in the dis that opposes the motion between annuli and hene is responsible
for angular momentum transfer within any aretion dis; without this mehanism
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it annot operate.
Moleular visosity familiar from kineti theory annot aount for visosity
within an aretion dis. These diss are diuse, and thus moleular visosity is
extremely weak and annot transport signiant angular momentum. While the
proess giving rise to the visosity may be unknown, it has beome standard pratie
to quantify aretion dis visosity in terms of a dimensionless  parameter as in
Shakura and Sunyaev [1973℄. They make the assumptions that turbulent eddies
must be smaller than the sale height of the dis (H) and that the eddies transfer
material at up to the sound speed in gas, 
s
. The former assumption omes from the
simple fat that if the eddies were larger thanH, the dis sale height would inrease,
and violation of the latter would mean that the turbulent eddies are supersoni and
would ause shoks that heat the dis. Hene the visosity v is desribed by
v = 
s
H; (2.9)
where   1. Diss using this model are thin (H  r
d
), negligible in mass ompared
to the white dwarf, and slightly onave, aring at the outer edges. While this has
been used to suessfully quantify visosity in a dis, it gives no presription as to
the soure of the turbulene.
One favoured answer to the turbulene problem is magneti turbulene [Bal-
bus and Hawley, 1998℄. Charged partiles readily ow along magneti eld lines but
have diÆulty rossing them. These eld lines are then dragged along by ionised
matter that is moving, and so in terms of magnetohydronamis, the eld lines and
the material are frozen together. There will be eld lines between adjaent annuli
of ionised gas, and due to the aforementioned dierential rotation, these eld lines
will beome strethed and generate a fore opposing this motion and exhanging
angular momentum. Sine the inner annuli will lose angular momentum it will tend
to fall inward and streth the eld line further; the small initial eld has now grown
onsiderably. At some point, orderly ow breaks up in the aretion dis due to the
magneti turbulene.
2.10 Elliptial diss
SU UMa stars show hump-shaped modulations of the light urve over a period
slightly longer than the orbital period (termed superhumps) and undergo less fre-
quent superoutbursts whih are longer and more luminous than a standard outburst.
Elliptial diss are the solution to this problem as shown by Vogt [1982℄. Here, the
dis preesses on a timesale that is onsiderably longer than the orbital period. The
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interation of these two periods reates a beat frequeny whih is the superhump
period (P
sh
) as dened by
1
P
sh
=
1
P
orb
 
1
P
pre
; (2.10)
where P
orb
is the orbital period and P
pre
is the preessional period. The ause
of the elliptiity is due to the dis interation with the seondary star. The outer
regions of the dis bulge slightly as they experiene the gravitational fore of the
seondary star, and usually this is simply the mehanism for setting the outer region
of the dis as this proess drains angular momentum. If the Keplerian orbit of the
outer dis has a period that resonates with the orbital period, however, resonane
ours and this an exaggerate the radial omponent aeting the dis, pulling it
into an elliptial state [Whitehurst, 1988℄. While a 1:2 resonane would require the
most extreme mass ratios of q < 0:025, the 1:3 resonane an our for q < 0:3. It
should be noted that an important limiting fator on whether a dis an beome
elliptial depends upon the white dwarf's Rohe lobe. If the orbits of the outer dis
material would extend outside of the tidal limit then the dis will not preess. This
tidal limit, as per Warner [1995a℄, is
r
tidal
a
=
0:6
1 + q
: (2.11)
Another potential side eet of the distortion of the edge of the dis by the seondary
is shoks forming within the gas as it attempts to follow the non-irular orbits at
speeds greater than the sound speed [Spruit, 1987℄. These shoks slow down the
gas, and the faster, inner orbits within the dis turn the band of shoked material
into a spiral arm. Theoretial treatment showed no solutions for a single shok arm
(two are always expeted) and that the shok dereases if the dis is thinner, thus
indiating that an outburst state is more likely to produe spiral shoks. Evidene
for elliptial diss will be shown and disussed in x5.
2.11 Observing CVs
Eah omponent within a atalysmi variable system also has attributed to it a
dierent temperature; the seondary star is red and ool at  3000K, with the
white dwarf temperature ranging from 10,000 - 30,000K. In pratie, this means
that a wide range of the spetrum is needed to detet eah of the omponents
learly. For DNe, whereas optial observations allow us to easily see the aretion
dis and sometimes the white dwarf, the red star is typially obsured by the ux
from these brighter omponents at typial optial wavelengths. The observer has a
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greater hane in the infra-red bandpass to nd a lear detetion of the seondary (
10; 000

A). Shorter wavelengths in the ultra-violet and X-ray bands allow a detetion
of the boundary layer, though the presene of an aretion dis surrounding the
entral objet means that often there is an obsured view of the white dwarf and
boundary layer itself. The amount by this aets observations depends upon the
viewing angle (inlination) and the density of the olumn of material in the dis.
Arguably the most interesting atalysmi variables (at least for the observer)
are those at a high inlination angle with respet to our line of sight. These sys-
tems show elipses that an last as short as minutes (with the ingress and egress
of the white dwarfs themselves lasting seonds), and have been used extensively to
onstrain parameters of these systems [Smak, 1979; Bailey, 1979℄. Preise measure-
ments of the elipse times also provide another avenue of researh with atalysmi
variables, whih is the evolution of their period. Inreasingly, it is observed that
more and more binary systems show a quadrati or sinusoidal nature in their orbital
ephemeris [Pringle, 1975; van Amerongen et al., 1990; Baptista et al., 2002; Parsons
et al., 2010b℄. A third body has often been utilised in explaining this phenomenon,
though other mehanisms have been proposed [Applegate, 1992℄ that would avoid
the neessity of having a large quantity of these systems ontaining three objets.
2.12 Summary
Key physis involved in the desription of atalysmi variables have been outlined
inluding their formation, lassiation, and the proposed models for their \ata-
lysmi" outbursts. In the ontext of this thesis, observations of three atalysmi
variables - speially dwarf novae - will be presented: EX Dra, Z Cha, and OY
Car. A detahed system, QS Vir, will also be briey examined.
In x2.11 above, the observational requirements of observing CVs were de-
tailed: a wide spetral range varying from infra-red to observe the donor star to UV
and X-rays to observe the boundary layer, or a high time resolution to determine
system parameters from a photometri method or study the variation of the CV
period. The next hapter will now proeed to detail the devies and methods we
use to measure these variable systems; the detetors themselves, and the typial
data redution tehniques.
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Chapter 3
Detetors for modern
astronomy
Astronomy is the study of astrophysial objets whih are always at a great distane,
and so our inability to go to our soure material means that our targets are typi-
ally very small and faint. This has meant that astronomy has ontinuously been
pushing the limits of detetor tehnology in sensitivity. In addition to this, with the
inreasing study of rapid variability objets suh as CVs in the past 30-40 years,
speed has beome a onern as well. Almost every observatory worldwide now uses
harge oupled devies (CCDs) as their detetors whether it be for a photometer or
a spetrograph amera, and in the past ten years or so, amateurs as well. While
there will remain nihe roles for partiular devies, CCDs are now almost ubiqui-
tous, and the reason for their rise to prominene must be explained, as well as the
tehnology behind them. A thorough understanding of the important parameters
and features of the devies is required so that any data taken from suh a devie
an be proessed orretly to give aurate sienti results.
Important measures of a detetor tehnology onsist of quantum eÆieny
(QE), linearity, spatial resolution and more pratial onerns suh as ost. The
rst measure is a diret indiation of how muh infalling light is atually reorded
by the detetor, where a QE of 100% indiates every single photon will be reorded.
Linearity (sometimes known as reiproity) is an indiation of how well behaved the
detetor responds to a varying level of light; a perfetly linear detetor indiates that
twie the level of ux will generate twie the number of ounts. Spatial resolution
is a measure of how muh detail a detetor will reord. In modern devies suh as
CCDs where eah pixel is in eet its own detetor, the spatial resolution is ditated
by the `pixel pith' or the size of eah MOS apaitor. Photographi plates, or any
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Plate PMT Digion CCD (80s) CCD (90s)
QE 2% 25% 5%-20% 20% - 40% > 80%
Non-linearity 5% 2% 10% 5% 1%
Spatial High None/Poor Poor Average High
Cost Cheap Average High Very high Average - High
Noise Average Low High High Low
Spae No No Yes Yes Yes
Table 3.1: Summary of important properties of detetors used in astronomy, in-
luding photographi plates, photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs), Digions, and harge
oupled devies (CCDs). Listed parameters are the quantum eÆieny (QE), the
non-linearity or reiproity, the spatial resolution, eetive ost, noise, and whether
it is suitable for deployment on spaeborne devies.
amera system with optial elements, is usually measured by a modulation transfer
funtion (MTF), whih speies ontrast for a range of spatial frequenies.
A summary of the important dierenes between detetor tehnologies an
be seen in table 3.1.
3.1 Detetor tehnologies
3.1.1 Photographi plates
Originally put into use for astronomy in the late 19th entury, photographi plates
onsisted of a light-sensitive emulsion of silver salts that were applied to a glass
plate. Disovery of minor planets using these plates was pioneered by Max Wolf
in 1891 [MaPherson, 1932℄. While onsumer use rapidly evolved towards the use
of lm, plates remained in use in the astronomial eld due to their rigidity; they
did not bend or distort like lm, partiularly in the extremely large formats used in
suh appliations. While some photographi plate manufaturers laimed quantum
eÆienies of up to 10%, the more typially used Kodak plates laimed 3%. Studies
into the QE of suh detetors revealed more onservative values between 1% and 2%
[Argyle, 1955℄. Many photons were merely reeted; others did not enounter halide
rystals and thus did not trigger a response. Another problem with photographi
plates is the harateristi `S' shape reiproity urve that omes from the hemial
reations involved. At low ux levels, the few photons that impat only ause a
partial hange in the halide grains whih will revert unless another photon hits in a
short time. To ounter this, plates were often exposed to a low-level uniform light
soure whih began triggering the hemial response in the emulsion to avoid this
problem. This light oset is termed `fat-zero' (also known as the D-min point on the
reiproity urve) and introdued a bakground level of ux as well as shot noise (see
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x3.2.5). At high ount levels the rystals an reat no more, so the response trails o
again. Photographi plates are heavily limited as far as time resolution is onerned,
mostly due to the manual preparation and interhange of the plates, but also by the
minimum exposure time mentioned previously. Finally it should be noted that suh
plates are awkward to use during observing beause of the preparation required and
their umbersome size.
Despite these diÆulties, photographi plates were used in many sky surveys,
suh as USNO [Monet et al., 2003℄ and POSS [Reid et al., 1991℄. No other detetor
provides the low-ost and large eld that photographi plates inherently have. Most
emulsions were primarily photosensitive in the UV band.
3.1.2 Photomultipliers
Photomultipliers were primarily driven by the need for a pratial television amera
tehnology, and are based around the photoeletri eet. A vauum sealed glass
ontainer holds a photoathode whih the photons strike, produing an eletron
whih is direted towards the dynodes. These produe further eletrons as a result
of seondary emission; multiple stages an be employed to inrease the gain further.
Eletrial onnetors at the far end then measure the signal.
Initial PMTs were single stage and provided a QE of a mere 0.4% at 800nm;
this inreased to 12% within a few years. Modern PMTs an have a peak QE of
around 90% at spei wavelengths, whih also allow good time resolution of a few
seonds or less. Very large voltages (100-200V) are required for operation, and the
devies must be shielded from ambient light when powered or the detetor will be
destroyed from the extremely high ampliation. Multi-anode arrays in PMTs an
provide some spatial resolution, and the linearity of these devies is better than 2%
[Lush, 1965℄.
3.1.3 Digions
Digions were early solid-state detetors driven by the need for a tehnology that
was feasible for a spae-based telesope (primarily the Hubble Spae Telesope, in
the 1970s). The basi priniple is that photoeletrons are aelerated and then
impat on silion diodes. These diodes onsist of two regions (one of whih is
an n-type semiondutor, or donor, while the other is p-type semiondutor, or
aeptor), whih together form a pn-juntion. These eletrons and holes diuse and
reombine, leaving behind lattie ions near the interfae area. This area is devoid
of harge arriers, and is known as the depletion region. The ions set up an eletri
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eld, whih at some point beomes strong enough to prevent the diusion of further
harge arriers; this potential is known as the diode forward voltage drop (V
d
). An
interfae voltage that exeeds V
d
will then allow reombination to resume, and a
large output voltage is reorded. Below this ut-o value, the diode provides no
output. Unfortunately, for the 0:5-11 regime, the required V
d
means that at 273K
the detetor would suer an extreme amount of thermal noise, and hene needs to
be ooled with liquid nitrogen. The spatial resolution is provided by an array of
these diodes where the eletrons are direted by eletrostatis; hene, for example,
with the FOS digions on the HST, it was found that the geomagneti eld aused
a positional shift with relation to the orbit. Digions had a QE varying from 5%
to 20% depending upon the wavelength of light and suered non-linearity (up to
10%) at high ount levels [Tull et al., 1975℄. While the solid-state nature of the
Digion an theoretially allow very high time resolutions, one is typially limited
by the QE, though FOS on HST an still operate on the order of seonds for bright
targets).
3.2 Charge-oupled devies
CCDs were initially oneived as an eletroni memory devie in 1969 at Bell Lab-
oratories, before it was realised that they had far more ommerial apability as
imaging devies, the rst of whih was released in 1974. Early devies revealed
that towards red wavelengths, CCDs were 100 times more sensitive than photo-
graphi plates and 5 times more sensitive than other tehnologies at the time (suh
as vidions). Early problems suh as poor yields, residual image, and poor transfer
eÆieny were solved by the 1990s and, as a greater understanding of the tehnology
beame mainstream, yields inreased as did the hip sizes, resulting in the massive
proleration of CCDs that we see today.
3.2.1 Priniples of operation
A CCD is, in simplest terms, a olletion of MOS (metal-oxide-semiondutor) a-
paitors with the neessary eletronis to measure and output its array ontents.
CCD operation an be split up into four ritial phases: harge generation, harge
olletion, harge transfer, and harge measurement. It is frequently visualised as a
`buket brigade', where bukets sit upon onveyors lling up with water until they
are moved along onto a horizontal onveyor to where they are measured; one buket
at a time, one row at a time (see gure 3.2.1). On a CCD, eah buket is a potential
well generated inside a MOS apaitor, and the water is simply the harge whih is
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Figure 3.1: The `buket brigade' analogy of the CCD. Empty bukets ll up with
rainwater (photons) before being moved down via parallel transfer one row at a
time onto the serial register, where eah `buket' (pixel) is measured at a time in
the sense node.
a byprodut of the photoeletri eet. This is what is responsible for the `harge
generation', and it should be noted that sine the band-gap of silion is 1:14eV, the
equivalent wavelength of photons at suh an energy is  =
h
E
= 10; 868

A [Janesik,
2001℄. This implies that long wavelength (infra-red) photons will have a quantum
eÆieny of zero as they will pass straight through the hip. Infra-red CCDs use ma-
terials suh as germanium instead, though this omes with its own set of diÆulties
[Shroder, 1974℄.
A p-type MOS apaitor onsists of a boron-doped silion substrate with a
thin  100nm oxide layer grown above, then a ondutive polysilion gate deposited
atop, where the gate apaitane is C
OX
=
"
OX
d
as with a parallel plate apai-
tor (where " is the permittivity and d is the distane between surfaes). When a
bias voltage is applied to the gate, mobile arriers are driven away from the sub-
strate/oxide interfae leaving behind only the dopant ions, the MOS instane of
a depletion region. Photoeletrons (known as signal eletrons) are now olleted
at the interfae, while the bias voltage is held. The well apaity of suh a MOS
apaitor is dened as the amount of harge required to bring the surfae potential
to 0V , and an be estimated by
Q = C
OX
V
S
; (3.1)
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where V
S
is the hange in surfae potential [Janesik, 2001℄. Above the full well,
more harge will \spill over" ausing a phenomenon known as blooming, whereby
harge ollets in adjaent parallel potential wells (hannel stops prevent it spilling
horizontally).
By altering the bias voltages on eah of the apaitors, the harge an now be
shued down the hip, most ommonly in a three-phase setup (that is, three dier-
ent ongurations of potential barriers during loking that result in the movement
of harge). During integration (when harge is being olleted) potential barriers
between subsequent pixels prevents harge from spreading. After this is done, eah
of the pixels is moved downwards eventually onto the array transfer gate (ATG).
This downward movement is referred to as parallel, or vertial loking. By altering
the potential of the next gate to math, the potential barrier is removed and the
harge balanes itself between the two wells. Next, the original well is ollapsed and
the harge is now moved entirely into the next well; simultaneously with this all
the harge going through the ATG is now moved along a serial (horizontal) register
where eah harge paket is sent to the output summing well (OSW). The voltage
steppings between phases must be arefully alulated to to have suÆient swing
to move the signal eletrons while remaining fast enough for reasonable operation.
Many newer instruments do not have a shutter mehanism, thus while the harge is
being transferred out of the hip after integration, light is still falling on the CCD
(leading to a signal trail as the CCD is read out, known as \smearing"). The OSW
is where any pixel binning ours; that is, the ombination of several pixels into
one, and the OSW itself is several times larger than the ordinary CCD pixels to
aomodate the large amount of harge it may have to handle.
After harge has passed through the OSW, it is passed through the output
transfer gate and reahes the sense node, whih is where harge measurement ours.
The popular mehanism for this in sensor devies is orrelated double sampling
(CDS), whih usually involves a preamplier, postamplier, lamp, sample and hold,
and ADC iruits [White et al., 1974℄. CDS works on two dierential signals, the
lamp iruit sets the `reset' value (the zero level) before the video signal is dumped
onto the sense node and sampled for a time t
s
. Together with the time onstant,

D
, a CDS iruit ats as a band-pass lter where low-frequeny noise is rejeted
by a low t
s
and 
D
sets the bandwidth to rejet high-frequeny noise. It should be
noted that a longer t
s
will approah the absolute (ideal) signal value exponentially
(a ommon setting is t
s
= 2
D
, where the signal is 86% of its nal value).
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3.2.2 Buried hannel potential well
DiÆulties arose with the p-MOS CCD arrangement and the proess of harge trans-
fer. The eÆieny of this mehanism is given as a perentage known as CTE (Charge
Transfer EÆieny) and a high perentage is mandatory for aurate sienti work.
A value less than 100% indiates harge is being left behind or otherwise lost, so
the nal value is either an under-representation or distortion of the atual number
that would otherwise be obtained. The arrangement with p-MOS CCDs is known
as a \surfae hannel potential well", beause signal eletrons are olleted near the
surfae of the apaitor. Unfortunately, many trapping states exist in the Si-SiO
2
interfae, meaning that signal eletrons here frequently remain stuk during the
harge loking [Kim, 1979℄. These states an have very long lifetimes, and in early
CCDs, saturated pixels would ll many of these states and slowly be released over
the ourse of hours or even days, whih was the problem of residual image. Better
quality silion will result in better CTE beause of fewer impurities whih produe
potential trapping sites. Early CCDs demonstrated a CTE of  95% and, through
the best proessing tehniques, up to  99%. These numbers may seem satisfa-
tory, but for the rst Fairhild CCD arrays of 100x100 pixels, harge in orner pixels
would lose 1  0:99
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= 87% of its initial value before it was sampled.
The answer was to move the olletion hannel away from the surfae inter-
fae to avoid the trapping states [Walden et al., 1970℄. This is done by thermally
driving n-dopant (typially phosphorous) into the epitaxial layer of silion, moving
the point of maximum potential down into the MOS by  0:5m. See gure 3.2.2
for a omparison of the surfae and buried hannel potential wells. Note that now
there are two depletion regions; the surfae interfae region and the region formed
at the n-p interfae as with the silion diode. Raising the bias voltage suÆiently
will inrease the size of the depletion zones until they merge at whih point the
depletion region extends all the way down into the p-layer. This tehnique allows
modern CCDs to ahieve CTEs of 99:999999%. Even for a 4096
2
square pixel array,
less than a single eletron is lost in a transfer from the hip orner with a harge
paket of 3,000 eletrons.
3.2.3 Front and bak illumination
Many CCDs work as expeted with light falling upon the designated `front' of the
proessed silion. However, for appliations that require a high quantum eÆieny,
this has inherent disadvantages. Inoming photons have a limited site in whih to
generate eletrons, beause the eletrodes on the front use a notable proportion of
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Figure 3.2: Demonstration of how potential hanges in a CCD depending on the
use of doping (produing a buried hannel potential well) or not (a surfae potential
well). Note that the gure is not to sale, to fully represent the dierent elements
present in the struture. Photons enter from the left (this is a front-illuminated
CCD). The transition between n and p dopant in the ase of the buried potential
well is at  0:5m (for the surfae well, the entire epitaxial layer is onsidered to
be p-doped).
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potential pixel area. The solution in this ase is to instead illuminate the CCD
from the `bak'. Simply turning a normal CCD around will not funtion; the thik
bulk layer is too far away from the potential well (even buried) and thus the harge
olletion eÆieny tends to zero. For this to be a viable option, the bulk layer
must be `thinned' away by a proess involving ompliated and areful aid ething.
The result is a CCD with a very high QE, but lower yields onsequently mean
higher pries. There is a further diÆulty with bak-illuminated CCDs, whih is
etaloning. Beause the CCD is now thin ( 20), it beomes semi-transparent to
near infra-red wavelengths. In the 700-800nm regime, the refrative index of silion
is approximately 4, meaning that the entire optial path is 120, equivalent to 160
wavelengths at 750nm, and thus a strong pattern of onstrutive and destrutive
interferene an build up. These `fringes' beome inreasingly strong towards the
infra-red. While variations in the thikness of the silion an aet the etaloning,
the ething proess is inreasingly aurate and almost all etaloning eets are due
to variations in wavelength, not thikness. This problem an partially be overome
by improved anti-reetion oating for near-infrared wavelengths (aeting QE in
the red band) or making the CCD silion thiker (potentially degrading the harge
olletion eÆieny).
3.2.4 Dark urrent and inverted operation
Dark urrent physially is the thermal generation of minority arriers whih then
ollet in the potential well. Pratially, the amount of dark urrent a CCD generates
denes the length of time a potential well an ollet useful harge; as more thermal
eletrons ollet, a bakground builds up, until eventually the well is full. The
dominant soure of dark urrent omes from the many impurities are the gate/oxide
interfae whih at as \hopping ondution states", where mid-band states oer
an easy step to the ondution band for these thermo-eletrons. The general dark
urrent formula is [Sze, 1981℄
D(e
 
) = CT
3
2
e
 
E
g
2kT
; (3.2)
where D is the average dark urrent generated in eletrons per seond per pixel, T is
the operating temperature, E
g
is the silion bandgap energy, and k is Boltzmann's
onstant. The onstant an be solved at room temperature for C = 2:510
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P
S
D
FM
where P
S
is the pixel area and D
FM
is the dark urrent in nA=m
2
at 300K. It
should be noted that the silion bandgap energy varies with temperature and an
be estimated empirially. For suh a CCD, the only methods of reduing dark
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urrent are higher quality silion (resulting in fewer mid-band hopping states) or
more pratially reduing the CCD temperature via ooling.
One method used to drastially ut dark urrent is the use of multi-pinned
phase (MPP) tehnology. If a CCD phase is said to be `inverted', the gate bias is
set to a negative voltage suh that the surfae potential is equal to the substrate
potential. At this point holes from the p-layer migrate to the surfae interfae and
`pin' the potential here to zero. During CCD operation this also has the exellent
property of using the holes to reombine with the surfae state thermo-eletrons, ef-
fetively eliminating surfae dark urrent. Unfortunately the use of suh a tehnique
means that the potential well is now ompletely unaeted by the gate bias beause
the layer of holes is ating as a onduting shield; a further negative bias merely
attrats more holes. This means that a normal CCD operating inverted will have
no olleting apaity (that is, the CCD full well is eetively zero) as eah phase
is now at the same potential. To get a CCD to operate in inverted mode, phases
have to be arefully doped with p-material (using various proprietary methods) to
reate a potential dierene between the barrier and olleting phases for signal
eletrons to aumulate. When the CCD omes out of inversion the harge is then
shued and read out as usual. While an inreasingly well understood tehnology,
the full well apaity still suers from employing suh tehniques as typially the
potential barrier formed by doping is not as eetive as that generated by a normal
CCD. Another issue an be that of spurious harge (lok indued harge) whih
ours when a phase omes out of inversion. Holes that migrated to the Si-SiO
2
interfae sometimes get trapped, and as the eletri eld inreases when oming
out of inversion, these an be aelerated with suh fore that they ause impat
ionisation generating an eletron whih is then olleted. These issues are typially
negligible when ompared to the benets it oers in pratie, and MPP CCDs have
been shown to produe 400 times less dark urrent than a traditional CCD. For a
full treatment of this phenomenon, see Saks [1980℄.
3.2.5 Noise soures
Even if the MOS apaitors and loking proess itself ould generate no noise, the
proess of measuring the harge and amplifying it for output will always set a read
noise oor for any CCD. At the lowest level there is Johnson noise, whih is in eet
the Brownian motion of harge arriers in the material, theoretially desribed by
[Nyquist, 1928℄
W =
p
4kTBR; (3.3)
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where W is the rms noise (in volts), T is the temperature, R is the resistane in
the onduting path, k is Boltzmann's onstant and B is the equivalent frequeny
bandwidth of the material (Hz). Thermal noise of the same type is also present in
the reset level transistor, giving one of the two CDS input parameters as a slightly
dierent level from pixel to pixel, whih is known as reset noise. On top of this,
ampliers also show iker noise whih takes the form of 1/f noise (whereas Johnson
noise, being white noise, is independent of frequeny). Fliker noise is believed to
be generated by surfae interfae states and tunneling of eletrons into the oxide
layer [Alers et al., 1996℄. Buried hannel devies still show iker noise despite the
minimal surfae interfae interations, though it is measurably less. All three of
these noise soures form the read noise oor, whih is noise that will be present
even if the CCD is not integrated for any time. It should be noted that the CCD
output is ongured in suh a manner that there will always be a base oset from
zero, known as the `bias', to avoid negative values. A bias frame on a CCD will
hene be this oset with a measurable standard deviation that omes from these
read oor noise soures. This bias should not be onfused with the \fat zero" level as
used in photographi plates (x3.1.1); the bias does not ontain shot noise (desribed
below). Early CCDs had a read noise of several hundred eletrons, whereas more
reent hips have a few tens of eletrons readout noise for mid-level CCDs and < 5
eletrons for professional level devies.
Shot noise will be present in any image that has a positive integration time.
This simply is the random arrival of signal photons at the sensor, meaning that some
pixels will reeive more photons than others. This distribution is well desribed by
Poisson statistis and hene unlike the read noise is dependent upon the signal level
(speially, the square root of it). It should be noted that dark urrent noise also
takes the form of shot noise (though it is dependent upon the dark urrent, not the
signal) and hene will be indistinguishable in an exposed image.
Finally there is xed pattern noise. This omes about almost entirely from
manufaturing proesses, most notably the slight misalignment of the poly-layers as
the CCD is built up. This simply results in some pixels being more sensitive than
others, and hene is diretly proportional to signal. CCD manufaturing toleranes
have ahieved  1% in xed pattern noise of this type, but less eort has been
expended in reent years on lowering this further as other types of noise beame
more signiant as this noise soure dereased. Fixed pattern noise is typially
quantied as a dimensionless pixel non-uniformity, the mean dierene in registered
eletrons between pixels given a at uniform signal, P
N
 0:01.
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3.2.6 Signal-to-noise
Summarising the quality of a data set in a single number without having to state
every single CCD noise parameter is a useful faility provided by the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N). Adding the noise soures as errors in quadrature we quiky arrive at
the equation
S
N
=
S
q

2
SN
+ 
2
FP
+ 
2
R
; (3.4)
where 
SN
is the shot noise, 
FP
is the xed pattern noise, 
R
is the readout noise,
and S is the signal, all in units of eletrons. Sine 
SN
=
p
S +D where D is the
dark urrent, and 
FP
= P
N
S where P
N
is the fration of pixel non-uniformity, we
arrive at the more useful equation
S
N
=
S
q
(1 + P
2
N
S)S + 
2
R
+D
: (3.5)
Here it should be apparent that 
FP
is a systemati error (as opposed to a statistial
error) that in theory should be ompletely orreted by orret useage of a at-eld
(x3.3.4), meaning that P
N
= 0 and this term will vanish from the equation.
3.2.7 CCD gain and dynami range
A ritial parameter of the CCD is its gain, whih is in units of e
 
=ADU where
ADU is an analogue-to-digital unit, or sometimes known as a DN (digital number).
These are units whih are output by the OTG and must be interpreted by the end
user. Formally, the CCD gain onstant, K is
K =
1
S
V
A
CCD
A
1
A
2
; (3.6)
where S
V
is the sensitivity of the sense node (V=e
 
), A
CCD
is the output amplier
gain (V/V), A
1
is the gain of the signal proessor (V=V ) and A
2
is the gain of the
ADC (ADU/V). A high gain value indiates a low granularity in harge measure-
ment, and hene photometri auray an be lost. With CCD gains of 5 e
 
=ADU
and 200 e
 
=ADU a signal paket of 26,700 e
 
would be deteted as 5340 ADU and
133 ADU respetively. Another aspet to onsider in designing the amera gain is
quantising noise whih omes from the fat the ADC outputs disrete numbers and
not a ontinuum. This quantising noise is determined by integrating the rms of a
periodi funtion for a triangular wave with amplitude of
1
2
[Janesik, 2001℄ and it
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is found that

QN
(e
 
) = 12
 
1
2
K: (3.7)
Using a high gain value suh that the read noise is ompletely negligible results in
the output showing lear quantisation levels (steps) from one illumination level to
the next. This quantisation will then be hidden when K(e
 
=ADU) = R(e
 
).
The number of disrete levels the ADC is required to output is a funtion of
the number of eletrons eah potential well an hold and the amera gain suh that
N
ADC
=
S
FW
K
: (3.8)
It should be noted that the number of bits an ADC an output may limit operational
hoies; onsumer devies may only output 8-12 bits, high level devies 16 bits, and
for some advaned audio appliations 24 bits or more are available. In the ase that
the amera gain is equal to the read noise, 
R
N
ADC
= D =
S
FW

R
; (3.9)
whih is termed the \dynami range" of the CCD. Deeper potential wells learly give
the devie a better sope of values to reord, but a greater readout noise diminishes
this.
3.3 Photometry
In general, photometry with relation to astronomy is the measurement of a ux
soure over time. This an simply be a bolometri ux of all light the detetor
reeives, but in suh a ase values are diÆult, if not impossible, to ompare with
similar measurements from another detetor. Typially, a lter is inserted into
the system to speify a bandpass of light that is known. When a similar lter is
used in another setup, disregarding instrumental eets and alibration errors, it
is now possible for these values to be examined together. The various proesses of
measuring and reduing photometry will now be examined.
3.3.1 Aperture photometry
One of the simplest, but most eetive methods for extrating data is that of aper-
ture photometry. Assuming a 2-dimensional image, one piks a small window of
these pixels (alled an aperture) that enloses the desired target. This aperture is
usually irular to math the star prole. Normal aperture photometry now simply
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adds up the ounts within this window, but this will inlude an oset aused by
the sky bakground. While it is not possible to measure the sky diretly behind the
objet, it is likely to be a randomised, gaussian distribution, and so an estimation of
the sky bakground is performed. Another aperture, usually an annulus around the
original target aperture is then extrated and a mean of these pixels is alulated
and then subtrated from eah pixel in the target aperture. In most ases this would
work without any further issue, and it would seem wise to inrease the sky annulus
further to perform a better measurement of the mean (as long as it did not enroah
other stars). However, this inreases the danger of the sky annulus enountering
non-random noise suh as osmi rays (highly energeti partiles hitting the sen-
sor), bad pixels, or other stars. One an take are with observation and avoid the
latter problem, but not the former, whih is somewhat ountered by performing a
\lipped mean" of the annulus, whereby values that are several  above the straight
mean are thus rejeted, and the mean is realulated ignoring the pixel (the most
aurate but slower algorithm is to rejet a single pixel per yle). A small target
aperture would redue the error in the sky alulation within reason, but pratial
ground based observing ditates that one should have a reasonable sized aperture;
atmospheri seeing an degrade the quality of the image, blurring the point soure
out (potentially beyond the target aperture) and losing ounts and thus auray.
An alternative approah is that of prole tting, whereby the ux level of the
star in two dimensions is assumed to be known to resemble a partiular funtion, and
a least-squares (or similar) t is performed on the variables (suh as peak ux and
FWHM). This t an then be used as a good estimator for the urrent atmospheri
onditions, and then a multiplier of this t width an be used to deide the size of
the irular aperture. This then will almost ertainly guarantee the inlusion of all
the detetable target photons as well as growing (and shrinking) with the variations
in the atmosphere to minimise sky error. Typial proles used are the Gaussian or
Moat funtions, the latter of whih is based upon studies of intensity proles of
stellar images taking into aount seeing distribution and diration proles [Moat,
1969℄.
A nal method is that of optimal photometry, whih uses weighted sums
within an aperture rather than simply inluding or exluding pixels simply based
upon their position relative to the aperture irumferene. In the ase of faint
objets with a bright sky bakground, optimal photometry shows a 10% inrease in
signal to noise [Naylor, 1998℄, but oers no benet in the limiting ase of zero sky
bakground and readout noise.
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3.3.2 Bias frames
As noted in x3.2.5, any CCD will have some native oset that is a funtion of its
output iruitry and, along with it, some inherent noise level (but note, as pointed
out earlier, this is not \fat-zero" as there is no shot noise). A measure of this
oset an be made by reading out the CCD after a zero (or near-zero) integration
time, preferably with some manner of shutter losing any stray light out from the
system. This bias frame then allows a subtration of this base oset from the
siene images, resulting in pixel values  0 now where no ux is present. Several
bias frames are usually taken and then proessed together with a lipped mean
algorithm; this provides a statistially good measure of the bias and allows the user
to also aurately estimate the readout noise of the instrument for that observation.
Another good use of this is to ounter any stati pattern that is apparent in the
readout, typially due to eletromagneti interferene from the presene of nearby
power and data ables. This should not be relied upon however: interferene an
hange without warning. The bias osets of a CCD tend to show a slow variation
with time simply beause of voltage values drifting within the eletronis. Altering
the CDS t
s
time will also aet the bias oset and noise.
3.3.3 Dark frames
These are a non-zero integration of the CCD hip with again no light falling upon
it. They are designed to measure the dark urrent signal and assoiated noise whih
builds up over time and depletes the potential wells of useful harge (x3.2.4). Beause
dark urrent has shot noise and is not simply a uniform value that an be removed
by subtration, long exposures may be signiantly degraded in S/N due to this.
The quantity of dark urrent itself an be estimated if there is a dark frame (or
set of dark frames that are averaged) of the same integration length as the siene
data frames, but dierent times an be extrapolated from a master dark sine it
is expeted (and found in pratie) that dark urrent is almost ompletely linear
with exposure time. However, some CCDs (typially non-MPP devies) show dark
spikes whih are generated in the surfae, often by damage from energeti protons,
whih is partiularly an issue for spae based detetors. For this reason, it is also
expeted that dark urrent will inrease with the age of the detetor. Further study
of dark urrent and dark spikes in CCDs is found in Tanikawa et al. [1976℄. A dark
frame should be suitable for use in any data assuming the temperature dierene is
negligible. The use of a dark frame of a time equal to the exposure time also means
that siene data frames do not require to be debiassed as a dark frame inludes this
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oset. Typial behaviour however is to do a series of darks at inreasing steps of
exposure time and generate a `master' dark frame, whih extrapolates the amount
of dark urrent per pixel for an arbitrary exposure time. Suh a proess will still
require the use of a bias frame to remove the oset.
3.3.4 Flat elds
The last type of noise to take into aount via alibration is the xed-pattern noise,
and this is aomplished by at elding. The frame should be illuminated by a
uniform soure (suh as quartz lamp, or a twilight sky) so as to give a steady
ount rate to all pixels. Flat elds must be of a high ount rate (though learly
less than saturation) to ensure the signiant majority of the noise is in the xed-
pattern regime. Very low ounts will be readout noise dominated, whereas the
intermediate rates will be dominated by shot noise (ditated by the S
0
and S
1
2
dependene respetively, where S is the signal). One a signiant number of at
elds have been reorded, these are typially averaged by a median algorithm, and
then divided by the average value. In many ases the lamp is not uniform, so the
at is ollapsed to one dimension and a polynomial t to this is then subtrated
from the original alibration frame. The result should be a eld with all the values
 1 with variations on the perent level. All siene data is then divided by this
frame to aount for the inter-pixel variation; at this point, assuming the at eld
is an aurate representation of the pixel-nonuniformity, 
FP
an be eliminated
from the S/N equation sine P
N
= 0 (x3.2.6). Flat elds should not depend upon
CDS time as the dominant noise should not be in the readout regime, but they
will depend upon the lter used in the light path. One aspet of this is the simple
fat that ontaminants upon the surfae of the lter will aet the pixel sensitivity,
but other fators also tend to ome into play. Longer wavelength photons tend
to penetrate deeper into the silion where manufaturing proesses suh as aid
ething make small dierenes in thikness and sensitivity. Flat elds annot orret
for etaloning, however, due to the strong dependene upon wavelength and angle
of inidene (implying that the target will generate a dierent etaloning pattern
than the at-eld lamp or twilight sky). Note that at eld frames should be bias
subtrated.
3.3.5 Flux alibration
While not neessary for all data, turning the ADU values into mJy or magnitudes
gives a value that an be utilised and ompared to external data sets independent
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of detetor. Standard stars, whih are non-variable and have well measured mag-
nitudes in several olour bands are regularly utilised for ux alibration (modern
photometry has gravitated towards using the SDSS lter system). The standard
must be observed with the same CCD gain and lters used for the siene frames to
give a useable alibration. For the magnitude system, the equation of importane is
m

=  2:5 log
10
(C

) + x

; (3.10)
where  represents the lter used, m

is the literature magnitude of the standard
star, C

represents the ounts from the instrument, and x

is the instrumental zero-
point in band  to be omputed. One x has been solved for in eah of the apparent
bands, the atual magnitudes of the target star an be determined. However, for
preise olour measurements (partiularly away from zenith), extintion must be
taken into aount. In this ase, magnitudes above the atmosphere should be quoted.
Stable omparison stars an be used to give a t to magnitudes per airmass assuming
a run on a target lasts a suÆient length of time (typially hours), where airmass
X in the simplest ase is assumed to be
X = se(z); (3.11)
where z is the zenith angle, whih is the degrees from loal zenith. Due to time
onstraints when observing, the typial workow involves imaging a set of standards
at a variety of airmass in the twilight hours in the neessary lters, whih is usually
aurate enough for all but the most demanding olour work.
3.4 Spetrosopy
Compared to photometry where the observer studies the broadband ux of an objet,
spetrosopy involves spreading the light out over the hip and looking at a range of
it. This allows a level of analysis otherwise impossible with photometry, inluding
the study of spetral emission and absorption lines present in the system. The
former of these ome from the fat that in the ase of optially thik gas, photons at
the wavelength of a spetral line have a shorter mean free path. When re-emitted
at the ooler surfae, the light appears fainter in omparison to the ontinuum from
the hotter interior. In optially thin onditions, ollisional exitation and photo-
ionisation an produe extra ux at partiular wavelengths, resulting in emission
lines.
Calibration is similar to the photometry ase, with a few notable additions.
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For example, the at elds now depend upon the grism (used to spread the light
out) and potentially the beam slit in the spetrograph as well as the lter (detailed
further in 4.4.1). Most spetrograph detetors have an extended region of the hip
whih is not exposed to light whih an be used to measure the bias level for eah
and every frame.
3.4.1 Ar line alibration
To aurately pinpoint the features deteted in a spetrum, the wavelength sale
must be alibrated. This is not neessarily stati; instrumental exure as the tele-
sope is moved and rotated an potentially ause features to move on the order of
several pixels. Ideally, images of an emission line lamp (suh as helium, argon, et)
will be taken before and after an observation. For long runs, the images should
be alternated with target exposures while the telesope is kept traking the target
position. These atomi exitation lines are known with extremely good preision.
When redution of the data begins, these lines an therefore be identied and a t
is performed (using a polynomial typially of 3-5 orders) that mathes pixels to a
spei wavelength. An important feature of ar line images is that eah line should
essentially be a delta funtion, so the width of these ar lines is a measure of the
spetral resolution of the instrument.
3.4.2 Flux alibration
While using a standard star, as with the ase for photometry, a model of the stan-
dard that relates wavelength to (relative) ux must be mathed against what is
observed. This is to aount for various spetrograph features inluding vignetting
(natural or instrumental light fallo towards the edges) in the system, whih an
get extremely pronouned towards the borders of a CCD hip. One this t is per-
formed, the ounts per mJy is known for a spei wavelength and an be used
to ux alibrate the target. The granularity of the model an aet the quality of
results, sine if model data points are spaed too far apart, various features (whih
may be instrumental) will not be orreted properly and will aet the nal ux
values. As expeted, the ux alibration frames must be using the same lter and
grism as the target data.
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3.5 Summary
The detetors used for astronomy - ranging from the traditionally used wide-eld
but awkward photographi plates to the eÆient, but omplex CCDs of the modern
era - have been detailed. The two major ategories of observations (photometri and
spetrosopi) were outlined along with the methods used to redue suh data into
the nal produts used for siene. Taking into onsideration the many hallenges
and ompromises involved in making an eÆient sienti harge-oupled devie,
the next hapter disusses Ultraam and Ultraspe, two astronomial instruments
designed speially for observing atalysmi variables.
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Chapter 4
Ultraam & Ultraspe:
detetors for the study of CVs
Initially begun in 1999 as a ollaboration between the universities of SheÆeld and
Southampton (now Warwik), Ultraam [Dhillon et al., 2007b℄ is a photometer
speially designed with the study of atalysmi variable systems in mind. The
projet was funded by PPARC (now STFC), and the instrument saw rst light in
2002. Following this suess, a similar instrument named Ultraspe [Dhillon et al.,
2007a℄ was ommissioned as a test of the pratiality of new CCD tehnologies in
2006, and works as a amera for the EFOSC2 spetrograph. These instruments
share many ommon hardware elements and a software pipeline, and have been
used extensively for the researh presented here. This hapter will briey introdue
these instruments, the design hoies made to meet the neessary siene goals, and
the implementation of the hardware and software.
4.1 Siene goals
As explained in x2, CVs show rapid variability ompared to the majority of stel-
lar phenomena. This is partiularly true for elipsing CVs in whih the elipses
may be over in a few short minutes. If the observer wishes to aurately exam-
ine the geometry of the system by studying when partiular parts of the system are
elipsed, however, the detetor may require a time resolution on the order of seonds
or less. The instrument should have olour bandpasses that are arefully dened,
on a sientially aepted system, so that any results may be readily ompared.
The sienti use of very short exposure times would also be lessened without the
ability to aurately time suh events, so an instrument of this kind must be able
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to synhronise with an external and aurate lok and keep itself updated at all
times. Finally, due to the manner of operation of a visitor instrument at a profes-
sional observatory, it would be beneial that there be reasonable sope within the
instrument to perform observations of non-CV objets, so as to make the instrument
more appealing to others.
4.2 The ommon hardware stak
While Ultraam and Ultraspe are dierent detetors, they have similar roles and
rely upon the same basi amera tehnology. For this reason, exluding the CCDs
and any hardware that is speially relevant to photometry or spetrosopy re-
spetively, most of the layout and setup of the instruments is the same. The ritial
hardware elements of the two instruments will now be briey detailed.
4.2.1 GPS timing
Both Ultraam and Ultraspe use a GPS devie to preisely set the system timer.
The serial onnetion to the GPS is polled periodially and the internal system
timer is then set and omputes times in between these polling events. Eah frame
is then timestamped before readout begins and this is sent along with the frame
data to a buer before being written to disk. It should be noted that in early 2010,
the Ultraam GPS was hanged. The newer Meinberg GPS ahieved a preision of
better than 1ms, whereas estimates of the older system indiated better than 10ms
(V. Dhillon, private ommuniation).
4.2.2 CCD ontroller & rak hardware
Other shared equipment between Ultraspe and Ultraam inludes a San Diego
State University CCD ontroller (referred to as SDSU) and a set of hardware in-
stalled on a rak with the instrument on the telesope. This inludes an instrument
ontrol PC, disk array, temperature monitoring system, and networking swithes.
The instrument ontrol PC has a bi-diretional link to the SDSU ontroller and
disk array, as well as taking input from the GPS via a serial link. Aess to this
PC is usually via opper or bre ethernet on a private network, and the use of a
server/lient arhiteture allows not only any external PCs with the appropriate
software to drive the ameras, but multiple PCs to interat with the instrument and
data being olleted at the same time.
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Figure 4.1: A shemati of the key layout of the Ultraam instrument. Light enters
through a (hangeable) ollimator onneted to the telesope, and is then split o
using dihrois to eah arm whih onsists of a lter slot and CCD detetor. The
SDSU (CCD) ontroller is mounted at the bottom of the instrument. The blue
and green data ables are of onsiderably longer length than the red, the greater
impedane of whih an inrease the eets of CCD problems suh as self-loking
and substrate boune, whih will be disussed in x8.2.
4.3 Ultraam
4.3.1 Collimators & beam-splitters
The Ultraam photometer possesses the ability to reord three bands simultaneously,
potentially giving the observers information on the target olour. This feature is
seen as important for moving Ultraam forward not only for the study of CVs, but
also are stars, and extrasolar planets amongst others. After the light leaves the
telesope, it passes through the ollimator, foussing the resulting beam into Ultra-
am's light path. Sine the ollimator is separate, a dierent one an be attahed
for eah telesope, giving the instrument a hane to partiipate at varying obser-
vatories. To date, Ultraam has been operated at the VLT UT3 8m, WHT 4.2m,
and the NTT 3.5m (using the WHT ollimator, whih gives a wider eld of view
and some vignetting towards the edges of the eld). The light path is then split
into three by using two highly eÆient beam-splitters, eetively giving three paths
termed \red", \green", and \blue", with the blue path diverging rst at the top of
the instrument, and the red light going all the way through to the bottom, whih is
nearest the ontroller. A shemati of this layout an be seen in gure 4.1.
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4.3.2 Ultraam CCDs
With three light paths, Ultraam has the requirement of three independent CCDs,
but also detetors that run at suÆiently high speeds and with a low noise level so
that faint objets an be readily deteted. For almost all of its targets, Ultraam
will be reeiving few photons (due to an inherently faint target or the high-time
resolution) and so maximising the quantum eÆieny was the primary goal in most
deisions. Firstly, bak-illuminated CCDs are used as detailed in x3.2.3. This is
beause the neessary eletronis (gate eletrodes, et.) plaed on the front obsure
potential sites for photo-eletrons to be generated, hene lowering the quantum
eÆieny. Seondly, eah of the three Ultraam CCDs are oated to provide an
optimal QE for the bandpass they are to over. The red and green CCDs use a
broadband anti-reetion oating whereas the blue CCD has a speial UV oating.
This latter oating works by reproessing photons of these shorter wavelengths to a
longer one that more readily interats with the silion.
For speed and eÆieny onerns, eah of the three hips also employ frame
transfer tehnology. While the imaging area for eah CCD is 1024x1024 pixels,
there is an area of the same size on the other side of the array transfer gate whih
is light shielded. When the integration time is ompleted, the harge pakets in the
light-sensitive area are then rapidly loked in the parallel (vertial) diretion into
the shielded \storage" area, where they are read out. The reasoning behind this is
that while vertial loking an happen extremely fast, the slowest element of the
system is always the harge sampling; thus everything from that point thereon is
bottleneked by this delay (the horizontal and vertial loks). For a full 1024x1024
pixels, this imaged area an be transferred to the storage area via vertial loking
in 24:8ms, whereas the full readout will take several seonds. Suh a method also
allows Ultraam to operate without a shutter whih would otherwise be required
to avoid smearing of the image as light fell upon it as it was read out. Hene
with Ultraam, while the storage area is being proessed, the image area is atively
integrating one more, improving the eÆieny of the system. This still leaves the
fastest exposure time in Ultraam equal to the readout time of the CCD, however,
so to derease this the rst step is to employ two ampliers. This works as two sets
of readout eletronis: when loked through the ATG, olumns on the left hand
side of the hip go to the left amplier and vie versa. This eetively halves the
readout time, whih now in a standard full-frame Ultraam setup would equal 6:2s.
Another method oered in Ultraam is an alternate \fast" mode readout, whih uses
a muh lower t
s
sample-and-hold time in the CDS iruit, but thus inreases the
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readout noise
1
. Pixel binning an be employed, of ourse, whih an get readout
times down to the order of  1s, but to break this barrier, windowing is required.
A ommon objetive with astronomial observations is to observe point soures,
though sometimes several, whih take up a tiny fration of the CCD. By only reading
out partiular setions of the hip (\windows"), the readout speed an be inreased
signiantly sine the unwindowed pixels are loked but not sampled. The pixels in
the serial register of a CCD are larger to support vertial binning, and this in turn
allows a higher lok speed in the serial diretion (full wells are harder to transfer
and larger pixels have larger wells). Beause of this, it an be seen that with a small,
square window, inreasing the height of the window will aet the readout speed
more than inreasing the width beause eah pixel in a row is loked down onto
the horizontal register simultaneously. Inreasing the height by 1 adds a vertial
lok and a width multiple of horizontal loks whereas inreasing the width by 1
simply adds an extra horizontal lok for eah row. Other subtle ways an inrease
the speed with windowing, suh as plaing the windows nearer to the ampliers on
the hip.
Finally, Ultraam supports \drift mode", for the highest speed operations
(to date, the highest speed siene run was  400Hz). In this ase, after eah pair of
windows is integrated, it is shifted in the readout diretion by the number of parallel
loks equal to the vertial extent of the window. One pair of windows is read out at
a time as they reah the readout register. Beause light would otherwise be falling
on regions of the hips exposed to starlight, a mask must be inserted into the beam
to blok the rest of the hip. Another subtlety aets operation speed here; namely
the fastest drift mode runs will our when an integer number of windows ts on
the vertial extent of the hip (if this is not the ase, there must be a set of parallel
loks equal to the remainder whih eetively ount as wasted time).
Ultraam is ooled using Peltier devies with water to exhange the heat. A
ow sensor inside the water tubes will ut power to the CCD ontrollers should water
ow ease, preventing overheating. The absene of a ryostat makes the instrument
more ompat and easier to operate as no relling will be required, but it does mean
the CCDs run at a omparitively high temperature. The hoie of a fully inverted
(MPP) CCD in Ultraam ensures that the dark urrent is low despite of this design
hoie.
1
In the Ultraam software stak, this readout/CDS time is oasionally referred to (inorretly)
as \gain". Modifying the CDS sample time will have no impat upon the detetor e
 
=ADU
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4.4 Ultraspe
4.4.1 EFOSC2
Spetrosopy is inherently more omplex than photometry, and requires muh more
hardware to implement. Rather than design a whole new spetrograph, Ultraspe
ats as a replaement amera for the ESO Faint Objet Spetrograph and Camera 2
(EFOSC2), whih has been mounted upon the ESO 360 (3.6m) and NTT telesopes.
The spetrograph onsists of a slit (to selet the objet of interest and mask the
rest of the eld), a ollimator, a lter wheel, and a grism wheel. A grism means
a ombination of a prism and a grating that disperses ollimated light around a
designed entral wavelength. The Ultraspe projet proured two highly eÆient,
high resolution volume phase holographi (VPH) grisms for use with EFOSC2 (see
Barden et al. [1998℄ for further information on VPH grisms).
4.4.2 Ultraspe CCD
Beause Ultraspe only employs one light path (from EFOSC2) rather than the
triple-arm used in Ultraam, only one CCD is required. Due to the spreading of the
light, ount rates are expeted to be markedly lower than with Ultraam, and hene
frame rates equivalently less. Ultraspe employs dierent CDS sampling times,
frame transfer, and windowing operation as with Ultraam, however Ultraspe only
has a single amplier and does not oer drift mode. This puts a pratial upper
limit on the speed of Ultraspe at  30Hz. When the slit and grism are removed
from EFOSC2, Ultraspe ats in a similar manner to a single-arm Ultraam.
The extremely low ount rates expeted oered a great possibility for testing
the use of L3CCD/EMCCD tehnology; where signal eletrons are amplied result-
ing in readout noise that is eetively negligible. The priniple is not dissimilar to
the photomultiplier as disussed in x3.1.2. An alternate serial register (termed the
\avalanhe" register) reates a huge instrumental gain by the proess of seondary
emission before it is passed to the sense node, and the voltage applied an be varied
leading to a diering amount of seondary emission. In Ultraspe, this amount of
seondary emission (or seondary gain) is modied by an \HV gain" (high-voltage
gain) parameter between 0 and 9, whih inreases the voltage applied to the L3 reg-
ister from 0V (no seondary to emission) to 50V. This extra register will also suer
from degradation should it be exposed to extremely large ount rates, and so should
be turned o exept for when it is needed. The use of suh tehnology absolutely
requires Ultraspe to be ryogenially ooled to temperatures on the order of 160K.
Any dark urrent thermo-eletrons would be equivalently multiplied by the L3 reg-
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ister and at temperatures similar to Ultraam this would defeat the purpose of suh
tehnology beause, even when inverted, the small amount of dark urrent would be
multiplied and beome indistinguishable from signal. At Ultraspe temperatures,
dark urrent is estimated to be on the order of 1e
 
/pixel/hour, whih is negligible.
EMCCD multipliative noise
While the HV gain in Ultraspe allows marketing of itself as a \zero read-noise"
instrument, the very proess of inluding a gain register adds a ompliation. In
atual pratie, eah stage of the serial gain register only has a small probability of
generating a seondary eletron, and many stages are employed sequentially to make
the gain onsiderable. At any stage with n eletrons, eah of them independently
goes through the same multipliaton proess for the next stage. A ritial parameter
to determine is the variane of the gain introdued by the r sequential stages, whih
is a measure of the noise aused by this gain register.
The analysis of this noise soure in EMCCDs was rst undertaken by Mat-
suo et al. [1985℄, and was determined to be a speial ase of the Galston-Watson
branhing proess as desribed by Harris [1963℄. The rst step is to investigate the
soure of this noise by using this branhing proess, and, in order to do so, a few
denitions are rst required. In probability theory, a moment generating funtion
(MGF),  of a random variable X is dened as

X
(t) := E(e
tX
) t 2 R; (4.1)
where E(X) means the expetation of X. Hene 
0
(t) = e
t
. The rst derivative of
an MGF at t = 0 is thus desribed by
E(X
n
) =
d
n

X
dt
n




t=0
: (4.2)
Similarly, the seond derivative is used to obtain the variane.
Starting from a single eletron at the stage r = 0, and assoiating the distri-
bution with a random variable N, the mean gain g after r stages is
g
r
= E(N
r
) =
1
X
n=0
P (N
r
= n)n: (4.3)
The MGF for this ase of the Galston-Watson branhing proess [Harris, 1963℄ is

N
r+1
(t) = (1  p)
N
r
(t) + p
N
2
r
(t); (4.4)
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where p is the probability of multipliation within a stage. Performing the dif-
ferentation at t = 0 gives
d
N
r+1
dt
= (1  p)g
r
+ 2pg
r
g
r+1
= (1 + p)g
r
; (4.5)
using the fat that g
r
= E(N
r
). Also, given that (t = 0) = 1 for any MGF, it is
found that
g
r
= (1 + p)
r
; (4.6)
whih is what may be antiipated. Continuing to the seond derivative,
d
2

N
r+1
dt
2
= (1  p)
d
2

N
r
dt
2
+ 2p
d
2

N
r
dt
2
+ 2p

d
N
r
dt

2
; (4.7)
whih, after simplifying beomes
E(N
2
r+1
) = (1 + p)E(N
2
r
) + 2pg
2
r
: (4.8)
Using the standard equation 
2
= E(X
2
)   E(X)
2
(where 
2
is the variane) in
onjuntion with equation 4.6, it is found that

N
2
r+1
= (1 + p)E(N
2
r
) + 2pg
2
r
  [(1 + p)(1 + p)
r
℄
2
= (1 + p)(
N
2
r
+ (1 + p)
2r
) + 2p(1 + p)
2r
  (1 + p)
2
(1 + p)
2r
= (1 + p)
N
2
r
+ p(1  p)(1 + p)
2r
: (4.9)
This equation is desribed by the reurrene relation

N
2
r
=
1  p
1 + p
(g
2
r
  g
r
): (4.10)
As the number of stages, r, beomes large, g
r
! 1. Also, sine p is small, this
equation tends to

N
r
g
r
!
r
1  p
1 + p
 1: (4.11)
This implies that the spread in the gain is equivalent to its mean. Also as p ! 1,

N
r
! 0, implying that the gain would in suh a simple ase would be 2
r
, as
expeted.
With the soure of this extra noise apparent from the branhing model pre-
sented above, it must be quantied. Consider the variane, given a mean input of
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ounts per exposure with a probability distribution
P (n) =
X
m
P
P
(mj)Q
m
(n); (4.12)
where P
P
(mj) is the probability of m ounts given the mean rate  and Q
m
(n) is
the probability of output n given input m. The mean is
E(n) =
X
n
nP (n) (4.13)
=
X
m
P
P
(mj)
X
n
nQ
m
(n): (4.14)
Now utilising the fat that Q
m
(n) is equivalent to the sum of m independent single
eletron input distributions (this is a speial ase of a binomial distribution alled
a Bernoulli trial) where g is the mean gain,
E(n) =
X
m
P
P
(mj)gm (4.15)
= g: (4.16)
Equivalently it is also seen that
E(n
2
) =
X
m
P
P
(mj)
X
n
n
2
Q
m
(n): (4.17)
Sine E(X)
2
= E(X
2
)+
2
, and that the variane of the Q
m
distribution is equal to
the sums of the individual events (again, due to the proess being a Bernoulli trial),
E(n
2
) =
X
m
P
P
(mj)(m
2
g
2
+m
2
) (4.18)
= g
2
(
2
+ ) + 
2
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Using both the expressions for E(n) and E(n
2
), the variane in the output after
avalanhe/L3 multipliation given the mean input rate  is
Var(nj) = (g
2
+ 
2
): (4.20)
The output variane is thus inreased by
g
2
+ 
2
g
2
= 1 +

2
g
2
; (4.21)
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whih is termed the exess noise fator (ENF). Utilising equation 4.11, whih as-
sumed a small probability of multipliation and a large number of gain stages,
ENF ! 2, meaning the proess of using the seondary gain to make readout noise
negligible inherently adds a fator of
p
2 to the noise in equation 3.5.
4.5 The ommon software stak
As both Ultraam and Ultraspe are designated `visitor' mode instruments, they
require their own full and independent software stak to operate without input
or information from the observatory and telesope software. Sine they are both
intended to operate on multiple telesopes, the software must also be generalised so
as to be adaptable to varying hardware ongurations and arhiteture. Full details
are given in Beard et al. [2002℄. All the protools used in the software ommuniation
in Ultraam are ommon, non-proprietary methods, inluding HTTP for the stream
and XML for the ontent, whih has the added bonus of being self-desriptive.
Taking the modular approah, Ultraam is split into four main piees of soft-
ware. There is a amera driver, whose main goal is to ongure the SDSU and
send it the appropriate \appliation". This ode is DSP and omes from a entral
repository, where eah appliation gives the SDSU ontroller a set of instrutions
to perform a partiular task; these inlude power on/o, full frame readout, win-
dowed readout, and drift mode. The SDSU ontroller in turn deals with the CCD
eletronis and passes the raw data bak to the shared software buer, as well as
a synhronisation pulse ditating the start of exposure. Software threads that deal
with SDSU ommuniation as well as the buer are run with \real-time" sheduling;
in theory this should allow all the neessary information and data to be stored in
memory on demand from the SDSU even if the other user-spae software elements
are not ready yet. In addition to this the PCI ard that reeives the raw frame data
from the SDSU ontroller uses Diret Memory Aess (DMA), meaning that the
majority of data does not in fat have to pass through the CPU at all. The data
handler deals with the GPS and timestamping, as well as saving the nished data
produt to disk one all the appropriate information (raw data, status, timestamp)
are present in the shared buer. The optional le server will then serve out indi-
vidual frames from the nished produt to the end-users, allowing data redution
or real time monitoring by the observer. Finally, oordinating all these is the Ultra-
am/spe driver appliation, whih is the observer interfae program. Here, the user
inputs information suh as target name and lters, then piks a mode (full-frame,
drift mode, et.), sets up the windowing and binning if desired, then \posts" the
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Figure 4.2: A shemati of the ow of information in the Ultraam software stak
with endpoints meeting the hardware and end-user.
appliation to the amera driver and data handler before beginning the sequene
of exposures. This nal operation involves retrieving a template from the XML
repository for the desired mode, using it to set the desired user onguration and
send it to the other piees of software to appropriately ongure them. A shemati
of this data ow an be seen in gure 4.2.
Ultraspe an harness the entirety of this software stak. The only real
hanges are in fat the DSP ode for the SDSU ontroller, sine Ultraspe has a
single CCD without the split amplier, and also an alternate output register. When
at an observatory, the amera ontroller, data handler, and le server are all run
on an SMP rak PC mounted near the instrument (so it an onnet to the SDSU
ontroller). The atual user interfae software is on a remote PC in the observing
building, onneted by ethernet (preferably a bre link). In theory, any disruption
on the observer PC should not ause a malfuntion with the rak software, and the
instrument should keep running. The observer PC an also be exhanged for any
other as long as it an run the Java interfae lient.
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4.6 Summary
The layout and design of Ultraam and Ultraspe have been desribed along with
their hoies of CCD detetor and other hardware to ahieve their sienti goals of
being ideal instruments for the observation of CVs while retaining some exibility
for other targets. Ultraam data will be presented in x6, whereas improvements to
the Ultraam software and alibration of the lter system is detailed in x8. As a
relatively new instrument, the tehnial details of data redution for Ultraspe will
be visited in x9, along with initial spetrosopy and spetro-photometry.
With the siene behind CVs and detetors now desribed, the next hapter
will proeed to examine EX Dra, an elipsing CV system, using optial spetrosopy
from CCDs and UV data from a spae-based Digion devie, whih was present on
the Hubble Spae Telesope.
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Chapter 5
Dis-rim absorption in CVs: the
ase for EX Dra
EX Dra (also known as HS 1804+6753) is an elipsing atalysmi variable with
reurrent aretion-driven variability resulting in outbursts triggering typially every
few weeks. EX Dra was originally deteted in the Hamburg Quasar Survey [Bade
et al., 1989℄ with a V magnitude of 14.5 and was oÆially lassied as a dwarf nova
some years later [Barwig et al., 1994℄. Outbursts were noted to be on the order of 1
- 2.3 magnitudes in V, with an orbital period of 5.04 hours, implying a system with
an orbital separation suh that magneti braking is the primary reason for angular
momentum loss. Spiral shoks have also been reported in the aretion dis in the
Balmer and helium lines [Joergens et al., 2000℄. The mass ratio and inlination
respetively have been determined to be q = 0:72  0:06, and i = 85 2
Æ
[Baptista
et al., 2000℄.
This hapter will utilise a mixture of optial and ultraviolet data to investi-
gate properties of EX Dra. The ombination of several years of optial spetrosopy
gives an opportunity to investigate the dierenes present between its quiesent and
outburst states, and the UV spetra oers the potential to study wind-driven lines,
an area of ontinued study in the eld of CVs.
Many studies of atalysmi variables have shown that observations of at-
alysmi variables are aeted by obsuration, either by the aretion dis itself
or from other material present in the system. It has been indiated that EX Dra
itself has a white dwarf surrounded by extended loud that is three times its ra-
dius [Baptista et al., 2000℄ - when the entral objet is treated as a white dwarf
alone, mass-radius relations give unreasonably low values of M
1
= 0:2M

. With
OY Carinae (another dwarf nova), there is strong evidene that the boundary layer
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Telesope Instrument Start UTC (Duration) State Comments
WHT ISIS June 10, 1995 00:12 (3.6h) Low Cloudy. Seeing 0.7"-1.2".
June 11, 1995 00:01 (4.0h) Low Some loud. Seeing 1.0"-1.3".
June 11, 1995 22:30 (5.1h) Low Clear. Seeing 1.0"-1.3".
July 27, 1996 22:56 (3.9h) High Clear. Seeing 1.3"-2.0".
July 29, 1996 00:09 (4.9h) High Clear. Seeing 1.4"-2.0".
30" CCD Sept 05, 1996 20:52 (1.4h) Low
30" CCD Sept 13, 1996 20:25 (2.4h) High
HST FOS Sept 13, 1996 03:24 (12.2h) High Two full orbital periods.
JGT CCD Sept 14, 1996 20:24 (4.8h) High
Caha TWIN July 21, 2000 20:26 (5.6h) High Cloud. Seeing 2.0"-3.0".
Table 5.1: Journal of observations. A high state means the system was in outburst.
white dwarf is `veiled' by an Fe-II urtain of absorbing material [Horne et al., 1994℄.
This material was antiipated to be in the upper atmosphere of the dis near the
outer rim. Knigge et al. [1997℄ showed that absorbing gas of similar temperature
and olumn density also ould explain observations of another system, Z Cam. In
both ases, the use of ultraviolet spetra was essential in deteting the absorption
lines and attributing them to the urtain. Finally there is the remarkable ase of
DW UMa, where the dis ompletely obsures the line of sight to the inner dis and
white dwarf, resulting in a redution in UV ux during the high state at a time
when the optial ux is 3 magnitudes brighter than in the low state [Knigge et al.,
2000℄.
From the above ases mentioned, it is lear that partially obsured primary
stars are not unommon within CV systems. Presented here are several sets of
spetra and photometry of the dwarf nova EX Dra, this inludes ontinuous HST
observations for over 12 hours, one of the longest observed dwarf novae with this
telesope. As will be shown, these data sets reveal extensive evidene of obsuration.
5.1 Observations and data redution
Our observations omprise of spetrosopy and photometry taken at UV and optial
wavelengths, resulting in omprehensive overage of EX Dra from 1100 to 9200

A
aross both quiesent and outburst states. For spei dates and details see table
5.1.
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5.1.1 Optial spetrosopy
Initial spetrosopy was taken using ISIS, a twin-arm spetrograph mounted on the
4.2m William Hershel Telesope in La Palma [Clegg, 1992℄. It oers simultaneous
spetra in two bands known as the red and blue arm, the former typially used to
over the H- regime, and the other H- or H-. The spetra from 2000 were taken
with the TWIN spetrograph based at the Calar Alto observatory using the 3.5m
telesope [Graser, 1998℄.
The 1995 ISIS run used the R1200R grating in the red arm and the holo-
graphi H2400B grating in the blue arm, resulting in wavelength ranges of 4200-
4500

A in blue and 6400-6800

A in red with resolutions of 1.23

A and 0.57

A respe-
tively. The 1996 ISIS data used the R1200B grating (blaze, not holographi) in the
blue arm and again R1200R in red. This resulted in a slightly longer wavelength
in blue of 4600-5000

A ompared to the 1995 data (resolutions were measured to be
1.64

A and 1.23

A). Slit widths were 1.0" and 1.25" respetively. The 2000 TWIN
run used the T05 grating in blue with 3700-4800

A with resolution 1.85

A and T06 in
red resulting in 8000-9200

A at 2.43

A. The red arm was heavily polluted by telluri
lines but was primarily targeting the Ca-II triplet. The observations down to H-
with ISIS typially required exposure times of 3-5 minutes. The red H- bands had
signiantly higher ounts and hene had 1-2 minute exposure times. With TWIN,
the exposure times were equal throughout most of the run, but the slit was set at
1.5" due to the highly variable seeing.
The ground-based spetra from ISIS and TWIN were redued using the
STARLINK pakage with the PAMELA routines developed and written by T.R.
Marsh. The proedures involve debiasing, at-elding (3.3), urved spetra traing,
ar-line alibration (3.4), sky tting, and an optimal extration [Marsh, 1989℄. A
omparison star on the slit was used to orret for transpareny variations, and a
wide-slit exposure was used to orret for the slit loss fator. Some of the 1995 data,
notably in the blue-arm, were slit-loss orreted using ustom routines due to the
extremely faint nature of the omparison whih aused diÆulty with the tting
proedure. Sine the spetra were not notably urved, this ustom routine initially
took the top and bottom thirds of eah spetrum and ollapsed them, with a straight
line being tted between the two points where maximum ounts were deteted. A
gaussian with a xed position determined by the line but variable width and height
was then tted to the full frame, and the ounts within summed (polynomial sky
subtration was used). Finally, all data sets had a ux standard star allowing the
data to be put onto an absolute ux sale. It should be noted that there were no
at eld alibrations taken for the 1996 data.
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Figure 5.1: Staked light urves derived from spetra of EX Dra, with the blue
arm data on the left and red arm data on the right. The bottom three spe-
tra are WHT/ISIS 1995, the next two are WHT/ISIS 1996, then at the top is
Caha3.5/TWIN 2000. Eah urve is oset by 15mJy.
The light urves onstruted from all optial spetra are shown in gure 5.1,
and their average spetrum in gure 5.2. From the ontinuum ux observed, it was
found that the 1995 ISIS data were in a state of quiesene, whereas the 1996 ISIS
and 2000 TWIN data were in outburst.
5.1.2 HST ultraviolet spetrosopy
For the UV observations, the Faint Objet Spetrograph [Harms et al., 1979℄ on
the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST) was used in September 1996. This used photon-
ounting digion detetors with a spetral resolution of R  1200. As EX Dra lies in
HST's ontinuous viewing zone, 2 elipses with full orbital overage were aquired.
The HST FOS data runs between 1100 and 1800

A. The data ame pre-alibrated
from the automated HST arhive pipeline and ustom routines were written to
redue the data into a useful and workable format.
Radial veloities an be obtained from the HST FOS data despite the low
resolution, but there is an important orretion to be made. This is the `geomag-
neti image deetion problem' (sometimes termed `GIMP'), whereby the impating
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Figure 5.3: The average spetrum generated from the HST FOS observations.
loation of the harge in the digion upon the silion diodes varied with the orbit
as the earth's magneti eld hanged. In eet, there is a shift on the order of
60km/s every 48 minutes. This was orreted for by omputing a power spetrum
of the radial veloity urve of the strongest emission line (CIV) and taking the peak
losest to the 48 minute mark to be the GIMP period. It should be noted there
were no other strong peaks around this point (though it was not as strong as the
orbital period itself) or lear aliases of this period. A sinusoid at this period was
then tted and subtrated from the data, and the power spetrum was shown to
have no notieable features at this period or multiples of it.
The average UV spetrum an be seen in gure 5.3, whereas ontinuum light
urves of the entire data set inreasing in wavelength, along with the zeroth order
[Horne and Eraleous, 1993℄ light urve ( 2000  5000

A, may be seen in gure 5.4.
5.1.3 Optial photometry
To determine the state of the system during the HST/FOS observations, photometry
of the system was aquired during the lead-up to the observing date, whih was
augmented by observations with the UK-based 0.9m James-Gregory telesope in
St. Andrews. Dierential photometry with a nearby omparison provided V-band
magnitudes in all ases. At the start of these observations, EX Dra was seen rising to
an outburst state. This is onrmed by AAVSO data available for the period, whih
shows that EX Dra atually reahed a peak visual magnitude of 12.8 on the day of
the HST observation, before returning to its typial magnitude over the following
ten days. The light urves of the photometry are shown in gure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Split ontinuum light urves from diering wavelengths onstruted from
the HST FOS observations, exluding emission lines. From the top downwards:
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Figure 5.5: Opti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Gregory teles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5.2 Dis-rim absorption in EX-Dra
5.2.1 Evidene from the UV data
The ontinuum light urves shown in gure 5.4 show signiant hanges between
wavelength bands. A pronouned ikering behaviour is seen whih is most empha-
sised prior to the rst elipe (at HJD 50339.18) and between the two elipses at HJD
50339.34. While this an be seen at all wavelengths, if the ratio of the maximum to
minimum out-of-elipse ux is examined, it is found that while in the 1200-1400

A
range this 3:2, this dereases to 2:5 at 1400-1600

A, then 2:2 in the 1600-1800

A band
and is only 1:5 of the zeroth order light urve. These light urves were examined
for periodi signals suh as the white dwarf spin, but none were found.
To examine the possibility that there is obsuration along the line of sight
leading to this rapid variability present in the light urve, we an utilise the wind-
driven emission lines present in the UV spetrum. The large number of UV photons
from the dis at to push the nearby material outwards sine the absorbed photon
is from a preferred diretion, but the re-emitted photon is in a random diretion. In
eet, these photons from the are sattered into the observer's line of sight at some
distane away from the primary (see gure 5.6), and so depending on the distane,
should be aeted less by any line of sight obsuration. Continuum subtrated light
urves of these lines together with the ontinuum for omparison are shown in gure
5.7. The amount of ux in mid-elipse immediately gives information with regards
to the loation of these lines in the system. HeII is seen as a at-bottomed elipse
with near-zero ux indiating that it is fully elipsed and hene it does not extend
far from the dis. Lines from SiIV to CIV show an inreasing amount of mid-elipse
ux and a U-shaped elipse proving that these must be extended away from the dis
and are not ompletely elipsed. This is as antiipated; CIV is a resonane line and
will hene be strongly aeted by sattered photons from the wind whereas HeII is
not. Most importantly, it is seen that CIV, NV, and SiIV show a steady ux at the
same time the heavy ikering behaviour in the ontinuum is observed. HeII shows
traes of ikering but it is learly less pronouned, and does not show the ontinuum
feature present at HJD 50339.18. This appears to give evidene towards the theory
of obsuration along the line of sight, potentially in the dis rim, however this may
not be onlusive due to the time sale that the wind an vary on ( R
wind
=v
wind
).
At a typial wind veloity of a few km/s this results in a timesale of a few minutes,
not a dissimilar period to many of the ikering features observed.
If there is a line of sight absorption, it is important to onsider physial
soures for suh a phenomenon. HST FOS data of OY Carinae presented in Horne
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Figure 5.6: A diagram (not to sale) demonstrating the observation of a sattered
CIV resonane line from EX Dra. UV photons push CIV material away from the
inner dis and are hene sattered at suh a distane that they are only partially
elipsed by the red dwarf to the observer's line of sight. Dis lines like HeII will be
entirely elipsed.
et al. [1994℄ showed a highly variable ontinuum in the average spetrum attributed
to an `FeII urtain', showing deepest absorption between 1600 and 2500

A. The FeII
lines desribed are theorised to be in the outer dis, but require Mah  6 veloity
disturbanes in suh a senario for the data to t. The FOS spetrum (gure 5.3) for
EX Dra shows a relatively smooth ontinuum in omparison to OY Car, however the
spetrum does not extend to the higher wavelengths used by Horne et al. [1994℄. No
single absorption feature seen an be easily attributed to intervening iron lines, and
this small number of features is ompounded by a lak of syntheti spetra of the
orret wavelengths. While past work has shown that the tting of UV absorption
features is of great use [Lanz et al., 1992; Shore and Aufdenberg, 1993; Knigge et al.,
1997℄, EX Dra would require data at wavelengths more suited for the observation
of the FeII lines to denitively reah a onlusion on the soure of the obsuring
material. The optial data is now examined for orroborating information.
5.2.2 Evidene from the optial data
The quiesent optial spetra taken in 1995 (see the top of gure 5.2) show a re-
markable hange in line proles over the ourse of three nights. Initially, the rst
night shows H and H with weak emission (1.04 and 4.4 mJy respetively) and
a heavily absorbed fration of the line in the entre. These lines return to a more
typial state (3.14 and 10.68 mJy) over the ourse of the next two nights. This
entral absorption omponent also appears to exaggerate the line widths, where it
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Figure 5.7: Continuum elipse and ontinuum subtrated emission line light urves
from HST FOS data. The original  13; 000 data points have been binned to 1,300.
Flux has been normalised to the line maximum and the error bar gives an indiation
of the typial error on eah data point.
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is found that the FWHM of H hanges from 2990 km/s when the absorption is
present to 1570 km/s afterwards. HeI (6678

A) is also heavily aeted by the same
phenomenon, to the extent it is nearly undetetable on the rst night. The mea-
sured width is 4750 km/s with a peak of 0.55mJy above the ontinuum on night 1,
returning to 1501 km/s and 1.29 mJy by the third night. It is also of note that the
ontinuum is 0.5 mJy lower on average than the other quiesent observations. Con-
sidering that the system is not near an outburst state at this point, it seems likely
that the ontinuum ux hanging is the result of obsuration of the dis and white
dwarf, and the absorption seen in the ores of the emission lines is along the line of
sight. This an be adequately explained by material in the system's dis-rim, whih
absorbs ux from the white dwarf and inner dis and also hanges on a suÆient
timesale to math the observations.
5.3 Radial veloities
A traditional radial veloity analysis of several emission lines is now performed with
the optial and UV spetra by ross-orrelation. The white dwarf radial veloity,
K
1
, is determined by measurement of lines assoiated with the inner part of the dis
(eg. Balmer lines), whereas alium lines are measured for the ompanion star. A
measurement of both provides a spetrosopi method for determining the system's
mass ratio.
Following the method of Shneider and Young [1980℄, the wavelength of a
spetral line is solved for by omputing
1
Z
 1
S()K(  )d = 0; (5.1)
where S is the emission line and K is a suitably dened funtion for the data
(desribed below). This equation will equal zero at the position where K best
mathes S. While K an be a simple step funtion, a typial form of K is
K(x) = exp

 
(x  a)
2
2
2

  exp

 
(x+ a)
2
2
2

: (5.2)
This proess onvolves the spetrum with two gaussians with separation 2a and a
width , and is a far better solution with digital data, partiularly in a low signal-
to-noise regime. One the oset of eah line has been determined in eah spetra
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they are t to a sinusoid of the form
V (t) =  +K sin 2
(t  t
0
)
P
  ; (5.3)
where  is the radial veloity oset, K is the amplitude of the radial veloity in
km/s, t is the mid-exposure time,  is the phase oset and P and t
0
are dened
by the ephemeris. For the purposes of tting, the ephemeris of Fiedler et al. [1997℄
is adopted, where it was previously determined that K
1
= 167  3km/s and K
2
=
2231km/s. In addition to this, Billington et al. [1996℄ adopted K
2
= 21015km/s
by exluding data points from spei phases to redue the eet of radiation-
indued distortion. These two values for K
2
are onsistent given the unertainty
quoted.
Analysis of the radial veloities was performed using the traditional method
of a `diagnosti diagram'. By hanging the width and separations of the gaussians
tted above, for eah ase a radial veloity amplitude, phase oset, and =K (where
 is the error) is found. Sine the tting method revolves around the unlikely
senario of a Keplerian dis (in reality, distortions in the outer dis from the bright
spot are signiant), the wings of the dis lines are expeted to give a more realisti
radial veloity. At some point however, the gaussian wings trail into noise, and the
diagnosti diagram is a tool for attempting to determine at what point the gaussian
parameters aurately reet the true radial veloity of the line being measured.
Distortions in the dis will give rise to an greater measurement of the amplitude K,
so a region on the diagnosti diagram where K is at a minimum, with a stable =K
and small phase oset is the most reliable estimate of the radial veloity using this
method. In some snearios, the diagnosti diagram onverges towards a preferable
K, whereas on some oasions there are no width/separation ombinations that
give a suÆiently low phase oset. This is likely indiating that the bright spot
is signiant in the dis, and that any K values quoted from suh data should be
regarded as questionable at best.
5.3.1 Optial spetra: Balmer lines and CaI
A ommon issue found when attempting to measure the Balmer lines of CVs is a
large phase shift () relative to the ephemeris [Shafter, 1983℄. In addition to this,
where  was small, the value of 
K
/K grew large. Even when disarding the learly
absorbed rst night of 1995, every Balmer line measured onverged with a relative
phase shift of greater than +0:1. The values at the point of lowest phase shift were
determined to be 179:9  10:4km/s for H, and 155:9  13:6km/s for H. HeII
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Figure 5.8: Trail of the alium lines present in the 1995 EX Dra data.
provided the best t with 165 4:6km/s, but even this had  = 0:08.
Analysis of CaI (6439.1

A, 6462.6

A, and 6493.8

A, gure 5.8) did allow for
a reliable measurement of K
2
, though these absorption features were only strong
enough to perform a t on the rst night of observations in 1995. There are lear
signs of radiation indued distortion (see Hessman et al. [1984℄; Billington et al.
[1996℄) whih our around phase 0.5 and ause a departure from a sinusoid, whih
an be seen in gure 5.9. Attempting to t all data points results in K
2
= 225:3 
15:1km/s, whereas eliminating the distorted points either side of phase 0.5 instead
gives K
2
= 217:5  3:9km/s; the 
2
falling from 3.8 to 1.4.
5.3.2 UV spetra lines
All the radial veloities from HST FOS showed a onsistent oset in veloity of the
data, whih is not unexpeted with this instrument, but was  500km/s in the data
due to the low resolution. The typially reommended solution, realigning with the
geooronal Lyman-, was not used due to the line being weak and lear signs that
the system itself aeted this line by the presene of an orbital modulation and
partial elipse. Given that the HeII line is fully elipsed (as seen in gure 5.7) and
hene must be oming from the dis, the solution was to treat the oset found in
the HeII radial veloity as the atual instrumental oset.
Using this along with the GIMP orretion, the omputed radial veloities
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Figure 5.9: The radial veloity urve of the Ca-I triplet from the donor star of EX
Dra during the rst night of 1995. Note the outlying points either side of phase
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h distort the omplete t (dashed line). A more reliable estimate is hene
made by not 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urve of HeII and C-IV (from HST
FOS).
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Line K (km/s)  (km/s)  Redued 
2
HeII 116:5 8:0 0:0 6:1 0:2 0:08 2.0
SiIV 185:9 7:4 66:2 5:6 0:3 0:05 1.3
NV 169:7 8:9 611:5 6:6 0:1 0:06 11.4
CIV 196:0 5:2 394:9 3:8 0:0 0:03 3.5
Table 5.2: Emission line radial veloities from HST FOS UV spetra. Note that
 for HeII was assumed to be the instrumental oset and was subtrated from the
oset of eah line.
are detailed in table 5.2. In addition to this, departures from the typial radial
veloity sinusoid in both HeII and CIV are found. The former shows a sudden
blue-shift upon elipse, as is assoiated with a rotating objet being elipsed. CIV
alternatively shows a distint red-shift on the order of 200km/s prior to elipse,
with little blue-shift afterward. In the ase of CIV this may be a signature of a
rotating dis wind [Knigge and Drew, 1997℄. Suh dis winds may be expeted to
have a \P Cygni" prole, a feature that onsists of a ombination of a sattered
resonane line and the blue-shifted absorption that omes from gas along the line of
sight to the UV soure. The sum of the omponents gives a onsistently red-shifted
line, whih ould explain the large veloity oset observed in the NV and CIV lines.
However, when the absorbed part of a P Cygni spetral line is elipsed, this leads
to an eetive inrease in ux from the blue side of the line, meaning a blue-shift is
observed. With CIV, there is a ounter-intuitive red-shift seen just before elipse.
This remains a mysterious feature that is urrently unexplained.
5.4 Doppler tomography
Doppler tomograms of the spetra were produed to further analysis; this is the
proess of mapping a series of spetra into two-dimensional veloity spae. This
is possible sine the measurement of a line in a spetrum gives a projetion of
veloity along the line of sight. In essene, eah S-wave present in the spetra trail
orresponds to a pixel (V
x
; V
y
) in the map, suh that
V
R
=    V
x
os 2+ V
y
sin 2: (5.4)
For the proess performed here, a maximum entropy method [Marsh and Horne,
1988℄ was used, whih employs a `goodness of t' (
2
) statisti to determine how
far to optimise the image; these datasets ahieved 
2
values of between 1.2 and
1.5. The theoretial seondary lobe and stream veloities are overlaid on the maps.
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Eah of the doppler map gures onsists of a trail of the original spetrum data,
followed by the omputed doppler tomogram, then the trail that would be required
to produe the previous map (exluding elipse regions) and nally the residuals of
the omputed trail subtrated from the data trail as a measure of the quality of the
doppler map. The tomogram itself in the seond panel also has the seondary star
and theoretial gas stream superimposed as a solid line.
Maps for the quiesent 1995 data are shown in gures 5.11, 5.12, and 5.13.
For the 1996 outburst data, only the seond night of data is shown in tomogram
format in gure 5.14 due to insuÆient phase overage on the rst night. The 2000
outburst map an be seen in gure 5.15.
It should be noted that the H map on the rst night of the 1995 run had a
onsiderable absorption feature in the line entre whih the doppler tomography op-
timisation method annot reprodue. To improve the map, a 2-dimensional gaussian
was added to the data before the map was optimised, and then it was subtrated
afterward.
5.4.1 Slingshot prominenes
On all three nights in 1995, signiant emission in H is seen from the seondary,
with an extended region outside of the omputed Rohe lobe towards lower veloities.
The same eet an be seen to a lesser extent in the 1996 H map and the 2000 CaII
map. This low veloity omponent does not model well and an be seen repeatedly
in the residuals. Looking individually at the spetra, it is learly present even during
mid-elipse with a ux density of 1.5mJy, and when subtrated from the H line
prole, the single peak beomes a muh more learly dened double peak typial
of an aretion dis line. Produing a light urve from this region near the zero
veloity oset (gure 5.16), it is found that the ux drops by 80% simultaneously
with the elipse of the white dwarf, but there is also a shallower dip at phase 0.5 by
35%.
This low veloity ombined with its apparent relation to the seondary star
makes it seem likely that this phenomenon is explained by a slingshot prominene on
EX Dra's seondary, previously seen on another dwarf nova IP Peg [Steeghs et al.,
1996℄. Ative magneti regions on the seondary star experiene a entrifugal fore
assoiated with the stellar rotation and gravitational fore from the white dwarf.
The result is that magneti eld lines are pulled outward until the gravitational fore
and magneti tension balane the entrifugal fore. In a atalysmi variable system,
the shape of the binary potential means that material is less strongly bound on the
inner fae of the seondary, and is a likely plae for stable loops to form. Plasma
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Figure 5.11: Trailed data, doppler maps, omputed trail and residuals for the rst
night in 1995. See text for details.
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Figure 5.12: Trailed data, doppler maps, omputed trail and residuals for the seond
night in 1995. See text for details.
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Figure 5.13: Trailed data, doppler maps, omputed trail and residuals for the third
night in 1995. See text for details.
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Figure 5.14: Trailed data, doppler maps, omputed trail and residuals for the seond
night in 1996. See text for details.
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Figure 5.16: Light urve of the entre of the H emission line in the 1995 data.
ows along the magneti eld lines and is illuminated not only by the seondary
star but now by the dis whih reates the emission soure seen in the trails and
doppler tomograms.
While the data are not of high spetral resolution, and the Balmer lines do
tend to inherently provide less learly resolved tomograms, it is of note that H and
HeI show a well-dened seondary that is learly within the bounds of the Rohe
lobe, whereas H and CaII (whih is expeted to ome from the seondary) show
this extended region in a very pronouned manner. This onrms that the extended
emission seen in the latter lines is real and not just an artefat of the Doppler
reonstrution. The partial elipse also suggests that this prominene is out of the
binary plane.
5.4.2 Spiral shoks
The 1996 HeI and 2000 HeII maps show non-axisymmetri features with arms of
higher intensity visible in the dis. These an be attributed to spiral shoks, a
phenomenon that has been seen before in EX Dra [Joergens et al., 2000℄ and had
been predited in areting binary systems for some time [Savonije et al., 1994℄.
The rst observational evidene for it is desribed in Steeghs et al. [1997℄ for IP
Peg. Spiral shoks are exited as a result of the seondary exerting a tidal fore
on the outer regions of the dis, reating a spiral pattern at the binary angular
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speed. However, this is less than the gas speed within the dis, and thus auses
shoks to form. This has been looked upon as a method of transferring angular
momentum outward through the dis, but is generally onsidered too weak to be of
signiane, partiularly during quiesene. Large, hot diss are required to generate
strong spiral waves whih agrees with the observations sine the phenomenon has
only been seen during outburst. As in Joergens et al. [2000℄, it is found here that
the shoks are most learly present in HeI and less so in HeII, and also that the
upper right spiral (as shown in the tomogram) is higher in intensity than the other.
Another possible soure of these features is the distortion of the outer aretion dis
by a tidal interation, giving some of this region a greater vertial extent whih is
then irradiated by the inner omponents [Ogilvie, 2002℄.
5.5 Summary
Using a ombination of optial and UV spetra, this hapter showed that strong
variability in the out-of-elipse ux is present in EX Dra. Heavy entral absorption
present in the optial emission lines and analysis of the wind-driven UV lines suggests
that obsuring material along the line of sight ould be an explanation for this eet.
Previous analysis of obsuring material suh as the iron lines in the atmosphere
of the outer dis as found by Horne et al. [1994℄ oers potential physial reasons
with a similar type of system, though the atual nature of the variability seen in
EX Dra annot yet be onrmed. Further UV data at slightly higher wavelengths
ould help in narrowing down whether FeII material is present in EX Dra or not,
and while the urrent data on the wind-driven lines presented shows interesting
features, these prove diÆult to explain and indiates that the understanding of
winds in CVs in general is not omplete. The onept of radial veloity analysis
and Doppler tomography was also introdued and applied to EX Dra, noting the
possible presene of \slingshot prominenes" on the donor star. While prominenes
are well doumented with single stars, the observations displayed in this hapter
seem muh learer than those previously doumented for binary systems by Steeghs
et al. [1996℄. There was also evidene for spiral shoks. The phenomenon of spiral
shoks has now been reported in several systems only during outburst, a pattern
whih EX Dra ontinues, though it is at this stage diÆult to determine whether the
observations are better mathed by an irradiated dis-edge with a vertial extent.
Further investigation into boundary layers and dis obsuration will now be
presented in the next hapter for the CV system Z Cha, this time with Ultraam
photometry and X-ray data from the spae-based telesope, XMM-Newton.
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Chapter 6
Measuring the boundary layer
of Z Cha
6.1 Introdution
Z Cha is a dwarf nova whih was disovered by Mumford [1969℄, and the system's
elipses and nature were detailed some years later in Warner [1974℄. The most om-
prehensive study of the system is detailed in Wood et al. [1986℄, giving parameters
of the system obtained through the average of many elipses. It was found that the
mass ratio q =
M
2
M
1
= 0:15  0:003, the inlination i = 81:75
Æ
 0:15
Æ
, and the dis
radius
R
D
a
= 0:0195  0:0004, where a is the orbital separation. The nature of the
entral objet has been debated several times, with an analysis of the ontat points
of optial data implying that the lower white dwarf may be obsured in the visual
band by the dis [Smak, 1986℄. It was shown, however, that these observations ould
be explained by an extended, optially thik toroidal boundary layer forming during
outburst. Modelled white dwarf light urves did seem to onrm the presene of
an entire white dwarf in the optial band from data in its low state [Wood, 1987℄.
During quiesene, the rst X-ray observations Z Cha have been shown to agree
with the theory of the optially thin boundary layer around the white dwarf [van
Teeseling, 1997℄.
Elipse timings have revealed that a quadrati ephemeris was needed to pre-
dit aurate mid-elipses for the system [Cook and Warner, 1981℄, and the possi-
bility of a third body was initially disussed by Wood et al. [1986℄. Further work
on the ephemeris progressed from a ubi form [van Amerongen et al., 1990℄ to a
sinusoidal one [Baptista et al., 2002℄ that was attributed to the Applegate eet
Applegate [1992℄, whih will be disussed in x6.6.2.
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In 2003, another dwarf nova, OY Car, was observed with 51 kiloseonds of
XMM-Newton time. Several disrepanies in the X-ray elipse in omparison to the
optial were noted, inluding an apparently shorter ingress/egress duration and that
the elipse appeared narrower [Wheatley and West, 2003℄. Beause the ingress and
egress lengths depend upon the size of the emitting region, it was onluded that the
unusual dierene in the elipse ingress/egress duration was aused by a vertially
displaed emitting region. Therefore it was onluded that the X-ray emitting region
was in fat from the polar regions of the white dwarf (speially, the upper region).
In this hapter, the nature of the boundary layer in Z Cha will be probed
by use of simultaneous optial and X-ray data provided by XMM-Newton, with the
goal of furthering the understanding of the boundary layer and how well it om-
pares to existing models of CVs. Another ritial fator whih will be investigated
is whether the white dwarf is obsured by the aretion dis in observations, an
aspet often overlooked in analysis of optial light urves whih an have signiant
impat upon determining system parameters suh as the radius of the white dwarf.
The omparison of the optial and X-ray elipses will also be used to determine
whether the polar emission proposed for OY Car may be present in this system
also. Finally, the new elipses will be used to ompute a new ephemeris for Z Cha,
and the remarkable variations in the system's period will be disussed. Many sys-
tems are beginning to show similar sinusoidal variations after extensive monitoring
(see Rihman et al. [1994℄ for a few lassi ases) and it is still a matter of debate
as to the underlying physial soure for this period altering mehanism.
6.2 Observations
A omplete listing of the observations is given in table 6.1.
6.2.1 XMM-Newton X-ray observations
The X-ray data from XMM-Newton onsists of observations using the EPIC MOS
[Turner et al., 2001℄ and PN [Struder et al., 2001℄ photon ounting CCD ameras
with a total of 101 kiloseonds time. The observations utilised the thin optial lter
to avoid loss of soft X-rays for the objet while still bloking the optial and UV
ux that the ameras are sensitive to. The data event les were proessed using
the XMM SAS pipeline using the latest alibration les. Bakground subtration
was performed for all spetral data, though the extrated light-urves had minimal
bakground ux and thus no orretion was performed. In total, 11 full elipses of
Z Cha were reorded. The average X-ray elipse in soft, medium, and hard X-rays
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Instrument (Telesope) Date Start (UTC) End (UTC) Comments
EPIC (XMM) 2003-12-19 20:45:52
2003-12-21 00:56:09
OM (XMM) 2003-12-19 21:36:05 21:54:25
23:22:16 23:45:35
2003-12-20 02:23:08 03:20:07 Corrupt telemetry
08:22:52 08:44:31
10:06:57 10:33:36
13:38:12 14:06:31
15:26:01 15:57:40
19:03:59 19:28:58
20:40:25 21:22:04
22:34:30 23:01:09
Ultraam (VLT) 2005-05-07 23:58:50 00:34:38 Seeing 0.6", variable transmission
2005-05-10 23:05:43 00:09:16 Seeing 0.6-1.5", photometri
2005-05-15 22:56:47 23:55:11 Seeing 0.6-1.2", photometri
2005-05-17 22:47:11 00:08:36 Poor weather. Seeing 1-2", 40-80% transpareny
2005-05-21 23:45:57 00:41:34 Seeing 0.6-1.5", 80% transpareny
Ultraspe (ESO 3.6m) 2008-02-10 05:58:20 07:21:14 Seeing 1.5", average transpareny.
Ultraam (NTT) 2010-04-27 00:45:28 01:04:10 Seeing 1.2", photometri.
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Figure 6.1: Mean elipses obtained from XMM-Newton, binned on a loal ephemeris.
From the top downwards: OM optial B band; soft X-rays (0.1 - 1.0 keV); medium
X-rays (1 - 2.5 keV); hard X-rays (2.5 - 10 keV).
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an be seen in the bottom three panels of gure 6.1.
6.2.2 XMM-Newton optial observations
XMM also ontains the Optial Monitor [Mason et al., 2001℄ whih uses a 30m
telesope to provide photometry simultaneous with the X-ray data. For these ob-
servations, the OM telesope was used in `fast mode' to obtain timing data for a
small region around the target. The B lter was used, and while 11 elipses were
again reorded, one suered a timing glith due a telemetry error and thus was
disarded from further analysis. The average optial light-urve an be seen in the
top panel of gure 6.1.
6.2.3 Ultraam optial observations
Ultraam (x4.3.1) was used in 2005 on the UT3 VLT telesope at Paranal, Chile,
with 0.5 seond exposures. Five elipses were reorded in varying onditions. A
further elipse was reorded in 2010 on the NTT at La Silla, Chile with 1.5 seond
exposures. To orret for transpareny variations a omparison star one arminute
away was used that appears to be a K star with measured magnitudes of r
0
= 13:65,
g
0
= 14:72, and u
0
= 16:88. The red star that is present approximately 5 arseonds
from Z Cha [Rayne and Whelan, 1981℄ was masked from the photometri apertures
linked to the position of Z Cha. In all ases, the r' g' u' lters were utilised, and
the usual bias and at eld orretions were applied. Colour values were orreted
for extintion using a long sequene of exposures on the standard star G 93-48
on a photometri night, and also for the (minor) bandpass dierenes between the
Ultraam SDSS lters and the oÆial SDSS equivalents (detailed in x8). It was
noted that the ikering from the bright spot was muh higher in the 2005 elipses
when ompared to the 2010 data. The Ultraam elipses an be seen in gure 6.2.
6.2.4 Ultraspe optial observations
A single elipse of Z Cha in 2008 was aquired using Ultraspe (x4.4) at the ESO 3.6m
telesope in La Silla, Chile. The exposure time was 3.6 seonds; seeing onditions
varied between 0.8\ and 1.2" but were photometri.
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Figure 6.2: Light urves taken with Ultraam at VLT UT3 8.2m in 2005.. From left
to right, the lters bands are r', g', and u'. Eah urve is oset by 0.15mJy from
the bottom.
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6.3 The boundary layer of Z Cha
6.3.1 Optial elipse modelling
To determine the nature of the emitting regions in Z Cha, a modelling approah is
used to determine the system parameters by tting the optial light urves, and then
using these results for analysis of the X-ray data. Photometri methods desribed
in detail in many plaes suh as Warner [1995a℄, begin with determining the elipse
width whih is a funtion of q and i. These two parameters are disentangled via the
use of the bright spot ontat points. Sine the stream should only be a funtion of
q, a unique mass ratio and hene inlination an be determined for the light urve
via the use of the theroetial alulations of the ballisti gas stream [Lubow and
Shu, 1975℄.
The modelling method used here utilises omputer ode whih treats eah
of the four main omponents in a CV system (white dwarf, seondary, dis, and
bright spot) as separate olletions of at elements, eah one having the properties
of area, position, orientation and luminosity. The omputed light urve is therefore
the summation of all light ontributions towards the diretion of the observer, taking
into aount neessary elipses. Eah element, with a vetor angle  towards Earth,
has its light ontribution altered by a limb-darkened Lambert's law suh that
I / (1   + ); (6.1)
where  = os , and  is the limb darkening oeÆient. Finite length exposures are
aounted for by omputing multiple light ontributions during the exposure time,
and are averaged together using a trapezoid weighting sheme.
The white dwarf is modelled as a linearly limb darkened sphere, whereas the
seondary is Rohe distorted. The dis is symmetri, with a height speied by
h(R) = h
0
R

; (6.2)
where h
0
and  are t parameters, as well as the dis radii. However, for this ase
h
0
= 0:02 and  = 1:5 sine these parameters were diÆult to onstrain in the data
given it was quiesent observations and the dis is always expeted to be thin. The
surfae brightness of the dis is determined by a power law in radius, and the overall
level dened by an outer dis temperature. This brightness is translated to a light
ontribution by assuming a blakbody spetrum at a entral wavelength of a lter
speied. The bright spot is modelled as a series of elements along a straight line
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in the orbital plane, with the brightness speied by
S /

x
l


exp
h
 

x
l


i
; (6.3)
where x is the distane along the line dening the bright spot,  and  are power
law exponents, and l is the sale length. The maximum brightness is at the point
x = l




1

; (6.4)
whih is positioned on the ballisti gas stream at R
BS
, the distane away from the
white dwarf, whih is also a t parameter. The gas stream alulations are as per
Lubow and Shu [1975℄, and sine  was ausing degeneraies in the tting proedures
and was not required for a good bright spot t in the data, it was xed at 1. Limb
darkening is aounted for by using xed values expeted for a white dwarf of its
temperature [Robinson et al., 1995℄. All omponents were initially tted with a
low resolution grid and a Nelder-Mead \simplex" algorithm before moving on to
a Levenberg-Marquardt minimisation with a high resolution grid. The number of
grid elements was inreased until the hi-squared stabilised. Other parameters and
disussion about the ode is supplied in the appendix of Copperwheat et al. [2010℄.
Providing the model is suÆient to give no major disrepanies in the t,
it an be argued that suh a tehnique is inherently more aurate and less biased
than attempting to determine the ontat points of the white dwarf and bright spot
via numerial derivatives (as in Wood et al. [1986℄). However, sine the XMM-
Newton OM instrument has an aperture of only 30m, the set of elipses obtained
with Ultraam (using the 8.2m VLT) that have high signal-to-noise were used for
the tting method. Subsequently, the mass ratio q, system inlination i, and white
dwarf radius R
WD
were xed for the later XMM-Newton OM models.
With q and i as free parameters, the t results in values that are inonsis-
tent with those determined by Wood et al. [1986℄ by a fator of  10 the quoted
unertainty (0:0035). This is explained further in x6.5, where it is argued that this
was not likely a real hange, but is aused by the diering analytial methods and
ikering perturbing q and i whih are extremely orrelated in the modelling meth-
ods. Over a limited range, a derease in q with a respetive inrease in i results in a
near idential t. As the several elipses obtained showed signiant night-to-night
dierenes with variable weather onditions, it was opted to hoose q and i to be
those determined by Wood et al. [1986℄, as it was felt that the greater number of
elipses used in the paper gave a more aurate depition of mean state of Z Cha.
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ured lower hemisphere, with residuals beneath.
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The tting proeeded by xing these values and then retting the other parameters
free as before. This gives us a master set of parameters to ontinue with using a
ombination of the mass ratio and inlination from Wood et al. [1986℄ and the white
dwarf radius, dis, and bright spot parameters from the g' band Ultraam data.
This band was hosen beause it had the highest signal-to-noise and also seemed to
be least aeted by any ikering eets. The r' and g' band ts produed values
of q, i, and dis radius to within their margin of error. The u' band data values
showed some divergene from the other two bands, likely due to the signiantly
worse signal-to-noise, but also potentially due to the fat the integration times were
three times longer in this hannel. The white dwarf radius is found to be 0:0164a
(where a is the orbital separation), and the bright spot is found to be at 0:32a on a
dis extending to 0:38a. These parameters are summarised in table 6.2.
Theoretial errors in the tted omponents from the Levenberg-Marquadt
algorithm were noted to be unrealistially low, so the nal t unertainties were
omputed using a Markov-hain Monte Carlo (MCMC) proess. A Markov hain is
a system that undergoes transitions between a nite series of states in a hain-like
manner, where eah transition depends only upon the urrent state and not past
ones. In this ontext, eah state is a set of t parameters that generates a light
urve, and an ensemble of `random walkers' is used to explore the multi-dimensional
spae. Whereas a traditional Monte Carlo proess will evaluate the spae uniformly,
steps in an MCMC proess will be orrelated. After eah trial, if the 
2
is found
to be lower, then it is aepted and it beomes the urrent step. If this is not the
ase, there is still some probability of the new trial beoming an aepted state.
Parameters of the MCMC are tuned to ahieve an aeptane rate of  25%, with
adequate mixing so that there are no t parameters that end up stuk in loal
minima. Ultimately there will be a onvergene of the t parameters, though how
long this will take is diÆult to determine, partiularly with dozens of parameters.
In the proess used here, a million iterations were performed in order to sample the
probability distribution to ahieve a more realisti range of the error.
Subsequently this model was used to t the average OM light urve, keeping
the mass ratio, inlination, white dwarf radius and limb darkening xed. The dis
and bright spot parameters were started from the Ultraam results but allowed to
be free; we expet there to be some dierene here as there was a 2 year gap between
the two sets of data. This nal optial t from the average OM data then allows for
diret omparison with the X-ray data, and was also used as a basis to t the entral
elipse times in eah individual OM elipse, whih is disussed in x6.6.1. This t
ahieved a redued hi-squared of 1.11.
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There remains one important issue to be addressed if we are to onsider the
optial parameters reliable enough to provide a model for the X-ray data; that is,
whether the entral objet we see is truly an entire white dwarf or if it is partially
obsured by the aretion dis. The latter senario was suggested by Smak [1986℄
from an analysis of the white dwarf ontat points in optial data. However, it
was suggested in the same paper that detailed analysis of the light urves would
give a more satisfatory result, whih is now investigated with the Ultraam optial
model. In the ase of a white dwarf emitting from the upper hemisphere only, it is
expeted that the radius of the white dwarf would have to inrease in an attempt
to math the ingress and egress, whih is indeed what is found. Our previous white
dwarf radius of 0:0164a inreases to 0:018a. Importantly, we also see an inreased

2
from 16 to nearly 40 (see gure 6.3), aused by signiant residuals mostly in
the ingress (it should be noted the dierene between the two white dwarf models
are ompletely negligible in the OM data due to the lak of S/N with the 30m
telesope). The diÆulty with this senario is presented in Wood [1987℄ whih shows
syntheti white dwarf elipses for various emitting regimes, inluding a distintly
asymmetri elipse in the ase of an obsured lower hemisphere (see Fig. 1 (b)). A
further test is performed by estimating the seondary star radial veloity K
2
from
the data using
PK
2
2G
=
M
1
sin
3
i
(1 + q)
2
; (6.5)
where M
1
is inferred from the Eggleton mass-radius relation [Verbunt and Rappa-
port, 1988℄, inluding a small oversize fator of  3% due to the oset from zero
temperature whih is then heked against syntheti white dwarf models desribed
in Holberg and Bergeron [2006℄, adjusting to math. In Wade and Horne [1988℄,
a detailed study is performed to determine K
2
= 430  15 km/s. Given the white
dwarf radius found for a uniformly emitting white dwarf (M
1
= 0:90  0:03M

),
K
2
= 415  15 km/s is onsistent with this. With only the upper hemisphere
emitting however (M
1
= 0:72  0:03M

), the radial veloity amplitude dereases
resulting in K
2
= 380  15 km/s. The underlying reason for this dierene is the
tted white dwarf radius, whih is used in turn to ompute M
1
. Hene, given that
the t residuals indiate that the 
2
more than doubles when using only an upper
white dwarf, and also that the omputed K
2
beomes inonsistent with previous
studies when using the white dwarf radius determined from suh a senario, the
X-ray tting proeeded with ondene that the entire white dwarf is seen in the
optial data.
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Parameter Value Soure
q 0.149  0.003 Wood et al. [1986℄
i (
Æ
) 81.3  0.3 Wood et al. [1986℄
R
WD
=a 0.0164  0.0004 Ultraam
R
D
=a 0.359  0.010 Ultraam
R
BS
=a 0.317  0.002 Ultraam
Table 6.2: Table of parameters used in nal models for elipse omparison purposes.
6.3.2 X-ray elipse modelling
The average light-urve from the PN and MOS data was extrated by mapping
eah event diretly to a phase and then extrating in bins of phase. This avoids any
potential issues introdued by the proess of re-binning data. Due to the ontinually
hanging nature of Z Cha's ephemeris, a loal ephemeris was omputed from the
OM optial data for the phase mapping.
The nal OM t parameters were then used to produe a model onsisting
only of a entral objet (ie. the dis and bright spot were disabled). Also, sine it is
expeted that the X-rays ome from an optially thin region near the white dwarf,
limb darkening as well as the modelling of Lambert's law were removed from the
entral objet. This law is a omputation of the projetion eet (suh that area
elements nearer the limb of the star show less ux towards the line of sight) and when
disabled the entral objet eetively beomes a limb-brightened dis with a radius
mathing that of the white dwarf in the optial data. The only parameter allowed
to vary is a slope in the out-of-elipse ux, whih is artiial, but approximates the
loal gradient in the X-ray ux. This ensures that the majority of the hi-squared
will originate from the ingress/egress and their assoiated ontat points.
From the observations, there appears to be signiantly dierent amounts of
absorption between the hard and soft X-rays as seen from the XMM light urves
(gure 6.1) and also from the spetral analysis performed in x6.3.3. For this reason
the 0.1-1.0keV (soft) regime was extrated separately from the 1.0-10keV (hard)
regime. This split ahieves roughly equal ount rates in eah band.
The hard X-rays
The initial model with the limb-brightened dis and invariant radius resulted in a
good t to the hard X-ray data with 
2
= 0:92. This indiates that the entire
white dwarf is seen in hard X-rays as with the optial ase. To investigate whether
the emission area of these hard X-rays was restrited to spei areas upon the
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Figure 6.5: Diagram depiting the \vertial emission extent" parameter modelled,
whih ditates the amount of the objet, in latitude, above and below the equator
that will be emitting ux.
white dwarf surfae, the model was modied to allow dierent emitting regimes and
retted. The `vertial emission extent' parameter denes how far out (in latitude)
from the equator of the white dwarf the emission region is modelled in terms of the
radius, whih is explained visually in gure 6.5.
In gure 6.4, the emission extent shown for the entire white dwarf, a thik
equatorial band that is half of the white dwarf (from the middle of the lower hemi-
sphere to the middle of the top hemisphere; meaning an extent of 0.5) and a thin
equatorial band (an extent parameter of 0.1). A steady inrease in 
2
is found as
the model moves from the whole white dwarf emitting to a thinner band (0.92 to
1.07). Stepping these models in frations of 0.05 of the vertial emission extent, the

2
rises steadily with a smaller emitting fration, as plotted in gure 6.6. It is found
that, to 90% ondene, the hard X-ray emission omes from an extent of greater
than 95% of the white dwarf radius.
The soft X-rays
Starting again with the entire white dwarf emitting (the initial assumption as with
the hard X-rays), it is very lear that the limb-brightened dis does not t the data;
ahieving a 
2
of 1.4 (the middle panels of gure 6.4). The light urve appears to
fall less rapidly in ingress and rise more rapidly in egress than the model performs.
This is similar as to what was found by Wheatley and West [2003℄ with OY Car,
and was attributed to emission from the polar aps of the white dwarf. Again
performing a test with a thin and thik equatorial band nds that neither ts in a
satisfatory manner. However, by restriting the emission region to the upper white
dwarf only (right-hand series of panels, gure 6.4), it is found that the 
2
redues to
0.93. Finally, the test of thin and thik equatorial upper bands is performed, one
again nding that the 
2
grows worse with a dereasing vertial emission extent.
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Figure 6.6: Plot of white dwarf emission height (as from gure 6.5) against 
2
for
hard and soft X-rays. The dashed line is the 90% ondene margin.
Stepping the size of this upper band in a similar fashion to the hard model, a plot
of 
2
against upper emission extent is presented in the bottom panel of gure 6.6.
It is onluded that the emission extent in soft X-rays (on the upper hemisphere) is
greater than 85% of the white dwarf radius with 90% ondene.
The sale height of the emitting material
The hard X-ray data shows a thin emission shell oating the white dwarf. Next,
it was examined whether the sale of this emitting material ould be determined.
Sine the evidene suggests that the whole white dwarf region is emitting in the
X-ray band, a sale height of an emitting atmosphere around the white dwarf al-
lows exploration of whether the this region is atually larger than just the white
dwarf itself. Given the assumptions of an optially thin boundary layer, the model
is adjusted to better approximate an optially thin shell with a nite thikness. To
this point, the model simply approximates the eet of a thin shell by removing
Lambert's law, whih results in an eetive limb-brightening. While suh a ongu-
ration ould be altered with the limb-darkening parameters, the previous model has
no shell thikness; it is merely approximating the desired appearane. To determine
an atual sale height of suh an objet, a more physial model is required. The
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impat parameter, p, of a point in the shell is dened as
p =
p
r
1
2
  (r E)
2
; (6.6)
where r
1
is the radius of the white dwarf, E is the vetor towards Earth, and r is
the urrent position vetor. By using gure 6.7, and the hord rule (AO)(OB) =
(CO)(OD), eah grid element on the entral objet has its ux F
0
altered by one of
the following equations to give the nal element ux F
F (p) = F
0
(
p
(r
1
+H)
2
  p
2
 
p
r
1
2
  p
2
p <= r
1
2
p
(r
1
+H)
2
  p
2
r
1
< p < r
1
+H
)
; (6.7)
where H is the material sale height. In this extended shell, (AO)(OB) = (R  
P )(R + P ), where R = R
1
+H, whih results in (AO)
2
= (R
1
+ H)
2
  p
2
. Sine
when beyond the edge of the white dwarf we are atually seeing (AO)(OB), a fator
of 2 must be inluded in this ase. When R
1
< H, we do not see this, and the
extra
p
R
2
1
  P
2
omes from the onsideration that we are only looking at an area
element P away from the white dwarf entre. A quik veriation an be performed,
beause in the ase of H = 0, the P  R
1
fator beomes zero. This gives a funtion
that produes least ux at the entre and then inreases rapidly as it reahes the
outer limb before inreasing by a fator of 2 just outside the edge of the white dwarf
(where one sees twie the shell material). This then drops o sharply in aordane
with the H parameter.
Due to the sharp derease in ux at the edge of the boundary layer and the
disontinuity between the two regimes, the number of verties in the model was
inreased substantially. It was determined that  800; 000 grid points representing
the white dwarf were suÆient for the hi-squared to stabilise and hene reah a
reliable representation of the model. The sale height has a very shallow gradient in
hi-squared spae, so instead of tting, the models were manually stepped in terms
of H, while xing the radius of the white dwarf to be the value from the optial
data as before. The result for both regimes an be seen in gure 6.8. The best sale
heights are found to be H
hard
= 0:0018a = 1:76  10
8
m and H
soft
= 0:0004a =
3:92  10
7
m. The sale height in the soft band is determined to be smaller than
0:00016a = 1:57  10
8
m with 90% ondene and the hard band sale height is
between 0:0003a   0:003a = 2:94  10
7
  2:94  10
8
m, also with 90% ondene.
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Figure 6.7: Example of the hord rule in terms of parameters used to determine
the sale height of emitting material in a white dwarf. In this gure, (AO)(OB) =
(CO)(OD).
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Figure 6.8: Plot of boundary layer sale height against 
2
for hard and soft X-rays.
The dashed line is the 90% ondene margin. The dotted line is lowest 
2
found
by stepping.
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6.3.3 The X-ray spetrum
To determine the origin of the orbital modulations seen in gure 6.1, ten phase bins
of the XMM-Newton data were extrated to model using the XSPEC software. Sine
there were lear signs of absorption in the light-urve, a partial overing fration
absorber was inluded (aounting for intervening dis material), and then a mekal
model [Liedahl et al., 1995℄ at two separate temperatures, whih also inorporates
plasma density and abundane (relative to solar quantities). While it is lear that
the system will in fat be found at a range of temperatures, this is approximated by
two temperatures in an attempt to model the hot and old material together. These
mekal parameters were free, but fored to t over all phase bins simultaneously
as it was not expeted that there would be phase dependene with temperature
and abundane. The absorber parameters were tted with eah bin, representing a
hanging level of obsuration along the line of sight.
The resulting ts are seen in gure 6.9, with a nal redued hi-squared of
0.95 for the 3594 total spetral bins. There is a lear distintion between the soft and
hard X-rays, where there is evident absorption present for energies lower than 1keV;
this mathes with the disovery in the previous setion that there is a onsiderable
amount of absorption of the soft X-rays. The mekal temperatures were determined
to be kT
1
= 8:05  0:275keV and kT
2
= 1:52  0:12keV, whereas the abundane
was A = 0:696 0:03, where all unertainties are for a 68% ondene margin. The
variation of the t parameters with orbital phase an be seen in gure 6.10, where
the hydrogen olumn eetively remains xed at 0:1  10
22
m
 2
exept for a peak
at phase 0.8 to 0:7 10
22
m
 2
. The overing fration shows a double-hump prole
with peaks at 0.95 at phases 0.4 and 0.8. The normalisation shows a slightly lower
value around phase 0 as expeted, but otherwise maintains a at and featureless
prole.
6.3.4 The area of the X-ray emission upon the white dwarf
For onstraining the emission region of the white dwarf in CV systems, the brighter
soures suh as HT Cas were originally targeted, with Wood et al. [1995℄ nding
that there was indeed an elipse of the X-rays, and Mukai et al. [1997℄ provid-
ing a onstraint upon the emitting area of up to a maximum of 15% larger than
the white dwarf radius. These measurements, along with the determination that
hard X-rays were being emitted during the low state gave signiant support to
the general view of theboundary layer, though the observations of OY Car during
superoutburst raised questions due to the omplete lak of an X-ray elipse [Naylor
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Figure 6.9: Fits to eah phase bin of X-ray spetral data.
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Figure 6.10: Fitted parameters from the X-ray model against phase. The range in
phase is repeated for larity.
et al., 1988℄, whih was attributed to the state of the system. The optial data pre-
sented here learly indiates Z Cha was in a low state whih is onrmed by AAVSO
observations, hene it is expeted that the objet observed will be quiesent with
an optially thin boundary layer onsisting of bremsstrahlung emission in the hard
X-ray wavelengths.
The modelling proess learly shows that the best t to observations onsists
of the entire surfae of the white dwarf emitting, not an equatorial band, but that the
lower hemisphere of the white dwarf is obsured at soft X-ray energies. This agrees
with the spetral modelling (x6.3.3), whih onludes that the overing fration of
the observed X-rays is always above 0.6; any lower than 0.5 and this would be hard to
explain given the assumption that nearly half of the boundary layer is obsured. The
olumn density of 10
21
m
 2
has been shown to be suÆient to obsure soft X-rays
[Naylor and La Dous, 1997℄, and so all the evidene is onsistent with the aretion
dis absorbing the soft X-rays from the lower half of the primary. The onlusions
put forth in Wheatley and West [2003℄, whih alled for X-ray emission from the
polar aps, ould in fat be mis-interpreted obsuration of the lower hemisphere of
the white dwarf. This onguration will produe a similar eet in the timing of
the ontat points, but a dierent shape of the ingress and egress. Given urrent
understanding of the boundary layer, obsuration of the lower white dwarf seems a
more logial and physial explanation.
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6.3.5 The sale height above the white dwarf
The elipse of Z Cha itself in X-rays was reported by van Teeseling [1997℄ providing
a onstraint of R
BL
< 1:4R
WD
. While it has already disussed that the data
presented shows onvining evidene that the entire surfae of the white dwarf is
emitting, this still leaves the possibility that it may ome from an area larger than
the white dwarf. The modelling of a sale height above the primary was performed,
whih onstrained R
BL
 1:18R
WD
at a 90% ondene margin for hard X-rays.
The result from the soft X-ray emission also agrees with the general piture of the
boundary layer; it should ome from a ooler temperature region and hene have a
lower sale height. A rough approximation of the atmospheri sale height, H, is
given by
H =
kT
mg
(6.8)
Where T = 8:05keV from the spetral tting, g = 10
6
m=s
2
(from GM
WD
=RWD)
and m is the average partile mass whih is taken as half the mass of a proton (from
ionisation). The boundary layer atmosphere is expeted to have an exponential
fallo with bremsstrahlung emission, in whih the intensity is proportional to the
density squared. This means that
I /

e
 
kT
mg

2
 e
 2
kT
mg
(6.9)
Sine the model used in the X-ray tting uses the `emission sale height' rather than
the `density sale height', all ompared values must be done to 0:5H = kT=2mg.
Taking this into aount, the sale height is found to be 1:54 10
8
m (0:094R
WD
).
The best t for the hard X-rays indiates 0:11R
WD
, whih shows good agreement.
Taking the upper limit of the temperature from the spetral t with the 68% on-
dene margin results in 0:10R
WD
. It is also important to investigate the eet
that hanging R
WD
has upon these results. When using R
WD
= 0:0151a (from the
alternate Ultraam model disussed in x6.3.1), a smaller sale height of 0:076R
WD
is found for hard X-rays, whih in that ase means the t is slightly smaller than
the alulated value (though both results are onsistent).
6.3.6 The trunated inner dis
The tted line-of-sight olumn density (m
 3
) allows the alulation of the surfae
density of the inner dis of Z Cha. We nd this to be very low 10
 3
g m
 3
(using
solar abundanes and masses), and may even be an overestimate given the model
used. There are good reasons for believing this t; while the overing fration in
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the model ditates how strongly the soft X-rays are absorbed, the olumn density
has the property of ditating at how high an energy the `turn-o' point of this
absorption ours, as higher energy photons will require a greater olumn density
to be aeted. It is found that the energy at whih the deteted photons beome
learly absorbed is at the 1keV level; the hosen boundary between the hard and soft
X-ray regimes used. Inreasing the olumn density would push this value to higher
energies, and the X-ray modelling would then indiate an obsured white dwarf in
the hard X-ray band, whih is inonsistent with the rest of the observations. Sine
the whole lower half of the white dwarf has dis material of this olumn density in
front of it, an estimate of the minimum radial extent of the dis an be made from
R
in
=
R
WD
tan
 

2
  i

= 6:9R
WD
: (6.10)
See gure 6.11 for a diagram showing this. Typial values from dis instability
models have surfae densities, , on the order of 10-100 g/m
 
3 [Warner, 1995a;
Lasota, 2001℄. Sine our  is 4-5 magnitudes lower than the standard dis models out
to  7R
WD
, it is reasonable to onlude that this part inner dis may be trunated,
though the dis outside this region may be of a more typial surfae density.
Many arguments have been put forward for the latter ase to explain a variety
of issues, suh as an observed delay between the optial and UV outburst light-urves
[Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister, 1989℄ and longer than expeted reurrene times (in
systems suh as WZ Sge, see Hameury et al. [1997℄). Livio and Pringle [1992℄ suggest
that during quiesene, the inner aretion dis is evauated by the presene of a
magneti eld on the white dwarf of the order  10
4
G, whih an push material
outwards if the white dwarf is rapidly spinning, exept during outburst where the
eet an be overome. King [1997℄ argues that the irradiation of the dis by entral
omponent ionises the inner dis, shifting into a high state and thus aounting for
the low surfae density. Finally there has also been the model of a oronal siphon
ow [Meyer and Meyer-Hofmeister, 1994℄ whih alls for the evaporation of the inner
part of the dis due to the interation between the ool dis and the hot orona.
One other reason many of these arguments are brought into play is that
standard dis instability models have predited quiesent aretion rates far below
what has been observed from the inner dis with X-ray instruments. For example,
with SS Cyg [Wheatley et al., 2003℄, and also Z Cha itself by van Teeseling [1997℄.
A quiesent aretion rate of
_
M > 10
 12
M

=yr was found, with a similar number
determined by Wood et al. [1986℄ from optial data. Integrating over the observed
X-ray wavelengths, a peak (absorbed) ux of 6:6 10
 13
ergs=m
2
=s is found. This
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Figure 6.11: The estimation of the radius of dis seen through that is obsuring the
lower white dwarf at an observed inlination angle.
value is extrapolated to an unabsorbed bolometri luminosity at a distane of 97p
[Wood et al., 1986℄, and hene an estimate of the inner dis quiesent aretion is
found from
_
M =
2L
BL
R
WD
GM
WD
: (6.11)
This results in
_
M = 3:40  10
13
g=s = 5:37  10
 13
M

=yr. This is an order of
magnitude less than the result previously determined from van Teeseling [1997℄, and
indiates that this measurement of the inner dis aretion rate is not anomalous.
Sine the dis instability model requires the surfae density of the quiesent dis to
be less than the ritial surfae density at all points, it must satisfy the following
[Lasota et al., 1995℄
_
M(r)  4:1  10
14
t
 1
6
r
3:11
9
M
 0:37
1


0:01

 0:79
; g s
 1
(6.12)
with t
6
being the outburst reurrene time in 10
6
s, r
9
being the radius in 10
9
m, M
1
being the white dwarf mass in solar masses, and  being the visosity
parameter. Using a reurrene time of 51d [Warner, 1995b℄ and the model radius
with its related mass (x6.3.1), the aretion rate is found to be
_
M  1:1410
14
gs
 1
=
2:21  10
 12
M

=yr. This onrms that these observations of Z Cha suggest an
aretion rate in line with the standard dis instability model. However, it still
leaves  that is orders of magnitude less than suh models predit, partiularly at
7R
WD
.
6.4 The seond absorption site
Figure 6.1 shows two notable absorption dips that weaken towards higher energies.
Given their loation in phase, the one prior to elipse is almost ertainly the dis-
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stream impat as this an be seen to be most prominent where the bright spot ux
is rising in the optial band, and is at the expeted phase 0:8. The seond dip seen is
weaker and with less width in phase. It has been shown by Lubow [1989℄ that some
of the stream ould pass over the dis and impat on the other side at a phase of
 0:5, though in this ase it appears to be at a phase of  0:3. The alternative view
is that the dis possesses an extended vertial height at phase 0:3 whih is partially
absorbing the X-rays. This is a partiularly interesting solution as it has already
been shown that the hard X-rays pass through the dis material but the soft X-rays
do not. Another result to ontribute evidene to this theory is that while the impat
point shows an inrease in overing fration and olumn density, the smaller impat
point is onsists only of an inrease in overing fration by the model t. If both
were attributable to dis-stream impats, then a similar rise in olumn density at
the seond point would be antiipated. The soure of suh phase-dependent vertial
thikening has been attributed to tidal eet [Ogilvie, 2002℄.
6.5 The system parameters
Performing the t as desribed in x6.3.1 on the average Ultraam elipse with q and
i as free parameters resulted in q = 0:18 and i = 80:4
Æ
, whih are inonsistent with
the previous analysis performed [Wood et al., 1986℄. Despite the apparent good t
with very high signal-to-noise data, suh a hange must be examined arefully sine
these values should not be variable. There are two important dierenes between
our optial light urve analysis and that performed by Wood et al. [1986℄; rstly
there is the number of elipses. We have 5 ompared to 29, although ours are from
muh larger telesopes. A large number of elipses is still preferable when faed
with suh a deviation however, sine there is a lear dierene between night-to-
night elipses, partiularly at these levels of S/N. There is a notable quantity of
ikering present in the light urves that would be made negligible by a larger stak
of elipses to average, and also the atual shape of the elipse is varying a signiant
amount from night-to-night. This is potentially aused by the dis, as some nights
show a sharper ingress/egress, whereas others show a smoother transition typially
assoiated with a stronger dis. These fators present signiant diÆulties when
modelling the averaged light urve. The bright spot and sharpness of the ontat
points, whih prove hallenging to t due to the fators mentioned, provide strong
onstraints upon q in the model. In eet, it is not ot believed that there is a
suÆiently aurate light-urve of the atual average of Z Cha in quiesene. The
seond dierene is the method itself; the tehnique presented here utilises a model
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based upon physial parameters and then simply tries and optimise the hi-squared.
Wood et al. [1986℄ use a numerial derivative method to determine the ontat
points. While a limb darkening parameter is added in the model ode used here
(based upon the white dwarf temperature), Wood et al. [1986℄ neglet this entirely,
but this is unlikely to explain the dierenes found. If the individual elipses are
tted alone with the resulting values of q and i plotted against one another, a lear
straight line an be tted through them, indiating strong orrelation (individually
tted mass ratios are found between 0.162 and 0.185). This is not surprising, as both
parameters are eetively working on the ontat points in an opposing manner. For
this reason, it is onluded that the unertainty on q and i is more than that quoted
in Wood et al. [1986℄. More importantly, the q and i parameters of Wood et al. [1986℄
lie learly on the same q-i line as the data presented here. Hene, the distribution of
parameters in the individual ts omes from the variation in the elipse shape (likely
the dis) and ikering from night to night, and the general oset towards higher q
may be from a bias in one method or the other; of whih the only lear onlusion
an ome from analysing the other set of data with the same method. Despite this
oset, the greater number of elipses taken by Wood et al. [1986℄ presents a better
measure of the average elipse light urve of Z Cha (partiularly given the night-to-
night variability observed) and was the reason that these q=i parameters were hosen
and xed in the modelling performed here. Finally, if either set of q and i is piked,
the dierene on the white dwarf radius is 0:0013a (resulting in R
WD
= 0:0151a for
the data presented here with all parameters free). This produes a slightly smaller
sale height parameter than with the q=i parameters from Wood et al. [1986℄ but
it remains onsistent, and makes no dierene upon the onlusion regarding the
vertial emission sale height on the white dwarf.
6.6 The elipse times
6.6.1 The sinusoidal ephemeris
For eah of the optial elipses obtained, the same t was performed as detailed
in x6.3.1, using the model from the average optial light urve and allowing the T
0
to vary until the hi-squared was lowest. Given a number of entral elipse times,
an ephemeris an be alulated, onsisting of an HJD equating to an arbitrary
`yle zero' and a period. This an then be extended to quadrati, ubi, or even
sinusoidal form. Suh an ephemeris is typially analysed in the form of an O-C
plot, whih plots the dierene in time between the observed elipse time and the
alulated elipse time against the yle number. Utilising the previous timings
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listed in van Amerongen et al. [1990℄ along with Robinson et al. [1995℄ and Baptista
et al. [2002℄, the 7 Ultraam optial elipses, 10 XMM OM elipses, plus a further
two from Ultraspe, a new ephemeris was tted with a least squares method. A
table of the new measured white dwarf mid-elipse times an be seen in table 6.3.
The dierene between the observed and alulated T
0
points was tted using a
sinusoidal ephemeris. This hoie is motivated by the fat it was determined by
Baptista et al. [2002℄ that the sinusoidal omponent was relevant in an F-test to
99.9% ondene whereas a quadrati ephemeris was not. The starting parameters
for the t were taken from the same paper. Eah epoh was weighted equally (that
is, sequential elipses were downweighted by their quantity); this is beause the
residuals far outweigh the unertainty on eah data point. The new O-C plot an
be seen in gure 6.12. The best t ephemeris is
JD = T
0
+ PE +  os

2

(E   )

(6.13)
T
0
= 2440264:68323(11) days
P = 0:0744992829(13) days
 = 0:001046(65) days
 = 12:79(20)  10
3
yles
 = 18:36(78)  10
3
yles
This form allows for a ylial variation with an eetive amplitude , with 
ontrolling the phase oset and  the frequeny. An error of 510
 5
d was assigned
to previously quoted values without errors. The mid-elipse times from the new ts
have an error of the order 2s. While it remains to be seen with ertainty whether
this sinusoidal motion will be truly periodi, following on from previous suggestions
regarding a third body in the system [Wood et al., 1986; Dai et al., 2009℄, the best
t to suh a ase reults in mass m
3
sin i
3
= 19:9 2:1M
J
, period P
3
= 56:35 1:37
years, and eentriity e = 0:17  0:03. Unertainties were obtained with a Monte
Carlo method.
6.6.2 The origin of the elipse time variations
The omputed O-C plot shows the onsiderable variation in Z Cha's period, whih,
from peak to peak is urrently in exess of three minutes. A third body seems a
feasible reason for this observed variation, however aution must be advised on any
presumptions made from urrent data as not a whole sinusoid has yet been reorded,
whih means that this t is also not yet stable. Even the addition of the single
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Figure 6.12: The new ephemeris O-C, generated from previous data, ten XMM OM
elipses, six Ultraam elipses, and an Ultraspe elipse.
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Elipse time (BJMD) Soure Telesope
52992.907348(29) XMM OM 30m
52992.981867(29)
52993.205282(27)
52993.354318(33)
52993.428817(26)
52993.577881(25)
52993.652274(40)
52993.801328(24)
52993.875841(34)
52993.950336(32)
53498.0121821(22) Ultraam VLT UT3 8.2m
53500.9922010(64)
53505.9836285(26)
53507.9951018(19)
53512.0180207(20)
54506.284757(32) Ultraspe ESO 3.6m
55313.037681(14) Ultraam NTT 3.58m
Table 6.3: Listing of new white dwarf mid-elipse times, baryentri orreted and
in the TT time system.
2010 elipse altered parameters signiantly, and the newly omputed ephemeris is
outside the unertainties quoted in the previously published values. The error values
on the third body parameters are also likely to be largely underestimated for this
same reason. While the Monte Carlo method may give reasonable errors for this t,
realisti unertainties will only be ahieved by studying the eet that the number
of elipse timings has on the t, whih was not performed at this time.
Given the 56:351:37 year period, this behaviour will not likely be onrmed
for some time, assuming the system ontinues upon its urrent predited trend of
variation. Residuals also indiate large disrepanies even with this sinusoidal t,
with some elipses still approximately 20 seonds away from their predited T
0
times.
It should be noted that these residuals are not sinusoidal in nature, and while the
points after 1995 seem to indiate there is further behaviour here to be modeled,
an attempt to t another body to aount for these does not result in a notably
improved t.
Another potential andidate for this variation is the Applegate eet [Ap-
plegate, 1992℄. In priniple, the seondary star undergoes deformations aused by
the hanging distribution of angular momentum generated by a magneti torque
within the star. This hange in shape ouples to the orbit and drives a hange in
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the system's period. From Applegate [1992℄,
P
P
= 2
O   C
P
mod
= 2


(6.14)
Where  and  are from our omputed sinusoidal ephemeris as per x6.6.1.
It has been shown that using suh a model to explain behaviour in objets
suh as Algol stars and other CVs indiates suh a phenomenon an drive a hange
of
P
P
 10
 5
. Using the new ephemeris parameters, we nd for Z Cha that
P
P
=
3:610
 7
, whih is two orders of magntiude smaller, indiating this would seem to be
a feasible mehanism. A key element in separating the Applegate eet from a third
body would be determining whether the sinusoidal O-C funtion is stritly periodi
(favouring the brown dwarf) or shows regular, but variable behaviour where many
yles may exist. This variation would also manifest synhronously with a hange
in lumonisty of the seondary star, on the order of
L
L
= 0:1 [Applegate, 1992℄. It
has been shown that the P in many binary systems that show an O-C behaviour
similar to Z Cha is not stritly truly periodi [Rihman et al., 1994℄, leading to the
proposal that the Applegate mehanism ould indeed drive this varying nature of Z
Cha's elipse times [Baptista et al., 2002℄. The notable residuals (up to 30s) present
in the O-C t may give weight to this.
A onlusive method of determining whether the Applegate eet an aount
for the observations is to onsider whether the required energy from the seondary
star an drive the variation in period. The method provided by Applegate [1992℄
onsidered the transfer of angular momentum from within the star to a thin outer
shell, hene inreasing the oblateness of this outer omponent. This paper utilised
a xed outer shell of 0:1M

, however the total seondary mass of Z Cha is 0:12M

[Wade and Horne, 1988℄, meaning that suh an assumption would plae almost the
entire mass of the ompanion star in its thin outer shell; learly an unaeptable
senario. Instead, the alulations proeed using the method laid out by Brinkworth
et al. [2006℄, whih generalises the approah by Applegate [1992℄ by splitting a star
of arbitrary mass into an inner ore and an outer shell by integrating over nite
ranges of radii. To do this, the density of the star is required as a funtion of its
radius, whih is provided by the Lane-Emden equation with an n = 1:5 polytrope
(a fully onvetive seondary star) and the expansions in Clayton [1968℄ for around
the zero point where the funtion diverges. Angular momentum is transferred from
the ore to the shell, leading to a hange in their angular frequenies, whih aets
their oblateness and therefore leading to a hange in the quadrupole moment. Using
this, it is found that the minimum energy required for the omputed
P
P
with the
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Figure 6.13: Plot of shell mass in the seondary star against minimum energy re-
quired for the Applegate eet to produe the observed
P
P
. The bar indiates the
estimated range of energy available from the seondary star. The solid line is for
the full omputation as per Brinkworth et al. [2006℄, the dashed line is the same but
ignoring the star's quadrupole moment. The dotted line is the original Applegate
alulation.
Applegate eet is 5:42 10
41
ergs. Using L = 4R
2
T
4
for a star of 2850 150K,
the energy output of the seondary is 4:86 10
39
 2:02 10
39
ergs. In gure 6.13,
the shaded area indiates the energy output from the seondary star that ould be
used to drive the Applegate mehanism, whereas the solid line indiates the energy
required from the alulation performed. Even when the simplied model as per
the original Applegate [1992℄ paper is used (dashed and dotted lines), there is still
insuÆient energy available.
These energy onsiderations imply that the Applegate eet is entirely un-
feasible given the energy output of the seondary star, by 2 orders of magnitude.
Though the residuals are not partiularly sinusoidal after the third body t, even
here the available energy an only just aount for this  20s variation.
6.7 The olour of Z Cha's white dwarf
The olour of Z Cha's white dwarf was determined using the multi-band Ultraam
optial data, with the orretions between the Ultraam and SDSS lters presented
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in x8 taken into aount. To begin with, the extintion at the site was examined by
using a long photometri observation of a non-variable star. Sine this objet went
through an airmass range of 1.3-2.2, this was long enough to quite learly see the
eets the atmosphere was having upon the data. When onverted to a magnitudes
versus airmass plot, a straight line t was performed on eah arm resulting in k
r
=
0:059, k
g
= 0:136 and k
u
= 0:46. Using a previous estimate for the zero point of
Ultraam (T.R. Marsh, private ommuniation), for this objet it was found that
u' - g' = 1.009 and g' - r' = 0.494. The theoretial extintion plots presented in
x8.1.3 suggest that k
r
= 0:071, k
g
= 0:150 and k
u
= 0:490. Here it was seen that the
theoretial extintion overompensated by 20% in r', 10% in g', and 6% in u', almost
ertainly due to the fat that the atmosphere onditions in Paranal are better than
those in La Palma.
Beause the extintion depends upon a measurement that itself already uses
the assumed zero point, this proedure was iterated upon to nd a new zero point.
The SDSS standard star G93-48 was observed on a nearby night with exellent
onditions and was used for this alulation. The (atual) extintion orretion
found on the previous target was applied, and the zero point for eah olour band
was found with
m
x
=  2:5 log(f
x
) + p
x
; (6.15)
where m
x
is the observed magnitude (in bandpass x), f is the observed ux (in
ounts) of the target and p is the zero point. These values were found to be p
r
=
27:495, p
g
= 28:131 and p
u
= 26:137. The proess an now begin again to ensure
the olours of the rst target (and hene the extintion) are orret, whih in turn
leads to another zero point. In pratie this is found to onverge very rapidly. An
alternate set of zero points were alulated for the standard star SA 113-260 on a
dierent night and found to be p
r
= 27:583, p
g
= 28:165, and p
u
= 26:127. The g'
and u' zero points are within the standard unertainty of the SDSS system. The
red band is slightly less xed with a shift of 0.07 mags.
Next, the olour of Z Cha's omparison star was determined. This was found
to be g' - r' = 1.05 and u' - g' = 2.14. The theoretial extintion for this olour was
read from the appropriate gures in x8.1.3 and then orreted by the perentages
listed earlier whih aount for the site dierenes. The extintion oeÆients were
determined to be k
r
= 0:057, k
g
= 0:136 and k
u
= 0:462 mags/airmass. From the
optial modelling performed, the ontribution of the the white dwarf to the total ux
(out of elipse) is used to nd the olour whih then must be orreted. Sine the
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Z Cha ux is divided by that of nearby ompanion star to orret for transpareny
m
t
 m

=  2:5 log

C
f
t
f


; (6.16)
where m
t
, f
t
are the target magntiude and ux, m

, f

is the omparison magnitude
and ux, and C is a orretion fator to nd. Using the extintion orretion in
magnitudes per airmass (k
t
for target and k

for omparison)
C
f
t
f

= 10
1
2:5
m

 m
t
10
1
2:5
(k
t
 k

)X
: (6.17)
So the ux ratio of the target to omparison star must be orreted by the fator
C = 10
1
2:5
(k
t
 k

)X
; (6.18)
where X is the airmass. The result of the olours obtained and plotted against
white dwarf models is shown in gure 6.14. It an learly be seen that the satter of
the points for the determined white dwarf olours is greater than their unertainty.
One partiular point, loated at g' - r' = -0.45, u' - g' = 0.18 was from a night of
partiularly variable transpareny, indiating that even when are is taken in the
redution and orretion of the target, there is still some residual eet upon the
data that is being transferred to the tting proess. Previous studies of Z Cha have
indiated that the temperature is of the order of 15,700K [Robinson et al., 1995℄.
While the average elipse does ross into this regime at the 90% ondene level,
the fat remains that this only happens beause of the suspset data point from the
night with variable onditions. When eliminated, the average moves towards the
red and away from the models. If the data were to lie in the regime predited by the
models, it would indiate a onsistent lak of g' band ux (the points are too red in
g' - r' and too blue in u' - g'). IP Peg has been shown to have a partiularly variable
u' band ux whih also makes the white dwarf olour disrepant with the expeted
models, and was explained by absoprtion due to dis material [Copperwheat et al.,
2010℄. Suh an argument annot be made in this ase for Z Cha however, and the
onsistent lak of g' ux is not easily explained.
6.8 Summary
This hapter showed that after onstruting a CV model from Ultraam photometry,
suh a model an not only be used to onlusively prove that the white dwarf is
unobsured in the optial band but an also be utilised in the omparison of X-ray
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Figure 6.14: The olour-olour plot of Z Cha's white dwarf against white dwarf
models alulated by Holberg and Bergeron [2006℄. The solid lines are those of
onstant temperature (indiated), whereas the dashed lines indiate white dwarf
masses from 0:6M

(top) to 1:2M

(bottom). Eah triangle is a single optial
elipse whereas the lled irle indiates the average elipse. The error bars are for
68% ondene. It is expeted that Z Cha should be at 15,700K [Robinson et al.,
1995℄ at  0:8M

, implying that the observed average point is too faint in g'.
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data to onstrain the emitting region of the boundary layer. The dis was shown
to obsure soft X-rays, but somewhat surprisingly, not be dense enough to obsure
the hard X-rays, in apparent disagreement with expeted surfae densities from the
standard dis-instability models. This disrepany is attributed to a \trunated"
inner dis, for whih several possible models are suggested, but at this time annot be
onviningly narrowed down. It is also of note that the inner-dis aretion rate was
in line with suh models, in ontrast to previous studies of the same system [van
Teeseling, 1997℄. This is of partiular interest beause trunation methods have
been previously used to explain an inreased aretion rate when ompared to dis-
instability models. Sine the analysis performed here shows independent evidene
for the presene of dis trunation in Z Cha, it would seem this phenomenon ould
be present in CV diss even without an anomalous aretion rate.
In addition, the preise timings from Ultraam and XMM were also utilised
to investigate the ephemeris of Z Cha, whih has been showing a strong modulation
over the past 30+ years of observations. Due to energy onstraints, the reason for
this variation is most likely the presene of a third body - a brown dwarf - present
in the system.
The next hapter will utilise data from a new instrument, \X-Shooter", whih
operates on a wide spetral range. The subjet will be the atalysmi variable OY
Car, and as will be shown, X-Shooter's range allows a simultaneous measurement of
both the white dwarf and the seondary star, and ould provide an essential soure
of information for CV observers in the near future.
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Chapter 7
X-Shooter observations of OY
Car
In the north of Chile at the Paranal observatory, the ESO instrument \X-Shooter"
has reently ome online and has begun proessing requested targets. This instru-
ment operates in an entirely dierent regime ompared to Ultraam and Ultraspe:
while the exposure times are long (on the order of minutes), X-Shooter has extremely
wide wavelength overage, from 3000

A in the near-UV to 25000

A in the infra-red,
ahieved by the use of an ehelle grating in three arms. Presented here is an ini-
tial analysis of OY Car data, giving a onlusive and unambiguous measurement
of K
2
for the rst time in this system, along with a K
1
. Together these provide
a measurement of the system's mass ratio q, independent of previous photometri
methods. In addition to this, detetions of FeI and FeII lines as reported by Horne
et al. [1994℄ are presented together with their radial veloities and line strengths.
7.1 Observations and data redution
The servie mode X-Shooter observations of OY Car were taken during February
2010. The X-Shooter data was proessed with the latest pipeline as of November
2010. Results from this show a greatly improved throughput ompared to previous
versions of the pipeline due to better traking of the slit along the urved paths
the ehelle grating produes. Signal-to-noise is generally good in the UV and visual
arms, but it dereases sharply in the infra-red until the traking is lost ompletely,
hene only half of the infra-red range is atually useable. The infra-red is also heavily
aeted by telluris. Extrated average spetra of the IR, visual, and UV arms an
be seen in gures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 respetively.
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7.2 Testing the photometri method with X-Shooter
The system parameters for OY Car have been a soure of disussion in many pa-
pers [Vogt et al., 1981; Shoembs and Hartmann, 1983; Cook, 1985; Wood et al.,
1989℄. Typially, the mass ratio q, and white dwarf radius R
WD
, have been de-
termined through photometri means. This generally involves examining ontat
points in elipses, and using various ombinations of assumptions suh as white
dwarf mass-radius relations or that the seondary star is of a spei type. Ideally,
the photometri q is baked up with a spetrosopi q. This useful relation an be
seen by starting from
K
x
=
2a
x
P
sin i; (7.1)
where a
x
is the the separation for star x (where a = a
1
+ a
2
) and P is the orbital
period. Then, using Kepler's law,
a
3
=
G(M
1
+M
2
)P
2
4
2
: (7.2)
Utilising M
1
a
1
=M
2
a
2
,
a = a
1
M
1
+M
2
M
2
; (7.3)
whih an be rearranged to nd that
(M
x
sin i)
3
(M
1
+M
2
)
2
=
PK
3
x
2G
: (7.4)
Hene it is seen that
K
1
K
2
=
M
2
M
1
= q: (7.5)
K
1
is usually a very diÆult parameter to determine by measurement, as
found in x5. The dis lines dominate over those of the white dwarf, and the sim-
ple assumption that the dis is irular proves invalid, beause of the stream-dis
interations. The seondary lines are not aeted by suh problems, and hene a
measurement of K
2
an be valuable in onstraining system parameters. However,
beause the seondary star is the least luminous part of the system, any signature
of it is usually obsured in the optial band making K
2
quite an elusive measure-
ment in most CVs. Fortunately, X-Shooter extends out to the infrared, where the
seondary's luminosity will peak due to its  3000K temperature. Here, a lear
measurement of K
2
was found in the form of KI at 12539.34

A (gure 7.4). Using a
gaussian t to the prole for eah spetrum, the radial veloity of this line is found
to be 480:5  1:5km/s, and a plot of this from t an be seen in gure 7.5.
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Figure 7.4: Trail of the KI line in X-Shooter OY Car data.
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Figure 7.5: The radial veloity urve of the KI 12539.34

A line in OY Car found with
X-Shooter.
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In addition to this, the onsiderably fainter MgII 4481.327

A line was found in
the visual arm of X-Shooter. This line is assoiated with the white dwarf atmosphere
[Holberg et al., 1997; Gansike et al., 2007℄ and sine it is not expeted to be present
in the aretion dis, should provide an unambiguous measurement of K
1
without
the usual diÆulties assoiated with the bright spot or a non-irular dis. There
is, however, a nearby helium line (4471

A) whih, while learly separate, ould aet
the measurement. The trail of the MgII line is presented in gure 7.6. The radial
veloity measurement an be seen in gure 7.7 with a t to all data points and a t
exluding the data points near elipse whih are quite learly non-sinusoidal. In the
former ase, K
1
= 78:5  1:5km/s, and in the latter K
1
= 103:7  1:19km/s. It is
notable, however, that the lower veloity result is at phase  = 0:0150:02 (whih is
at the white dwarf phase to within the unertainty) whereas the higher veloity result
is at  = 0:040  0:02. This seems to indiate that the result is at least partially
aeted by the HeI line whih would expeted to be at a higher veloity oming
from the dis. The lower K
1
is also more in line with the antiipated values that
have been inferred in literature over the years, of whih a summary and omparison
is detailed in table 7.1. As antiipated, with the spetrosopi method, K
1
is the
greatest soure of unertainty when determining q. The measured K
1
and K
2
values
are both higher than those derived in Wood and Horne [1990℄, as is the mass ratio.
Although mass ratios near this value (or higher) have been predited in older papers,
most reent estimates from photometri methods predit  0:102  0:11. Assuming
that the K
2
measurement with X-Shooter is orret, whih seems reasonable given
its t, the K
1
required to math suh a q is 49 km/s. The losest values to those
measured here are found in Shoembs and Hartmann [1983℄, who measure a K
1
from
the Balmer lines and apply a orretion using a model by Hensler [1982℄, resulting
in K
1
= 75 15km/s (the K
2
value is then predited assuming the orret K
1
).
It is of note that the results by Wood et al. [1989℄, Shoembs et al. [1987℄ and
Cook [1985℄ who all predit a q  0:10 use the photometri method from separate
measurements of the bright spot ontat points. This would imply that these bright
spot points are measured suÆiently well for this method, and that if this mass ratio
is inorret, the method may be at fault. To ahieve a higher value of q, the point at
whih the stream impats the dis must be moved further upstream, as opposed to
the typial photometri method assumption of the stream impating at the brightest
point (the `light entre'). However, even at its most extreme position, this still only
leads to q = 0:135 [Wood et al., 1989℄. The ontrary set of results suh as Vogt
et al. [1981℄ and Shoembs and Hartmann [1983℄ whih predit q  0:15, is more in
line with the result ahieved here. These use measurements of K
1
to determine q,
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q K
1
K
2
Referene Soure
0.163-0.216 78.5-103.7 480.5 This thesis X-Shooter
0.102 46-48 455-470 Wood and Horne [1990℄ 1,2
0.1 45 440 Wood et al. [1989℄ 1,2
0.11 54 475 Shoembs et al. [1987℄ 1,2,3
0.11 59 535 Cook [1985℄ 1,3
0.2 75 375 Berriman [1984℄ 2,4
0.15 70 481 Shoembs and Hartmann [1983℄ 4,5
0.45 125 275 Bailey and Ward [1981℄ 3,4
0.15 69 472 Vogt et al. [1981℄ 3,4
Table 7.1: Comparison of q, K
1
, and K
2
from various soures. The assumptions
used are as follows; 1: stream trajetory, 2: white dwarf mass-radius relation, 3:
main sequene seondary star, 4: K
1
, 5: bright spot position.
and involved attempts at measuring the white dwarf using the high-veloity wings
of Balmer lines. These however, are expeted somewhat to be distorted by the
assymmetri dis (as noted in x5). While it would be a surprise that even the MgII
line measured here (whih should only be present in the white dwarf) is aeted,
the result is similar enough to previous attempts at measuring K
1
to raise suspiion,
partiularly with the eetive nature of the photometri method for other systems
(suh as Z Cha as disussed in x6). The other option is that K
2
may be inorret,
potentially aused by a radiation indued distortion. However, given the very good
t to K
2
produed by X-Shooter, and also that suh a distortion would have to
be extremely large ( 780km/s with the deteted K
1
) to bring q in line with the
photometri method, this seems somewhat unlikely. Sine there is plenty of signal-
to-noise in the X-Shooter data, further attempts with a higher time resolution may
be of assistane in determining any non-sinusoidal distortion present and give a more
aurate K
2
.
The two options to reonile the views of the spetrosopi and photomet-
ri methods are, rstly, that the same distortion of the dis lines is aeting the
MgII line in some manner and moving it to a higher veloity. Seondly, there is a
systemati error in the positioning of the bright spot whih is aeting the photo-
metri measurement of q. Given the strikingly dierent ts that an be made to the
MgII line depending on the elimination of a few points (varying from 78:5   103:7
km/s), it would be premature and unlikely to onsider the photometri method is
wrong, and that in all probability K
1
is still the biggest problem in measuring q
spetrosopially for CVs.
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Figure 7.6: Trail of the MgII line in X-Shooter OY Car data.
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Figure 7.7: The radial veloity urve of the MgII 4481

A line in OY Car found with
X-Shooter. The solid line is a t to all data points whereas the dashed line exludes
the non-sinusoidal points near the elipse.
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Figure 7.8: A portion in wavelength of the trailed OY Car data in the UV arm from
X-Shooter. All the absorption lines seen an be attributed to iron.
7.3 Iron lines in the spetrum of OY Car
The high spetral range and resolution of X-Shooter also lead to another observation.
A ursory glane at the spetrum and trails reveal a wealth of observed lines, most
of them attributed to FeI with some FeII (see gure 7.8. These iron lines were
shown to be veiling the white dwarf UV spetrum by Horne et al. [1994℄, though
the atual loation of this material was unertain. The theory put forward was that
the material may our in the upper atmosphere of the outer aretion dis sine
the other option, that the material is atually loated at  5R
WD
, would mean the
view of the upper white dwarf hemisphere was unobsured, whih was inompatible
with their observations.
A rough estimate of the radial veloity of the observed lines was used to
\straighten" the trailed spetra, at whih point they were averaged together and an
identiation of the lines in the UV and VIS arms of X-Shooter data was performed,
listed in table 7.2. Avoiding the blends, the remaining iron lines were tted with a
shared oset from their rest wavelengths and invidual peak heights with a shared
saling fator. The radial veloity urve and varying peak height with phase is
shown in gure 7.9.
The unorreted t results in K
Fe
= 83:7  1:7, but sine this t is learly
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Line

A Line

A Line

A
FeII 3089.38 FeI 3120.44 FeI 3125.65
FeII 3133.05 FeII 3154.20 FeII 3162.80
FeI 3168.85 FeII* 3180.15 FeII* 3187.30
FeII* 3193.86 FeI 3196.93 FeII 3210.44
FeII 3213.31 FeI 3228.25 FeI* 3234.61
FeI* 3237.22 FeI 3239.43 FeI 3242.26
FeI* 3249.19 FeII 3259.05 FeI 3262.01
TiII ? 3278.29 FeII* 3281.26 FeII* 3323.06
FeI* 3329.52 FeI* 3336.26 FeI* 3342.29
FeI 3349.72 FeI* 3361.95 FeI* 3368.50
TiII* ? 3372.80 FeI 3380.11 FeI 3383.98
FeII 3388.13 FeI* 3394.80 FeI* 3403.40
FeI 3409.59 FeI 3422.66 FeI 3433.57
FeI* 3442.36 ?? 3460.90 CaI 3474.76
FeI 3483.01 FeI 3505.06 FeI* 3565.58
FeI* 3570.25 FeI* 3581.65 FeI 3614.56
FeI* 3619.77 FeI 3625.14 FeI* 3631.46
TiII ? 3641.33 KI ? 3648.50 FeI* 3686.26
FeI 3760.05 FeI 3762.20 CaII 3933.67
CaII 3967.47 FeI 4046.06 MgII 4481.13
FeI* 4584.72 FeII 4923.92 FeII 5018.43
FeII* 5169.03
Table 7.2: Table of measured lines in the UV and VIS arms of X-Shooter in OY
Car, exluding the usual Balmer and helium lines. An asterisk indiates that the
line is a doublet or blend, in whih ase the line is identied as the one with the
highest transition strength.
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Figure 7.9: The t of several FeI lines present in OY Car data with X-Shooter.
Top: the saling of eah of the line peaks. Bottom: the radial veloity amplitude,
where the solid line is a t to all points and the dashed line exludes points near
the elipse.
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Figure 7.10: A diagram (not to sale) showing an example of a stream trajetory
and impat points predited by Lubow [1989℄ and found in OY Car and Z Cha.
Material that ows over the dis edge preferentially impats half an orbit later.
distorted by the non-sinusoidal points near the elipse, a t exluding these points
drops the 
2
(with 28 points) from 361 to 60 and results in K
Fe
= 116:70:86. The
oset  = 78:6 0:63. This is notably similar to the measured K
1
, and hene seems
to agree with the view of the absorbing material present in the dis as the radial
veloity appears to be traking the white dwarf. The saling of the line strengths
shows a double-peaked behaviour, with low points at phases 0.45 and 0.85, in a
similar fashion to the X-ray absorption found in Z Cha in x6. Given that the bright
spot beomes a signiant proportion of the ux at phase 0.8 due to foreshortening,
and that the extent of the material from the impat is several times the dis sale
height [Lubow and Shu, 1975℄, it may be plausible that the dis/stream impat is
the ause for the absorption. The seond absorption point an be explained by
material passing over the dis edge and \swinging around" to impat the dis near
the stream periastron, shown by Lubow [1989℄, as shown in gure 7.10. The points
of absorption math those predited by [Lubow and Shu, 1975℄ muh better than
the observations of Z Cha in x6, but it should one again be mentioned that the
alternative is a dis with a tidally thikened outer rim [Ogilvie, 2002℄. Distinguishing
between these two options would be an interesting point of researh in the future.
7.4 Summary
This hapter showed the enormous advantages of using an instrument with a wide
spetral range for the study of atalysmi variables. A measurement of K
2
of OY
Car was shown for the rst time, along with K
1
whih provided a ompletely inde-
pendent measurement of q by whih to ompare the photometri method previous
applied to determine system parameters in OY Car. The presene of numerous FeI
and FeII lines was also detailed, with a radial veloity suggesting an outer dis lo-
ation and a \double-humped" modulation in line strength whih ould either be
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attributed to a seond stream-dis interation or a tidally thikened dis rim.
The attention of the thesis will now turn to instrumentation. During the
ourse of this work it was found to be neessary to perform a areful examination
of the Ultraam lters in an attempt to determine the olour of the white dwarf in
Z Cha (x6). These alibrations will be shown in the next hapter, along with an
investigation into Ultraam's CCDs and software designed to greatly improve the
workow of operating with the now extensive arhive of Ultraam data.
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Chapter 8
Improvements to the Ultraam
system
Ultraam, whih was introdued in x4.3.1, has now been operating for eight years
and has produed a wealth of refereed papers on subjets ranging from neutron
stars and are stars to its more native realm of atalysmi variables. As with all
instruments, Ultraam is onstantly evolving and being improved in many areas, of
whih three will be detailed in this hapter. Initially the photometri auray of
the lters will be examined, followed by a CCD phenomenon known in Ultraam as
\peppering", whih has so far limited the range of target brightness/exposure length
that the instrument an operate at. Finally, a separate and automated software
pipeline for indexing and ataloguing the now 4TB+ of Ultraam (and Ultraspe)
data will be presented, along with the relevant updates to the user interfae and
bakend software to aommodate these features.
8.1 Calibration of the Ultraam SDSS lters
From its initial onept, Ultraam was designed to use the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
[York et al., 2000℄ lters. This is omprised of ve lters (u'g'r'i'z') enompassing
3000-11000

A, eetively overing the entire useful response of a modern CCD. While
the lter bandpasses do not overlap due to a strong uto (aused by the shortpass
glass design and longpass interferene lm), they feature a wide plateau rather than
a single individual peak wavelength and this assists the study of faint objets when
ompared to older lter systems like the Johnson lter system [Johnson and Morgan,
1953℄. The optial path of eah lter is made to be the same length by using neutral
glass to give equal thiknesses. The only lter that does not have a uto at the
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long wavelength end is the z' lter, due to a lak of materials that at upon suh
wavelengths. However, this turns out to be irrelevant in modern astronomy as the
CCD response rapidly tails to zero at these wavelengths (x3). In fat, the detetor
response ditates the system response in the ase of z' more than the lter itself.
The SDSS lter bands are also designed to avoid ommon night sky lines suh as OI
5577

A and HgI 5460

A, whih was a problem sometimes assoiated with the Thuan
and Gunn griz lter system [Thuan and Gunn, 1976℄. Sine the SDSS system uses a
monohromati \AB" magnitude system, it is not prone to alibration unertainties
with the Johnson system, whih was based on omparing eah objet to  Lyr
(Vega). An objet in the AB system will have an equal magnitude in eah passband
if f

is onstant. The atual alibration of the system is done by measuring several
F subdwarfs whih have at spetra with low metalliity. Every lter is dened to
be give zero magnitudes when a ux density f

of 3631 Jy is deteted. This allows
ompatibility (or at least similarity) with other AB systems that preeded it.
The Ultraam lters are opies of the SDSS lters not only for the benets of
this system, but to also easily oer omparison with the vast databases produed by
the Sloan survey. Typially this lter set is referred to as u'g'r'i'z' within Ultraam,
though the \prime" has been queried. The origin of the prime omes from the
fat SDSS unintentionally ended up with one set of lters on USNO-40 that was
slightly altered due to dehydration of the interferene lm in a vauum dereasing
the eetive refrative index. There is no partiular reason for this notation within
Ultraam, but it has been kept for onsisteny sine it has now been marked as suh
for many years. In setions below, where both the SDSS lters and the Ultraam
lone lters are disussed in omparison, the oÆial SDSS lters are desribed using
the prime notation and the Ultraam lters with a apital, ie. u' vs. U.
8.1.1 The system response
The AB magnitude of an objet is dened by [Fukugita et al., 1996℄
m =  2:5 log
R
d(log )f

S

R
d(log )S

  48:6; (8.1)
where f

is the ux density (at frequeny ), and S

is the system response. To
initially determine S, lab measurements of eah of the lters were performed (with
results supplied by the lter manufaturer), determining the fration of light trans-
mitted in steps of wavelength. In addition to this, the CCD quantum eÆieny
must be taken into aount, as well as the oatings upon the lters and CCD as well
(obtained from their respetive data sheets). Other materials in the light path in-
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Arm Surfaes
Blue Aluminium (x2), CaF2, LLF1 (x2), CCD broadband oating,
SK16 (x2)
Green Aluminium (x2), LLF1, CaF2, Dihroi 1, CCD broadband oating,
LAK10 (x2), Fused silia
Red Aluminium (x2), CaF2, LLF1, Dihroi 1, Dihroi 2,
CCD midband oating, LAK22 (x2), SF1
Arm Filters
Blue u', NBF3500

A
Green g', HeII, Blue ontinuum, NBF4170

A
Red r', i', z', Red ontinuum, Sodium, H broad, H narrow
Table 8.1: List of surfaes neessary in omputing the quantum eÆieny of eah
light path in Ultraam, and the separate lters available for eah arm.
luding the dihrois, ollimator, and aluminium mirrors of the telesope (assumed
lean) were also onsidered. Software was written to ompute a transmission (in
terms of quantum eÆieny) for given ombinations of surfaes. Those used in the
omputations of the light paths are shown in table 8.1. Linear interpolation was
used to ensure eah of the surfaes was on the same wavelength sale and there is the
assumption that every surfae has a quantum eÆieny of exatly zero outside their
speied ranges to avoid anomalies in the numerial integration. The resultant plots
showing the transmission regime and quantum eÆieny of eah Ultraam lter in
the red, green, and blue arms an be seen in gure 8.1.
8.1.2 Comparing the Ultraam lter set to SDSS
Now S

has been omputed, a magnitude m an be determined from a ux f

input.
Starting from equation 8.1, and onverting from  to  (where
d
d
=


2
), the two
integrals to perform are
R
S

f

d and
R
S

=d, where the fators of  ome from
the appropriate Jaobian transformations. Template spetra of standard star types
from Pikles [1998℄ were used, as well as white dwarf models from Holberg and
Bergeron [2006℄ to serve as f

. Computing these values for eah olour band, the
olour-olour plot of the output through the Ultraam lters an be seen in gure
8.2.
A similar task an now be performed but instead using the SDSS r', g', and u'
lter throughput data whih is available on the SDSS website (a diret omparison
of the system responses an be seen in gure 8.3). Using the same set of models,
the set of values r' - R, g' - G, and u' - U for g' - r' and u' - g' an be determined.
This gives an estimate of the dierene between the two sets of lters for a given
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Figure 8.1: Ultraam system response for all available lters. Top: blue arm. Mid-
dle: green arm. Bottom: red arm.
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Figure 8.2: Colour-olour plot of spetral type templates from Pikles [1998℄ on-
volved through the Ultraam light paths using the r', g', and u' lters.
olour, and an be seen in gure 8.4. For the red lter sets, the dierene is minimal
( 0:05 mag) for all but the reddest star types, with the m8iii spetral type (of g' -
r' = 2.5) resulting in a 0.22 mag olour shift. For g' - G, a steadier trend is seen as
g' - r' inreases. This is almost linear in the sense that a g' - r' of 1 gives a g' - G of
 0:1 and a g' - r' of 2 gives a g' - G of  0:2. The m6, m7, and m8 spetral types
one again show the greatest dierene. The u' - U plot is very hard to quantify
though the greatest olour shift found is 0.1. The majority of the star types show
a shift of  0:04, with all the white dwarf models plotted yielding u' - U of  0:01.
Sine the absolute error in an SDSS magnitude is estimated to be on the order of
0.03 mag [Fukugita et al., 1996℄, the shift between the lters in the u' bandpass is
eetively negligible, though the g' and r' bandpasses should be onsidered arefully
if the objet of interest has a g' - r' of 1 or greater.
This proess does depend upon the assumption that the SDSS (and Ultra-
am) lter bandpass measurements supplied are aurate. Should greater auray
be required, the analysis ould be performed in ount spae, or another possible
method would be to see whether the lter bandpasses (along with the other nees-
sary light path transmission urves) reliably reprodue the olours for various targets
within the SDSS database. Sine the Ultraam and SDSS lter dierene was on
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Figure 8.3: The u'g'r'i'z' lters from Ultraam above their SDSS equivalents. Note
this is the omplete system response taking into aount the telesope and CCDs,
explaining the signiant dierene in QE, partiularly at the extreme ends of the
wavelength sale where Ultraam has CCDs with speially optimised oatings.
the order of  0:1 mags for all but the most extreme olour targets, further analysis
was not pursued.
8.1.3 Theoretial extintion
The program is now extended to inlude extintion urves that have been ompiled
for the La Palma observatory [King, 1985℄, where the ux is now modied to be
f
x
() = f
0
() 10
k
x
()Z
2:5
; (8.2)
where f
x
is the ux in bandpass x, f
0
is the ux above atmosphere, k
x
is the
extintion oeÆient, and Z is the airmass. This proess is performed for a range
of Z for eah spetral template, and the estimated extintion in magnitudes per
airmass is omputed and shown against olour for the same star models for the
Ultraam lters. These are presented in gure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4: A plot of the dierene between the SDSS lter set (primed) and the
Ultraam lter set (apitalised) for a g' - r' or u' - g' olour. Points are spetral
templates provided by Pi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rosses are log g = 8 white dwarfs of
various temperatures from Holberg and Bergeron [2006℄.
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Figure 8.5: Theoretial extintion plots for Ultraam lters. Top: r' band. Middle:
g' band. Bottom: u' band.
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Figure 8.6: The peppering phenomenon in Ultraam CCD1 (red arm) in both left
and right ampliers just before the onset of saturation.
8.2 The \peppering" phenomenon in Ultraam
The name \peppering" is given to an eet that is present in all the Ultraam CCDs
at some level, observed to be at a well fration just before the onset of saturation.
It is typially haraterised by a \noisy" irle near the entre of the hip, and has
been alarming enough in appearane to instrut all observers to avoid the peppering
level; gure 8.6 shows an example frame from the red CCD showing the problem.
The diagonal lines show a typial oating pattern and the blurred streak near the
middle of the hip indiates a loal saturation eet whereby harge is spilling in
the vertial diretion as it is loked. Below that in the irular shape is a spekled
region whih is the problem area.
The phenomenon has been seen as early as the rst telesope run, usually
on at eld operations as one has to reah a signal level beyond the shot-noise
limiting region to get a good measure of the pixel non-uniformity. It was originally
suspeted that peppering was a funtion of harge level alone, as it appeared lose
to saturation and there is some fration of vignetting meaning that the entre of
the hip will saturate rst. From study of at eld runs that go ompletely through
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Figure 8.7: The division of two sequential at eld frames in the peppering regime.
The pattern divides out almost ompletely.
the saturation level though, it is lear that this is not true, and there is a spatial
omponent involved. While the peppering regime will inrease in radius (and in
fat, eventually approximate a teardrop shape towards the bottom of the hip),
some areas of the hip will never go into peppering, and instead go diretly to
saturation.
The pattern varies from run to run, but is not random. The frame-to-frame
pattern over a period of time will in fat be equal and divides out perfetly. An
example of this is shown in gure 8.7, whih are sequential at-eld frames. Here
the entre regime of the hip shows no peppering at all. The thin ring surrounding it
omes from the fat the seond frame has a brighter sky level and so the peppering
regime has extended outward. The pattern from a dierent night, however, is not
the same.
Taking a long at eld run from 2009, 50 by 50 pixel areas were hosen near
the entre of the hip for eah CCD with the mean ounts and variane measured
for eah exposure. The result of this is seen in gure 8.8. The mean ounts within a
window rise smoothly until the onset of saturation at 65,535 ADU - hene no ounts
are lost within the sampling window. Despite the dark/light spekled appereane,
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this does not seem to be a normal harge transfer issue (also suggested by the fat
this ours in a irular regime, whereas a transfer issue would ause the same
eet to all rows above the onset). This means that peppering is not a disaster for
aperture photometry, as almost ertainly all the ounts are going to be olleted
unless the aperture is very small. The onset of peppering beomes very lear in the
plot of variane, marked by a sudden disontinuity in what should otherwise be a
smooth urve with a log slope of 1/2 (from shot noise). The numerial derivative
of the log variane is in fat a reliable and aurate method for determining the
onset of peppering. While it is typially aepted that the red hannel exhibits
peppering at  50; 000 ADU upward, a single run in 2009 was observed to have
peppering in this hannel ouring at as low as 29; 000 ADU. This indiates that
should the peppering regime wish to be avoided, at elds that ross the peppering
regime (whih are not usually taken as they are eetively wasted data) are needed
to denitively determine the trigger level at the time. The last thing the plot reveals
is the notable utuation in the variane in the blue and green hannels whih is
apparently missing in the red hannel. This double peaked behaviour is quite visible
in the CCD images very lose to the saturation point (gure 8.9), manifesting as
two rings that move outward.
During live testing, the only things that have been observed to have had an
eet upon the peppering have been the parallel vertial lok times after inversion
during frame-transfer (D. Atkinson, private ommuniation), whih were settled
upon to be 24 miroseonds per lok. This redued the phenomenon but maintained
a high transfer speed. A few possible options exist to explain the dierene between
the red and the blue/green peppering eets. Firstly, the red hip has a slightly
dierent manufaturing proess to enhane it for that end of the spetrum. Seondly,
the red hip has a slightly higher lok swing (lok voltage amplitude), whih was
implemented as a side eet of this hip being somewhat dierent in pratie. The
higher swing brought the dark urrent level down to the same as the other two
hips, as the higher amplitude drives it further into inversion. Thirdly, the red hip
is simply muh loser to the SDSU ontroller, and thus has a short able. The
blue and green ables are longer, but of the same length. Given the dependene
upon parallel lok rates, the reason the peppering is preferentially seen towards
the enter of the hip is adequately explained by lok propagation. The resistane
to ground eah pixel sees is greatest at the entre of the array. This is beause the
ground onnetions are usually at the edges of the hip, and so in the entre, the
path to ground is longer. At a suÆiently high lok frequeny, the time onstant
( = RC, where R is resistane and C is apaitane) aused by self wave shaping
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Figure 8.8: The mean and variane of a sampled window near the 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h
Ultraam CCD as the ount level progresses from a saturated sky through the pep-
pering region and bak into normal operation. Left: red CCD. Middle: green CCD.
Right: blue CCD.
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Figure 8.9: The green Ultraam CCD with the entral wells beyond the saturation
point. Two rings of peppering are seen whih shrink and eventually merge into a
single ring before disappearing altogether as the ount level is lowered.
begins to aet what should be the dominant time onstant set by the external
lok [Janesik, 2001℄. In pratie, this extra resistane due to the long ground
path shapes (distorts) the lok swing nearer the entre of the array, and is learly
present at some level beause the saturation/blooming in Ultraam always begins in
this region. A weaker lok swing means that the potential between the olleting
and barrier phases is lessened whih in turn means less well apaity in this region
of the hip. Charge is most eÆiently transferred between pixels on a CCD via
fringing elds, with the ultimate limit being thermal diusion. Unfortunately as a
well nears its apaity, the eet of the fringing eld beomes negligible. Potentially,
a lok swing that was too fast with a pixel near full-well ondition would ause a
\harge bak-up" problem, whereby the small fringing eld at this signal level means
there is insuÆient time for all the harge to diuse to the next phase in the given
lok yle. This will result in the remnant eletrons olleting in the next nearest
potential well, aounting for the modulation loss. Examining neighbouring pixels
in the vertial diretion does reveal a mild orrelation (gure 8.10). If this is an
aurate depition of what is ourring, the remaining questions are what is in fat
ausing this problem when it omes out of inversion, and how may it be xed.
While most solutions for this appear to revolve around slowing the parallel
lok times, partiularly the delay after integration (whih would derease the fram-
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Figure 8.10: The vertial pixel orrelation in a peppered area of the blue CCD.
erate of Ultraam and also inrease the smearing of the image), several suggestions
have been made (P. Jorden, private ommuniation) that may progress investigation
into the eet. Firstly, drive the CCDs less into inversion. This will have the side
eet of inreased dark urrent. Seondly, modulating one of the CCD phases during
integration whih will yle the inversion periodially. An investigation into whether
temperature has an eet upon the phenomenon ould also help narrow down the
physial ause. Finally, there is the issue of the peppering pattern apparently being
xed for a length of time before hanging. Ultraam, being a visitor instrument, is
quite prone to eletromagneti interferene, espeially when data ables are plaed
lose to power ables. If these ables had a varying resistane to ground, this ould
potentially aet the lok propogation eet, with the resistane hanging with
the interferene and thus telesope position. An exhange of ables between the
blue/green and red arms ould prove revealing as to whether impedane in the data
ables is a fator with this problem.
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8.3 The Ultraam arhive software
Ultraam has been run at least one per year (sometimes three times) sine 2002,
with up to 80GB of raw data generated per night. More reent runs with the
instrument at the NTT in La Silla, Chile have involved operating Ultraam for
nearly 2 months during winter, meaning that the atual quantity of data being
handled is now growing exeptionally large. Negleting issues suh as transport and
bakup of the data sets, there is still the more pratial diÆulty of nding one data
set in over 8,000 or even remembering what targets have been observed with the
instrument. Initially this was done from a generated HTML page for eah night,
using sripts. While this has suÆed until now, as it oers a method for browsing
the data, there is still no onvenient mehanism for searhing for a target.
Other issues have beome inreasingly prevalent during the atual observa-
tion phase. Most of these originate with the fat that Ultraam is operated as a
visitor instrument, and so has no integration with the telesope software. The ob-
server must enter a target name and the lters used every time there is a hange.
Inevitably, errors reep in as target names are spelled inorretly or are desribed
by an alias, and eah observer ended up desribing the lters used in their own style
(with or without primes, with or without spaes between arms, et.). The only way
to tell apart the type of the data taken is to examine it or hope the observer has
written aurate omments for the appropriate set of exposures.
The Ultraam arhiver software introdued here reties most of these prob-
lems. The ore of the entire ode base is built around the onstrution and utilisation
of an SQL (Strutured Query Language) database, whih uses a simple language
that is ideally suited to performing the types of searhes needed in large data sets.
The \bak-end" software is reated with the funtion of building this database and
interating with it and the Ultraam data at a low level. The \front-end" software is
a web-based interfae that transparently performs queries and returns information
on searhes and requested data for the end-user.
All of the software is designed to be simple to maintain, modular, ross-
platform and open soure. The front-end, bak-end, SQL database and le server
an potentially eah be on a ompletely independent omputer system, and the ow
of information is onisely shown in gure 8.11. The rst and last goals limit the
hoie of languages and servers onsiderably. The front-end was written in the PHP
5.2 language, whereas the bak-end is in Python 2.5. Both of these languages are
open soure and have partiular strengths. For example, PHP is not typially used
(or often available) as a ommand-line language, whereas Python is still maturing
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Figure 8.11: Flow diagram of the interating omponents of the Ultraam arhive
software.
for web-development. The HTTP server was hosen to be Apahe 2.2 whih is a well-
known, robust server that an equally host on Linux as Windows. The last diÆulty
was that while the bak-end ode ould potentially harness a lot of the algorithms
made for the Ultraam software pipeline, this software is not ross platform or open
soure (due to the inlusion of SLALIB), plus it requires a large dependeny stak.
8.3.1 The bak-end software
The ode responsible for database generation and low-level interation is the \UAC"
module for Python. This is split into various namespaes that inlude ua.meta,
ua.raw, ua.astro, ua.db, and ua.simbad. The reason for this is that only nees-
sary funtions related to a sript an be loaded, as the import overhead in Python an
be large. In addition to this, ua.meta an be imported with a \plain" Python instal-
lation, whereas ua.raw requires the Numpy module and ua.db requires MySQLdb
(again, both are freely available and open soure), so the atual dependeny stak
an be very low.
The disassoiation with the Ultraam pipeline does require that the bak-end
software be able to diretly read the raw Ultraam data, however. Most information
an be extrated from the aompanying XML le, but timestamps are only in the
raw frame headers, and it was deided that it would be useful to store preview images
of eah run as well. The ua.meta ode deals with the XML (and user omments),
as well as timing orretion and estimation of the atual yle time (to predit the
duty yle). The ua.raw ode an aess individual frames and de-multiplex them
into individual arrays, plus perform osmeti operations that produe useful preview
images. Eah of these piees of ode either adds to or modies a Python ditionary
that desribes all the useful information obtained (this data is not hidden away in a
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user-dened lass). The ua.simbad ode an perform objet lookup queries to the
online simbad database with an arbitrary query format, but by default returns the
\aepted" objet name, loation, and magnitudes. Finally, ua.db ats as a buer
between the user and MySQLdb diretly, generating queries from the ditionary and
other parameters supplied.
A subtle problem is identifying eah Ultraam run individually. Internally,
the Ultraam server is only aware of the les for a partiular observing night (starting
from \run001") whih are then arhived and leared out at the beginning of the next
night. Using a GPS start time should in theory give a unique timestamp for every
run, but potentially the GPS may be disonneted or satellites may not be visible
to generate the timestamp. The le timestamp should again not be onsidered a
robust measure as the data that ends up on the Ultraam storage array whih is
imported is a opy, and the timestamp may not be preserved. There is also the
path of the individual data set, but sine Warwik and SheÆeld maintain their
own opies of the Ultraam data, enforing a partiular struture would make the
software inexible to dierent network arhitetures. It was deided that the SHA-1
heksum would be used to identify an Ultraam raw data le, whih is a 160 bit
one-way ipher based upon the le ontents. While slow to generate (the whole
data le must be read), it will generate a unique ode that not only identies the
run, but an be used to verify the data has not been hanged. Even a \power on"
run of 24 bytes (whih does not ontain any frame data) an typially be uniquely
identied due to the timestamp. There is a small probability that in the ase of a
GPS failure/disonnet two of these power on data les may be idential, but these
are not usually of any interest to the observer. One at least one frame is present in
an Ultraam data le, the hanes of a SHA-1 ollision beome vanishingly small,
even without a timestamp.
8.3.2 The UAC SQL database
An SQL database onsists of a series of tables with a ertain struture of elds
that ontain data (termed entries). For the Ultraam arhive, a semi-normalised
struture is adopted that optimises query speed and auray while maintaining a
manageable set of tables. The largest table (in terms of elds) is the one ontaining
an entry for eah data set. A new data entry is only made by the import ode if
the SHA-1 hash is unique. This new entry then gets a new number termed a \UAC
ID" whih is a unique (and human-friendly) integer that identies a spei run
within the database software. The images table is the largest in size, where eah
image is parented to a UAC ID (so more than one image an belong to a single
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run). Other tables inlude lters, grisms, telesopes, and for the purposes of the
front-end software, a users table. The ua.meta ode attempts to disassemble the
string of lters by mathing long lter names (suh as \HAlpha",\Sodium", et.)
rst and then deals with the remaining haraters. One a lter in eah arm is
positively identied, the lter elds in a data run entry beomes an integer for the
ID in the lters table. A similar proess is performed for the grism and telesope
elds. Another important table is the one ontaining a list of targets. Eah target
will have a unique ID together with a SIMBAD name (whih the ode will prefer),
a possible list of aliases (whih are automatially updated every time a new one is
found), and a right asension and delination. One aspet of the data table that is
not normalised is the inlusion of a \ags" eld. This is in fat just a 64-bit number,
where eah bit an be attributed to a spei ag name, and is used for delaring the
data type (automatially inferred by the bak-end software from the user omments)
and other useful information. A new addition here was the inlusion of ags that
speify aution (suh as indiating that a data run is atually an aquisition, or
there is a timing glith) or that the data is ompletely useless (as marked by an
observer or a CCD failure in a alibration set).
8.3.3 The \front-end" software
The front-end written in PHP has no dependenies other than a modern language
version and a ompatible web server. Most of the ode is written in an objet-
oriented style with the HTML ompletely separated from the atual ode via use of
templates. This means that the front-end layout an be hanged merely by bringing
up the template les in an HTML editor, and the style by editing the CSS (Casading
Style Sheet) le. Should extra funtionality be required, the objet-oriented style
results in a onise ode format that is not entirely dissimilar to Java, with most of
the objets automatially performing their neessary funtionality simply by their
instaning (for example, query dialogs will retain their entries between submissions,
so that they an be edited and tweaked). A large lass will generate UAC ompatible
queries from an array passed to it, and inludes a layer of seurity so that, optionally,
only runs with a spei ID or belonging to a ertain PI will return in searhes for
spei user aounts.
Aounts with a speied aess level are granted the ability to modify the
meta-data in the database. As mentioned, errors will undoubtedly our when
entering information during an observing run; perhaps the lters are wrong or what
was previously thought to be junk data is atually useful. The front-end ode allows
users to add extra omments to spei runs and update the database aordingly
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(these hanges are logged in a messages table).
Finally there is the apability of a user (with suÆient aess level) to request
a data set. The request proess is in fat simply the posting of a new entry to a
jobs table where a job server (whih polls the database) will exeute a spei set of
ode depending on the job type. The data set will be opied (and ompressed) from
the storage arhive to the le server with a randomised path (to prevent anonymous
aess). One prepared, the job is marked omplete and optionally an email an be
sent to the user with a download link. The job server inludes dependeny in the
sense that one job an only exeute one another is done, whih allows for a seond
task to be submitted that will lear the data from the le server after a set amount
of time.
8.3.4 Improvements to the observer interfae software
The presene of a master database of targets and an aepted \ag" system to mark
the data type allows for several improvements to the user interfae presented to the
observer during a run. The lters text box has been replaed with three drop-down
boxes with lters appropriate to eah arm, preventing oniting styles and errors.
Chek-boxes are supplied that ag the run type (data, at-eld, bias, tehnial, et.).
Finally the target name an now be veried before starting a run. The appliation
will onnet diretly to the UAC database and query the target names to see if the
supplied name is an aepted one or an aepted alias. If this fails, it will then query
the SIMBAD database similarly. Should both return a negative result, the user will
be warned. In some ases, the target will have no name (suh as for GRBs, optial
transients), in whih ase the observer is enouraged to mark the oordinates in
the observer omments log and the target an be lassied later when the data is
imported.
8.4 Summary
This hapter detailed three separate investigations that led to the improvement of
Ultraam as an overall system. For observers onerned about the photometri
auray of the lters, the dierene between the SDSS lters and the Ultraam
equivalents have been examined, and for most ases found to be under 0.1 mag.
Should very aurate absolute photometry be required, the ode produed here
ould predit this, given a template spetrum that approximated the desired target.
Seondly, another onern to observers, \peppering" was shown to be simply a
modulation problem and not an atual loss of harge, downgrading this issue from
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severe (indiating unuseable data) to quite low (an inrease in noise). Possible
ourses of ation are suggested for Ultraam to further trak down the soure of this
issue and perhaps oer a orretion. Finally, a newly developed arhive system was
desribed that not only allows for inreased produtivity during data redution, but
also observing due to the inlusion of a normalised database that indexes targets,
lters, and grisms for Ultraam (and Ultraspe).
The next hapter will examine early ommissioning data of Ultraspe. Un-
like Ultraam, it is still a relatively new instrument and requires areful attention
to extrat aurate data. The hapter will detail the alibration of ritial CCD
parameters, and investigate and oer orretions for several issues that aet the
quality of the data. This will be followed up with preliminary sienti data to show
the eet and apability of the redution.
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Chapter 9
Calibration and redution of
Ultraspe data
The virtues of Ultraspe when used for observing atalysmi variables and similar
phenomena have been desribed in detail in x4. Essentially, it allows spetra to
be obtained at omparitively high frame rates, so that they an be studied at an
otherwise impossible time resolution. Ambitious projets already investigated with
Ultraspe inlude phase-binned spetra from the Vela pulsar (whih has a period
of 89ms). Ultraspe saw rst light in Deember of 2006 with a short 3-night run
at the ESO 3.6m telesope in La Silla, Chile, and returned in February of 2008
for further testing and the rst siene produts. Using ommissioning data from
Ultraspe, preliminary results will be shown as an example of the output that the
data alibration and orretion pipeline detailed here an do.
9.1 Observations and data redution
The data used here are from three separate targets; OY Car, Z Cha, and QS Vir.
The rst two targets have been introdued in x6. QS Vir is a detahed system where
no mass transfer is taking plae and onsists of a DA white dwarf and a dMe white
dwarf. Its status as a possible \hibernating" CV has been proposed [O'Donoghue
et al., 2003℄, but brought into question by Parsons et al. [2010b℄, who onlude it is
a pre-atalysmi binary.
Observations of all three targets were taken with Ultraspe during February
2008 on the ESO 3.6m telesope, using the EFOSC2 G3 grism for OY Car and
QS Vir (3750

A 5150

A), and the VPH656 holographi grating for Z Cha (6350

A
6830

A). Conditions for OY Car were variable, but orreted by a omparison target.
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Z Cha and QS Vir had photometri onditions with 1"-2" seeing. Redution of the
Ultraspe data is detailed in the next setion. All the observations are listed with
times of observation in table 9.1.
9.2 Ultraspe alibration and data redution
While a basi redution utility is present in the Ultraam/spe pipeline, it was
primarily designed to monitor live observations and as suh only oers basi features.
No aurate numbers for key quantities suh as gain and readout noise have been
previously olleted for Ultraspe. Also there are a number of features present in
the data whih must be taken into onsideration for an aurate redution; these
inlude a low-bias tail, spurious harge, and eletron trapping, whih will now be
dealt with in turn.
9.2.1 Calibration of CCD parameters
As disussed in x3, readout noise and gain are ritial parameters for a CCD, sine
they dene tangible values suh as dynami range and signal-to-noise. Firstly, the
normal gain (e
 
=ADU) is determined, separate to the \avalanhe" or \HV gain"
whih denes how many eletrons are produed in the seondary-emission register
(e
 
=e
 
). This an simply be done by reading out from the normal output with
Ultraspe.
The formal denition of gain in terms of the physial CCD eletronis is
shown in equation 3.6. While, in theory, eah of these parameters ould be measured,
it is hallenging to do so in a preise manner and even more diÆult to do so one the
instrument is assembled and the CCD is hidden away inside. Instead, parameters
are measured via a useful pratial method instead. Starting from
S =
P
K
; (9.1)
where S is the signal (ADU), K is the amera gain onstant (e
 
=ADU) and P is
the number of deteted photons per pixel, the error propagation is onsidered and
it is found that the variane is

2
S
=

ÆS
ÆP

2

2
P
+

ÆS
ÆK

2

2
K
+ 
2
R
: (9.2)
The readout noise has been added in the last term whih is eetively the output
amplier noise oor. If it is assumed that K has negligible variane (
2
K
= 0) then
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OY Car (Ultraspe, G3 grism)
Date Start (UTC) End (UTC)
4th February 2008 06:17 08:19
5th February 2008 02:22 02:49
04:30 06:35
6th February 2008 03:39 07:35
7th February 2008 00:58 01:40
04:27 05:18
06:53 07:49
8th February 2008 04:07 06:42
08:50 09:29
10th February 2008 04:10 05:56
Z Cha (Ultraspe, VPH656 grism)
Date Start (UTC) End (UTC)
5th February 2008 01:43 02:01
03:32 04:14
08:18 09:24
8th February 2008 00:49 01:03
07:53 08:40
9th February 2008 03:44 04:17
05:21 05:59
07:06 07:42
10th February 2008 01:15 02:00
05:17 05:55
QS Vir (Ultraspe, G3 grism)
Date Start (UTC) End (UTC)
6th February 2008 07:49 08:48
7th February 2008 05:45 06:41
8th February 2008 06:55 07:40
9th February 2008 08:19 05:59
Table 9.1: Journal of observations.
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the seond term vanishes and
ÆS
ÆP
=
1
K
from dierentiation, resulting in

2
S
=


P
K

2
+ 
2
R
: (9.3)
Making the assumption that the output is shot-noise limited, hene 
2
P
= P this
results in
K =
S

2
S
  
2
R
: (9.4)
This is a remarkable result, beause the amera gain an now be determined through
measurements of data from the CCD alone. Measurements of 
S
an be performed
by using a at illumination soure and then inreasing the exposure time in steps to
over the full range of the CCD. Due to the three separate noise soures (x3.2.5), if
a plot of logS against log 
S
is made, three dierent regimes are observed that are
determined by independent variables. The read noise oor will not depend upon the
signal and hene have no gradient. The shot noise is
p
S and will thus have a slope
of 1/2. Finally the xed pattern noise is diretly proportional to the signal and will
have a slope of 1. It should be noted that if logarithms of equation 9.4 are taken,
logK = log S   log(
2
S
  
2
R
); (9.5)
then, assuming that the data is shot-noise limited, 
R
= 0 and sine 
S
= 1, this
means that log 
S
= 0. Thus it is found that, where the shot-noise slope intersets
the x axis, the result is K, the amera gain onstant. This analysis was performed
for Ultraspe data, with the resulting photon transfer urve being seen in gure 9.1.
The gain of Ultraspe was found to be 15e
 
=ADU with a pixel non-uniformity of
0.3%. These parameters are expeted to be xed, as the former is determined by
the CCD eletronis and the latter by the CCD manufaturing proess.
Calibration ontinues next with CCD parameters that are expeted to hange
with time, suh as readout noise and the seondary \avalanhe" gain. These an
be determined from a suÆient quantity of bias frames in the orret mode. When
plotted as a histogram, the peak will be the bias level, with the width of the feature
representing the unertainty in this level, and hene the read noise. In a standard
CCD there should be no other features, but in an EMCCD, a long tail towards
the higher ount level should be visible due to the nature of some eletrons passing
through the gain stage. Using a model for an EMCCD (T.R. Marsh, unpublished),
parameters determined previously are xed, suh as K, the bias level, and the
number of ampliation stages whih are known. The other parameters are tted,
inluding the readout noise, seondary gain, and also the probability of lok indued
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Figure 9.1: The photon transfer urve generated from Ultraspe data of a at-eld
with inreasing exposure time.
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Year Readout mode HV gain g (e
 
=e
 
) 
R
(ADU) P(CIC)
2006 Medium 3 691 1.89 9:65  10
 5
2008 Fast 9 2689 4.1 4:92  10
 4
2009 Fast 9 2750 3.28 2:81  10
 4
Table 9.2: The mean avalanhe gain, readout noise, and probability of lok indued
harge for Ultraspe in 2006, 2008, and 2009. Sine the gain and readout noise will
hange depending upon the readout mode and HV gain parameter, the most ommon
values used during the year are given.
harge (dealt with in x9.2.3). The resultant plots an be seen in gure 9.2 for 2006,
2008, and 2009, with the relevant numbers detailed in table 9.2. The eet of lok
indued harge on the best t an be seen in gure 9.3. The abnormal long tail that
is not predited by the model is dealt with in x9.2.2.
The eetive gain of an EMCCD
Most redution software will only supply a single gain variable whih is used for
omputing the variane of the input data and hene determine reliable unertain-
ties. The eetive gain must be determined, whih onsists of both the CCD and
avalanhe gain to supply as input. In x4.4.2 the variane of an EMCCD was om-
puted in eletrons; if this is onverted to ADU using G(e
 
=ADU)

2
=


R
G

2
+
2g
2
S
e
G
2
; (9.6)
where S
e
is the signal in eletrons. By denition, the signal after the avalanhe
register is S
0
e
= gS
e
, and the signal in ADU will be S =
S
0
e
G
whih results in

2
=


R
G

2
+ 2

g
G

S: (9.7)
Taking R to be the readout noise in ADU, the nal result is:

2
= R
2
+
S
G
2g
; (9.8)
where
G
2g
is the eetive gain. For Ultraspe this is  0:01.
The VPH656 grism
Sine no ar line map was available for EFOSC2/VPH656, one is presented here
in gure 9.4 for referene, using the standard argon lamp available with EFOSC2.
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Figure 9.2: Ultraspe gain, spurious harge, and readout noise model tting for
2006 (top), 2008 (middle), 2009 (bottom). The extended low bias tail is partiularly
notable in 2006, starting at logP  10
 2
, but is well ontrolled by 2009, where it
starts at logP  10
 6
with the lowest values a further two orders of magnitude
down.
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Figure 9.3: Best t for an EMCCD model with and without inluding a probability
of expeted unstrutured lok indued harge to Ultraspe data.
The residuals when using a 4-term polynomial for wavelength alibration resulted
in 0.0256

A.
9.2.2 The low bias tail
Figure 9.2 showed a notable disrepany with the model of an EMCCD as seen
by a long tail at low ADU; this is indiating there is a greater than predited
quantity of pixels with a low ount. This seems in omplete ontrast to the basi
onguration of the CCD - the bias level is an artiial oset to ensure that all
possible numbers deteted by the devie an be output as an unsigned integer.
There is no physial way to detet negative ounts, and sine the bias level should
not be hanging by any easily detetable fration, this feature was investigated.
Performing lowpass uts on the bias frames with the observed low tails did not give
any insight into the problem. Oasionally there was a gradient of aeted pixels,
but sometimes only lines of aeted pixels. When a similar histogram was omputed
for the OY Car data, it was noted the tail beame even more extended and with
an inreased probability, indiating that infalling light was proportional with the
low bias tail. This was onrmed by performing lowpass uts on the OY Car data
and then adding the frames, as shown in gure 9.5. Here it is seen, somewhat
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Figure 9.4: Ar line map for argon with the VPH656 grism on Ultraspe with
EFOSC2.
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surprisingly, that the pixels that are abnormally low diretly represent the data; the
probability of an abnormal ount is diretly proportional to the ux. When eah of
the lowpass ut frames was examined individually against their equivalent highpass
uts, it immediately beame apparent that an abnormally low pixel diretly trailed
a high ux pixel in the serial readout diretion (ie. horizontally). This orrelation
of pixel value against adjaent pixel value an be seen in gure 9.6.
A t to this orrelation an be performed but is typially made awkward sim-
ply due to the statistis involved; a very large number of frames must be proessed
to get a good display of the orrelation. Proeeding in a rude manner, the t-
ting method performed was to nd the minimum adjaent pixel value for eah pixel
value, and only aept those that were sequentially dereasing (shown in gure 9.6).
For the 2006 data, this was found to be 3758 ADU   0:0461376 ADU=ADU. This
is a measure of the eet a pixel ount has upon an adjaent pixel ount for these
abormal pixels, and an be used as a partial orretion for this eet.
Sine there is no way for harge to be distributed in suh a manner leading
to values less than the bias level before the sampling stage, the CDS iruit was
marked as the likely ulprit. It has sine been onrmed that the video proessor
is responsible (S. Tulloh, private ommuniation), due to its AC oupling. As the
iruit was ating as a highpass lter, if the lower 3dB point was inorretly set too
high, it aused a negative overshoot on the following pixel when a signal resembling
a delta funtion was passed through. In eet, some proportion of the rst pixel's
signal is being added to the zero point for the next one sampled, so a greater value
than the real zero point is subtrated resulting in the eet observed. Starting from
the right-hand side of the hip (ie. the diretion of readout for the avalanhe mode),
taking the fration of the pixel's ount above the bias level and adding this to the
following pixel undoes this artiial eet. See gure 9.7 to ompare the original
histogram with the orreted data for 2006.
Modiations to the video iruit for the 2008 data resulted in a orrelation
that an be seen in gure 9.8. It is signiantly weakened but now in fat under-
shoots slightly rather than overshoots, meaning that low bias pixels are inversely
proportional to ux, albeit at a lower proportion to 2006. This problem appears
to have been retied to a negligible level from 2009 onwards, and appears to be
ommon in this type of CCD, as testing has shown it is present in QUCAM as well.
9.2.3 Spurious harge
Spurious harge manifests in all CCDs that use inversion, the proess whereby the
gate voltage is driven negative and holes reombine with midband onduting ele-
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Figure 9.5: Lowpass uts of the Ultraspe OY Car data at 3535 ADU (top), 3530
ADU (middle), and 3525 ADU (bottom).
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Figure 9.6: Pixel ounts against their adjaent pixel ounts for 2006 OY Car data.
A strong orrelation is seen indiating that bright pixels are having an abnormal
aet on their neighbours. The red line is a t to the minimum adjaent pixel value
for eah pixel value, eetively measuring this orrelation.
trons at the surfae, reduing dark urrent (x3.2.4). This is mandatory in the ase
of Ultraspe, beause dark urrent will be amplied when using \avalanhe" gain,
thus negating the benet of suh a the eletron-multiplying proess as the dark
signal will be indistinguishable from the atual signal. Typially, spurious harge
manifests as random spikes that appear as signal harge (and the noise it arries is
similarly haraterised by shot noise). During inversion, when holes are driven to
the interfae layer and ollet beneath the gates, some of these may beome trapped.
When the gate voltage is swithed bak to its non-inverted state, some of these holes
are aelerated bak towards the main silion layer with suÆient energy to ause
impat ionisation; this reates eletron-hole pairs, and these eletrons are olleted
in the nearest potential well. Oasionally spurious harge an be mistaken for dark
urrent (as they both possess shot noise), but the former will depend upon loking,
not exposure time as with the latter. Also, due to arrier mobility, spurious harge
will beome a greater problem with a lower temperature, in ontrast to dark urrent.
The proess of transferring harge down a CCD is termed `loking', and is
performed by a lok signal whih eetively hanges the potential barrier between
phases and thus shues the harge pakets along. This lok signal has an assoiated
swing (amplitude) and rise time (the rate of hange of potential), whih an have
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Figure 9.7: Counts histogram for 2006 OY Car data before and after the removal of
the orrelation between neighbouring pixels.
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Figure 9.8: Neighbouring pixel ount orrelation plot for 2008 data.
great eet upon the performane of a CCD. While a stronger lok swing and
faster lok rise time will worsen the problem of spurious harge as the holes will
be aelerated further (whih inreases linearly with the number of transfers), the
eet is still usually on the order of a few eletrons. Thus, in a normal CCD, suh
an eet is masked by the read noise. This hanges when using an EMCCD as
they are olleted as signal eletrons and are thus subjet to the same gain as any
photo-eletron.
It was noted that Ultraspe appears to suer a higher than usual quantity of
spurious harge when powered on, and that this harge appears to have struture.
Figure 9.9 shows a frame from Ultraspe with gain enabled after power on, with
a straight line through the summed rows ahieving a good t. This quite learly
shows the linear relationship of spurious harge with loking. Performing this same
t on a sequential series of exposures, the gradient of these bias frames is plotted
against time in gure 9.10. It an be seen that after power on, a vertial gradient
with an amplitude of  20ADU from bottom to top will be seen, but that this is
eetively halved after 10 minutes. This time dependeny an be well-modelled by
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an exponential with a linear term, in this ase
Y
X
= 15:2 exp
 0:229t
 0:0294t + 3:93; (9.9)
where t is the time in minutes sine power on
1
. Sine the exponential term beomes
negligible at large time, it is found that the struture in the spurious harge should
be eliminated after 133 minutes of run time. Random spurious harge events will
still be present, but they should lak the vertial gradient struture. Further sets
of bias exposures with the HV gain enabled would allow further investigation of the
eet, partiularly with the new 2009/2010 onguration of the instrument whih
is likely to have hanged.
The soure of this spurious harge ould be imagined to be related to the
operation of the eletronis during power on. A large eletri eld ould potentially
drive a large number of holes into the interfae. Their positioning must be rea-
sonably uniform aross the interfae so as to ahieve the struture seen (the linear
proportionality with rising lok edge means that the top row will have undergone
the most loks and thus possess the most spurious harge in this ase). Sine g-
ure 9.10 shows a derease in the parallel gradient during time between exposures,
this indiates that a signiant number of these holes are deaying over time. The
remaining trapped holes do not deay so rapidly, and it is here that loking will
help to remove them.
While potentially a minor issue to photometri auray, Ultraspe is mostly
powered on in the mid-afternoon for alibrations, meaning that any vertial gradient
should have vanished by the time of atual target observations. Any alibrations
taken with the normal amplier will make the spurious harge gradient invisible
due to the readout noise, and in fat there should be little reason for the seondary
gain to be on for alibrations. The only potential issue this ould ause is if there
was a system rash during the middle of the night when the HV gain was required
for observing. Sine with Ultraspe the slit is plaed along the serial diretion, any
signiant mean gradient would be removed by linear sky bakground subtration,
but would still add a small quantity of shot noise.
1
These values are for 2008 data, sine long runs of HV gain biases are not done frequently. Sine
the operating temperature was hanged in 2009 it is likely that Ultraspe will now reah a stable
spurious harge state more quikly.
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Figure 9.9: Top: a bias frame from Ultraspe straight after power on with avalanhe
gain enabled. Bottom: the sum of eah row from the same frame with a straight
line t.
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Figure 9.10: The parallel gradient of Ultraspe in relation to time sine power on.
The t is modelled as an exponential plus a linear term. The instrument went
through several stop/start yles during the taking of this data.
9.2.4 Eletron traps
While the CDS iruit overshoot and spurious harge gradient detailed in the previ-
ous setions are for the most part, subtle issues that only partially aet the quality
of the redued data, there remains one nal problem that is muh more signiant
and readily notieable, whih is harge trapping. An example of this an be seen in
gure 9.11, whih shows 2008 data of Z Cha. In the upper frame (the omparison
star) nearly 1 in 10 olumns shows an extended trail in the parallel diretion, with
the more extensively aeted olumns also showing a `gap' of harge on the side of
the slit opposite the tail. The net eet of this is the signal harge (the desired signal
eletrons from the target) on these olumns appears shifted to a higher position and
extended. A typial extration will sum along the slit and hene will show single
olumn dropouts of varying mangitude. This problem beomes two-fold when using
utilities suh as STARLINK as the sky area will now be polluted by this trailing
harge and an exess will be subtrated from the already diminished olumns.
This is generally onsidered a loal CTE problem in regards to the CCD, as
the harge is not being ompletely transferred with eah lok yle. Due to the
speed Ultraspe is operated at, the eet an not usually be seen in single frames due
to the very low ount rate, but, as shown, is immediately apparent when summed.
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Figure 9.11: 3000 summed frames from raw Ultraspe data of Z Cha in 2008. The
data was read out in two windows whih spanned the entire width of the hip (of
whih only a setion is shown) but the height of the windows is as seen. The slit is
in the serial (horizontal) diretion, with the lower objet being Z Cha itself and the
upper showing its omparison star. The level ut on both images is idential.
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Further study has shown that it only appears to aet data taken via the eletron-
multiplying mode and that fainter targets (suh as Z Cha) are more heavily aeted
than brighter ones (OY Car).
Eletron trap theory
The ulprit for this is eletron traps within the CCD in the parallel diretion. Traps
are broken down into four ategories; design traps, proess traps, bulk traps, and
radiation-indued traps [Janesik, 2001℄. The last option is almost entirely found in
spae-based detetors for obvious reasons, and bulk traps are aused by impurities
in the silion and are typially onned to single eletron traps (whih hene beome
the ultimate limiting parameter of global CTE). These two types of traps are usually
found as proportional traps (extrating a quantity of harge from a paket that is
proportional to its quantity) whereas for Ultraspe it is seen that a xed quantity
of harge is extrated sine the eet was seen to be worse in fainter targets.
Loal harge traps formed due to a proess in the CCD's manufature are
not partiularly unommon, whereas a design trap is an error in the atual layout or
doping of the CCD, whih reates a xed (though unintentional) potential barrier
whih ats as a trap. The former option is onsidered to be the most likely here
(as again, QUCAM does not exhibit exatly the same issue, implying it is not a
design error), although the atual ause for most proess traps is speulative. One
possible model for the phenomenon is shown in gure 9.12. If there is a small hole
in the oxide layer, the nitride layer is now lose to the n-hannel and eletrons will
ollet at this interfae and ause a potential \bump". Like any potential well,
suÆient eletrons will ll the trap and subsequent ones will fall over and hene be
transferred orretly along the parallel diretion as expeted, but those that remain
require energy to esape. This energy mostly omes from thermal exitation, whih
is used in dening a trap's emission time onstant, whih in a bulk trap is [Kim,
1979℄

E
=
exp(
E
T
kT
)

e
v
th
N
C
; (9.10)
where E
T
is the trap energy level beneath the ondution band, v
th
is the eletron
thermal veloity, 
e
is the eletron ross setion and N
C
is the density of states in the
ondution band. Using typial silion and eletron values, 
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v
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C
 2:8 10
11
s.
Methods for orreting aeted Ultraspe data
During the 2009 run, the temperature of Ultraspe was inreased by 10K, whih
signiantly redued this problem, as now the eletrons are re-emitted on muh
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Figure 9.12: A shemati for a possible ause of a loal trap in a CCD. A \pinhole"
in the oxide layer allows eletrons to build up at the interfae reating a small
potential barrier.
smaller timesales. This has the drawbak of generating an inreased dark urrent,
but this was onsidered a reasonable trade-o, due to this being quite a pronouned
issue, and one that ours frequently in the regime where Ultraspe is designed to
be operated. Eletron trapping will always be present on some level, however, and
sine data from 2006 and 2008 had already been taken, methods to retify the data
were investigated.
No orretion needs to be taken on normal readout data. In this ase, there
are a large number of photoeletrons falling onto the CCD, and the traps will almost
instantly be lled by the bakground sky level photons, plus there is a read noise
oor. When observing faint targets (or targets with a very high time resolution),
fewer photons mean that the traps are lled less quikly, and so the eet is more
pronouned. Knowing the exat loation of these harge traps requires a very faint
but uniform light soure that illuminates the CCD, and then a at-eld (but in gain
mode) an be performed whih should show sudden drops where the harge traps
are present. Unfortunately this does require an extremely weak uniform light to
see the traps and also not damage the avalanhe register, and, to date, suh a map
has not been reated for Ultraspe. It is obvious, however, that there are not many
traps per olumn; examining the two slits in gure 9.11 does not show any sudden
dips in the middle of the slits, indiating that the harge traps must be ahead of the
data. However, there must be more traps between the target and omparison slit
data as there are learly more trails in the omparison slit whih is higher on the
CCD.
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There are two potential objetives with suh a problem. The rst is to simply
attempt to nd how far the harge extends out from the slit and inlude it in the
sum. While this will add in extra sky shot noise, the readout noise is still negligible,
as the seondary gain will be on, and thus the degradation of the spetrum should
not be signiant. The seond is to in fat orret the original image, and then any
manner of tools that the end user typially prefers an be used instead. The former
method benets from modelling to predit how far the harge trail extends (instead
of rudely just masking the entire olumn for inlusion in the mask); in the seond
modelling is a neessity so the proess an be reversed. Modelling also has another
advantage, in that it an predit harge that may be missing from the original data.
The extremely deep trap that is present on olumn 82 (again, see gure 9.11) has a
trail that learly extends out of the windowing region. Thus, atual photo-eletrons
have been skipped out of the sampling proess and even summing the entire olumn
will not restore this harge. Modelling of eletron trapping in CCDs and the reversal
of this proess has been performed for the heavily degraded Hubble detetors and
is detailed in Massey et al. [2010℄.
The onvolution method
Sine the eet of a trap on the data is to apparently \smear" it out aross the
olumn with an exponential prole that originates from its emission onstant, one
simpler method is to attempt to t a onvolution of a gaussian with an exponen-
tial (of a spei height and fallo, representing the trap's depth and probability
of emission). The initial gaussian was found from a tted gaussian to unaeted
olumns, and an oset to math the sky bakground was added in. This resulted in
a reasonable but learly not perfet t, with most of the diÆulty arising from an
ambiguity in determining the peak of the gaussian. A moat prole did not help
here (  5 indiated that the shape was indeed very gaussian already) beause it
appeared to have quite a at peak that the funtion ould not math.
This is, in fat, quite learly due to the t being performed on the sum of
the data. The  3000 spetra were of varying ux, and the at of a loal trap on a
gaussian is to \eat into" the side of the gaussian (as eletrons are dropped into the
trap) whih eetively moves its peak to a lower pixel in the parallel diretion. From
examining sums of high-ount and low-ount frames, it an be seen that the peak
of the gaussian moves depending upon the inoming ux from the target during the
given exposure. By simply splitting the spetra into two sets that are above and
below the mean, signiantly better ts are ahieved with muh less unertainty in
the gaussian parameters, whih is shown in gure 9.13.
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Figure 9.13: A single olumn from Ultraspe data of Z Cha, split into a low ount
regime below the mean of the spetra (top), and a high ount regime above the
mean (bottom). In eah ase, a onvolved moat prole with an oset is tted to
the data and overlaid.
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While this method was not expeted to oer a partiularly good t sine (as
disussed in the next setion) the proess of harge-trailing is not a linear proess, the
results are reasonable for suh an easy method, not omputationally expensive (one
gaussian, one exponential, and a onvolution per olumn) and provides a possible
way to at least measure the extent of the tail in the generation of an extration
mask.
Modelling the eletron trapping
Unsatised with the deenies in the simple gaussian onvolution, the investigation
moved to a model that approximates the atual physis of the issue. Here, a trap
objet that has a spei depth (number of eletrons it an hold) and probability
of emission (its emission onstant) is reated. Diagrammatially, this is shown in
gure 9.14.
The initial, single-trapped gaussian ase provided a rough t for a trailed
olumn (see the bottom panel of gure 9.15) but was learly worse than the onvo-
lution model ase, whih was initially disouraging despite the fat all parameters
were free. Sine the position of the trap (or traps) was unknown but seemingly not
within the slit area, the trap was plaed far before the data so it would be in a
steady-state ondition before the data reahed it. The two strange \jumps" in the
model in this ase are worth disussing and are perfetly reasonable in terms of the
model used. The left side of the gaussian rises more slowly than typial before the
rst apparent disontinuity when it begins rising muh more sharply. This slow rise
is aused by the harge trap lling, and only a ertain amount, P of what is ap-
tured is released per lok. When the trap is ompletely lled, the harge pakets
being loked past are summed in addition to what is being emitted, ausing this
rst jump in the model. The latter jump is for the opposite reason, where the trap
is no longer in a full state and what remains of the gaussian goes ompletely into
the trap to try and ll it. These disontinuities are not immediately apparent in
the data, however, and are a soure for the high 
2
along with a gaussian prole
that appears too broad. However, sine it an envisioned that the point the trap
lls and empties will depend strongly upon the ux in any one exposure, it an be
understood that with many staked images to what is being tted, these two points
will be smoothed out as they vary from frame to frame.
Another alternative is that there are indeed more than a single trap in a
olumn, of whih varying ombinations are shown in the other panels in gure 9.15.
These further traps work to smoothe out these features, resulting in a believable t
with 3 pairs of eletron traps (6 total, but only 3 dierent depths and probabilities
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Figure 9.14: Shemati of the eletron trapping objet model in the simple senario
of a single harge paket, whih is shued towards the left after eah lok yle.
The trap has a depth D and emission probability P , and the harge paket has a
quantity of eletrons S.
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Ultraspe image A = I + Æ
Extra simulated readout B = I + 2Æ + Æ
2
A+A B C = I   Æ
2
Simulated readout of C D = I + Æ   Æ
2
  Æ
3
A+ C  D E = I + Æ
3
Simulated readout of E F = I + Æ + Æ
3
+ Æ
4
A+E   F G = I   Æ
4
Table 9.3: Step by step proedure of the forward iterative algorithm used to remove
trailing in images, where I is the original image (desired, but not available) and Æ
represents the trailing proess in the readout.
and a 
2
of 0.79. In this ase, the t is to the faintest third of the spetra ( 1000)
to try and narrow down the gaussian ambiguity further, but one ould antiipate
splitting the data set further to try and get more aurate ts to eah regime. The
ideal ase, a t to eah exposure, is ompletely impossible due to the handful of
photons present.
Reversal of harge trapping via a forward algorithm
Using the six eletron trap model disussed in the previous setion, the potential to
reverse suh a proess to retrieve the original data is examined. A suessful method
detailed in Bristow [2003℄ uses a lever forward algorithm that works in iteration
to redue the eet of trailing. Considering the ideal image is I and Æ represents
the eletron trailing, the proedure is detailed in table 9.3. In essene, if the model
simulates the readout trailing, then the dierene between the `simulated' image
(I + 2Æ + Æ
2
) and twie the original image (I + Æ) results in an image loser to I
(I   Æ
2
). This proess an be repeated as many times as deemed neessary. While
the iteration will never analytially reah I, Æ beomes insigniant very quikly in
pratie. The single iteration result an be seen in gure 9.16.
While the iteration proess is very quik, it is still a time-onsuming pro-
edure to t every single olumn with the model desribed. Whereas the CCD
modelled in Massey et al. [2010℄ had a trap density greater than 1 per pixel, it is
likely that the signiant traps in Ultraspe are few in number (as it is a new CCD
and is not subjet to high-radiation onditions), and some olumns are likely lean
to detetable levels. Attempting to t all six traps to every olumn results in tting
problems with some, usually agged by unphysial parameters resulting from the
t (suh as negative depth). For the data redution presented here, the simpler
onvolution method is used to quikly gauge the length of eah olumn trail and
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Figure 9.15: Fits to a olumn of Ultraspe data with varying numbers of eletron
traps and parameters.
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Figure 9.16: Top: The original olumn from the summed spetrum I + Æ shown as
data points with a line representing the reonstruted data, I   Æ
2
. Bottom: The
reonstruted data as points with a moat t to it.
perform a masked extration, eliminating the trailed area from the sky estimation.
The resulting omparison from a simple extration and a masked extration an be
seen in gure 9.17.
Possible improvements for the modelling proess
While it is mentioned that individual frame modelling is impossible at the ount
levels Ultraspe tends to produe at these frame rates, one possible method would
be to try and t the gaussian width, position and the traps to all of the exposures
simultaneously with a varying gaussian amplitude for eah frame. An important
result from this analysis that onforms with theory is that the long smeared tail
(whih strongly denes the emission probability P in the model) does not appear
to hange its nature with target ux; hene as the equations suggest, as long as the
instrument is at a stable temperature, P an be regarded as xed. Unfortunately this
method beomes intratable very rapidly at the frame quantities Ultraspe produes
(for Z Cha, 2GB of RAM for the raw data and then tting  3; 000 parameters to
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Figure 9.17: The simple normal extration of the OY Car spetrum (bottom) against
the masked extration (above) to take into aount eletron trailing. The olumn
at  920 is unreoverable.
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240,000 data points per olumn). Simply saling the trap depth by the number of
staked exposures is not feasible without knowing the quantity of traps in a olumn
with reasonable ertainty; the smoothing out of the disontinuous points formed by
a trap an be reated either by further numbers of traps or by the staking proess
itself. Should further problems with harge trapping arise with Ultraspe, reation
of suh a map would be key to furthering models by removing this unertainty.
The model urrently also neglets the possibility of seondary apture. Sine
the emission of eletrons from the traps is typially muh less than the parallel lok
times in a CCD at normal operating temperature, emitted eletrons have a nite
possibility of being re-aptured and then trailed again. While a small eet, it has
been noted as a measured improvement to the model used for the Hubble CCDs in
Massey et al. [2010℄. The more advaned models used to orret damage to CCDs in
spae missions typially model louds of eletrons with traps in a volume at dierent
energy levels. This an produe an eet that is observed with some bulk traps
whereby lling one trap atually reates energy states that an open up another
trap. It is for this reason that applying fat-zero to suh bulk trap aeted CCDs
does not signiantly help. It has been reported that these traps an sometimes
be eliminated or redued by annealing; heating up a CCD and then ooling it
bak down to temperature again [Bautz et al., 2005℄. While poorly understood,
it is hypothesised that the annealing proess allows these unstable arbon defets
to form metastable omplexes when moved towards room temperature. It should
be stressed that these types of bulk traps (eetively damaged silion) are almost
ertainly not the types of trap seen in Ultraspe; thus suh a proess would not be
expeted to hange the Ultraspe CCD, and extending to a volumetri modelling
ode - while more physially aurate - is most likely unneessary.
9.3 Results
9.3.1 Z Cha on the rise to superoutburst
During the observation period dating 10th February 2008 to 12th February 2008,
spetra of Z Cha taken happened to oinide with one of its rarer superoutbursts.
Using the standard star LTT 3864 to provide a ux alibration of the data sets, the
ontinuum ux is traked over the several sets of exposures and then the Ultraspe
measurements are overlaid with AAVSO data, whih an be seen in gure 9.18.
It is somewhat unfortunate that the VPH656 grism was being used for this
set of observations, sine it means only H and the nearby helium line ould be
monitored as opposed to a wide spetral range. This limits the amount of analysis
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Figure 9.18: Continuum ux measurements of Z Cha from Ultraspe with AAVSO
visual band observations.
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Figure 9.19: Average spetra from observations of Z Cha in suessive runs. The
initial sets of data (near the bottom) show a typial quiesent behaviour at  1mJy
before a sudden dip in ux followed by a sharp rise.
that an be done with the data. Presented in gure 9.19 is the average spetrum
from eah observing epoh, showing it in a typial quiesent state with a ux density
of  1mJy, before atually dropping by 0.5mJy within 4 hours, rising to  2mJy
only 90 minutes later and then being found at 28 mJy the following day. AAVSO
indiates that Z Cha reahed in exess of 90mJy two days later (not observed) and
then proeeded to settle again over the next 3-4 days. The H emission beomes a
muh smaller fration of the ontinuum light as expeted, starting from nearly twie
the ontinuum in quiesene and dropping to only one third of the ontinuum in the
last observed epoh. It is also seen that the HeI (6678

A) line beomes more apparent
during outburst, inluding a entral absorption omponent that dips beneath the
ontinuum.
Finally, as proof that Ultraspe an indeed provide good spetrophotometry
due to its low readout noise and high frame-rate, gure 9.20 shows the light-urve
of Z Cha extrated from a data run in 2008 with a model t to it using system
parameters of Z Cha from Wood et al. [1986℄.
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Figure 9.20: A light urve of Z Cha extrated from a set of Ultraspe spetra. A
t using parameters from Wood et al. [1986℄ is shown as a solid line, with residuals
beneath.
9.3.2 The Rossiter-MLaughlin eet and QS Vir
Being a detahed system, QS Vir has strong hydrogen absorption lines from the
white dwarf atmosphere whih are usually polluted or entirely hidden in CV systems
by dis emission lines. In a similar fashion to the way dis lines are elipsed, reating
a subsequent red and blue shift depending on whih part of the dis is obsured, the
partial elipse of the white dwarf should reate a shift in the wavelength of these
absorption lines, beause the entral objet is spinning. This spin is onsiderably
less than the rotation of the inner dis however, and so would produe a muh weaker
eet. In addition to this, the white dwarf is also muh smaller than the dis and
so the length of time over whih the eet would be observed is a fration of that
otherwise. The phenomenon was rst detailed almost simultaneously by Rossiter
[1924℄ and MLaughlin [1924℄.
Satisfying both the requirements for high time resolution and good signal-to-
noise that are required observe the eet, Ultraspe and a few other instruments are
likely the only hoies to aomplish suh a feat. Using the four elipses of QS Vir
from 2008, these were phase-binned into 2s bins, and the hydrogen absorption lines
were tted with gaussians (with a shared oset from their rest wavelength). This
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Figure 9.21: Radial veloity against phase of the H and HÆ absorption lines in
QS Vir, modelled using a ombination of gaussians. The red line is a model of the
Rossiter-MLaughlin eet as an approximate guide of the antiipated phase and
magnitude of the radial veloity deviation. The data is four elipses phase-folded
with  2s time resolution.
oset, plotted against phase, an be seen in gure 9.21, with a omputed estimate of
the expeted eet overlaid. As an learly be seen, this data unfortunately produes
no visible result. While the tting errors are small, the error that originates from
the data is high. The instrument is learly resolving the ingress and egress of QS
Vir, as a dozen individual points an be seen on the light urve as the white dwarf
is elipsed and appears again, but the reason for the non-result appears to be a
lak of signal-to-noise, so any rotation eet is ompletely masked in the noise. The
modelling ould be improved by further elipses being averaged, and it should also
be noted that a gaussian does not perfetly model the absorption (a muh better
t is a guassian plus a lorentzian funtion). However, adding further terms to the
modelling proess with this S/N quikly reates degeneray in the tting.
9.4 Summary
This hapter provided alibration results for the Ultraspe EMCCD before inves-
tigating various phenomena that are present in the instrument inluding spurious
harge, AC oupling of the video iruit, and eletron trapping. Comparisons of the
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eet of the redution ode were presented, along with possible avenues for improve-
ment of the redution in the future. Z Cha was shown on the rise to superoutburst,
and the diÆulty of measuring the rotation of the white dwarf in QS Vir via the
Rossiter-MLaughlin eet was disussed, showing that even with the low noise and
high speed of Ultraspe, a onsiderable number of elipses will be required to reah
the neessary S/N for a detetion.
The nal hapter will now ompile all the results obtained during the work
presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 10
Conlusions
Observations of the atalysmi variable systems EX Dra, Z Cha, and OY Car have
been presented, and were analysed using a variety of data from dierent wavelengths
and instruments. Firstly, several data sets show that the white dwarf is indeed
obsured by the dis in some manner. While a seemingly likely senario due to
our viewing angle with respet to the system, the eet an be subtle and requires
areful analysis of the data to provide a denitive onlusion. In x5, this was shown
by the use of the wind emission lines driven by UV photons, whereby instead of the
ikering light-urve from the ontinuum, a steady and unvarying ux was observed.
In x6, it was shown that the lower hemisphere of the boundary layer (and hene
white dwarf) was obsured in the soft X-ray band. This was ahieved by using
tted models, and was found to agree with the spetral analysis of the absorbing
omponent. The obsuration of the white dwarf in OY Car originally reported by
Horne et al. [1994℄ is again found in x7. The observation of dozens of FeI and
FeII lines allowed for detailed measurements to be performed. These same iron lines
ould potentially be the soure of veiling material for EX Dra as well, though lak of
data at suÆient wavelengths prevents an absolute onlusion on this point. Again,
the importane of data at a range of wavelengths should be stressed, partiularly
when examining this phenomenon. While optial spetra for EX Dra showed unusual
behaviour during quiesene that helped build a piture for the dis-rim obsuration
in the system, use of optial data alone with Z Cha would simply onlude that the
dis does not obsure the ux from the white dwarf. Future observations of EX Dra
with UV data in an extended range should easily be able to onlude whether iron
lines are responsible for the veiling of the inner dis and white dwarf. A greater
number of CV observations at the neessary UV wavelengths would not only help
determine how ommon the presene of veiling iron material is in these objets,
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but also drive forward the development of LTE (loal thermodynami equilibrium)
models of suh gas, perhaps onlusively determining where this material lies.
A seond important onlusion from the areful modelling of the boundary
layer of Z Cha in x6 is that the inner dis is trunated. While no other data presented
here had X-ray wavelengths to perform a similar analysis on, it is believed that the
presene of this extremely low surfae density inner dis in a system that otherwise
appears to omply with standard dis instability models may suggest trunated
diss are more ommon than previously thought. A route for further study would
be a areful reanalysis of the OY Car XMM-Newton data previously presented by
Wheatley and West [2003℄. The vertially oset emission that was argued for in
the paper an alternatively be explained by the obsuration of the lower pole, and
if this is found to be the ase for soft X-rays as with Z Cha, the likely onlusion
of a similarly low-density inner dis may follow. With the inreasing amount of
X-ray data available to those studying CVs and onstant improvement to detetors
in this region, the next logial step in this eld after the onrmation of trunated
diss is determining the orret model for the ause of this eet; of whih there are
urrently many ompeting entries.
Thirdly, using elipse timings from high speed Ultraam (and Ultraspe) data
ombined with XMM-Newton, it is found that the Applegate eet [Applegate, 1992℄
fails to aount for the observed period variations in Z Cha (x6) by two orders of
magnitude when using a generalised alulation originally performed by Brinkworth
et al. [2006℄. Studies of other binaries showing ontinued hange in their periods
has also failed to attribute any of the observations to the Applegate eet [Parsons
et al., 2010a℄, one again onluding as with Z Cha, that a third body provides
the only viable explanation. If this observed trend ontinues, it would result in a
signiant fration of elipsing binary systems ontaining a third body, and almost
all of them having to be brown dwarfs. The ounter-argument to this point is that
a third body an almost always be used to math these period variations in some
manner, meaning that onlusive evidene of a third body will require monitoring of
the period variations for several yles. In the ase of Z Cha, this would take over a
entury should the tted period of 54 years remain unhanged. At this urrent point
in time, the inreasing number of systems showing this sinusoidal period hange is
intriguing, but little beyond areful long-term study will reveal for ertain the exat
soure of these variations.
Finally, two sets of data (Z Cha in x6 and OY Car in x7) showed the pos-
sibility of a seond absorption point in the emission light-urves, theorised to be a
seond dis-stream interation as disussed by Lubow [1989℄. X-ray light urves of
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Z Cha show two signiant points of absorption, one at approximately the typially
expeted bright spot impat phase, and the other around half an orbit later. A sim-
ilar phenomenon was found in the line strengths of the measured iron lines in OY
Car. The alternative model put forth by Ogilvie [2002℄ is a tidally thikened dis
rim, whih seems logial from the results of x6 sine it was determined the seond
point is aused merely by an inrease in the overing fration of the model, not an
inreased olumn density as what may be expeted if the stream was ontinuing
around the dis and impating again. It is also true that the ontinuing stream
should prefentially impat at a ertain point whih does not seem to math well
with what is observed. Conlusive proof is diÆult to obtain from the urrent data,
but the fat that suh a phenomenon seems to be present in so many other X-ray
observations of CVs should in time reah a onlusion on this matter.
In addition to the study of atalysmi variable systems, improvements to
both the Ultraam and Ultraspe instruments have been detailed, providing in-
reased auray and produtivity as they ontinue to grow as premier astronomial
instruments for the study of CVs and other objets that require high time resolution.
Theoretial extintion oeÆients and a detailed omparison of the Ultraam
lters to their SDSS equivalents were determined in x8, with the result that the
dierene is almost always  0:1 mag for all but the most extreme olour objets.
The \peppering" phenomenon in Ultraam was investigated and found not to be
as problemati as originally thought, partiularly for aperture photometry. Sine
ounts are preserved, photometri auray is not ompromised, though there will
be a marked derease in signal-to-noise due to the modulation loss. Corretion of
this problem will inrease the useable dynami range of Ultraam and allow a greater
margin for error in utilisation of Ultraam for brighter targets; several experiments
were proposed in the hapter to ontinue the investigation. These suggestions should
be ated upon the next time Ultraam is returned to the laboratory, and may help
to narrow down the ause for this eet. A similar study of CCD features related to
Ultraspe was performed in x9, showing that eah of the features an be aounted
for or even orreted, with a signiant improvement to the resulting data. It was
also shown that reonstrution of the original image unaeted by eletron trapping
is entirely feasible, and alibration of a \harge trap map" for Ultraspe will allow
many parameters to be onstrained, removing the ambiguity urrently present. This
should result in an aurately reonstruted image without degeneray problems.
With no signiant issues remaining with Ultraspe, any future observations should
be of a sienti quality that mathes the instrument's original goals, and it is hoped
that the next run will result in several published journal papers as a testament to
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Finally, a new, open-soure, modular software pakage with a small depen-
deny stak was detailed, that provides a low-level interfae to Ultraam (and Ul-
traspe) raw data and automati indexing of data using a entral database. Other
software an then diretly (or via higher-level written routines) leverage the on-
tents of this database for their own purposes. This has led to an improvement in
the observing workow of Ultraam by enabling a target database and easier and
more robust lassiation of data. The software should be of great benet now that
the instruments are operating for months at a time and generating even greater
quantities of data. Future developments of this will involve a publi/private a-
ess system with a le server, and also the ontinual evolution of the software as it
ontinues to math the updates and improvements to Ultraam, suh as thew new
sub-milliseond GPS whih has reently been installed.
In summary, using a ombination of multi-wavelength observations, it is
found that eah of the three atalysmi variable systems reported on here show
signs that the white dwarf is partially obsured by material in some fashion that is
present in the dis. Instruments that observe at short wavelengths suh as X-Shooter
and FOS have positively identied intervening dis material in OY Car and EX Dra,
whereas the high time resolution of Ultraam ombined with XMM-Newton allowed
onstraints of the white dwarf emission region for Z Cha, as well as ontinued mon-
itoring of its period variations. While these phenomena remain far from being well
understood, ontinued observations of atalysmi variables and ontinued evolu-
tion and improvement of the instruments used to observe them should provide an
inreasing amount of data to aid astronomers with. With X-Shooter now providing
real sienti data, and most of the details of Ultraspe dealt with and doumented,
it is hoped that the near future may shed further light on these and other aspets
of atalysmi variable systems.
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